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Abstract
Up to now, adolescent speakers have been the primary focus when researching contemporary variation
in the language of Sweden’s urban areas. This study contributes to the growing body of research on 
the topic by examining and reporting on adult speakers of what is here referred to as förortssvenska 
(English: Suburban Swedish). This study focuses specifically on formal speech registers of eight 
young working-class men from Stockholm along with the perception and reception of their speech by 
two independent native-listener groups. 
The paper is the first to present quantifiable data on what has been previously referred to as a 
“staccato” rhythm in Suburban Swedish. Strong correlations are shown between prosodic rhythm as 
measured by the normalized pairwise variability index (nPVI) and speech speed to mean listener 
attitudes (R2=0.9). A strong correlation is also shown for nPVI’s influence on mean listener-projected 
ethnicity (R2=0.8). Alongside variation in rhythm, we also see phonemic variation that trends toward 
specific indexes of social identity as revealed by speaker interviews and native-listener assessments. 
Alongside linguistic variation among speakers, there is also significant variation within speaker peer 
groups. 
In addition to identifying specific linguistic features, the study examines social mechanisms revealed 
in interviews with and qualitative observations of speaker and listener participants. In exploratory 
fashion, ideas on variation, register ranges, meta-pragmatic stereotyping, and ethnic boundary-making 
are presented to make a case for treating contemporary urban variation in Swedish as a habitual 
semiotic extension of speaker identity. Indicators that contemporary urban variation in Swedish may 
be heading in the direction of sociolectal entrenchment are also discussed.



Förortssvenskan på mognadsvägen
En undersökning av variation och perceptioner bland vuxna talare av 

svensk ‘contemporary urban vernacular’

Nathan Joel Young

Sammanfattning
Hittills har unga talare varit det primära fokus för forskning av aktuell språklig variation i urbana 
Sverige. Denna studie bidrar till den växande mängden forskning i detta ämne genom att undersöka 
och rapportera om vuxna talare av det som här kallas för förortssvenska. Studien fokuserar specifikt på
formella talregister bland åtta unga män från Stockholms arbetarklass, samt perception och 
mottagande av deras tal av två oberoende grupper av infödda lyssnare.
Denna studie är den första som presenterar kvantifierbar data rörande den i tidigare forskning så 
kallade stackato-rytmen i förortssvenska. Starka korrelationer finns mellan, å ena sidan, prosodisk 
rytm mätt med the normalized pairwise variability index (nPVI) och talhastighet och, å den andra, de 
genomsnittliga lyssnarattityderna (R2=0,9). Det finns också en stark korrelation för nPVIs påverkan på
genomsnittlig lyssnarprojicerad etnicitet (R2=0,8). Vid sidan av variation i rytm ser vi också fonemisk 
variation som trender mot specifika index för social identitet. Och vid sidan av variation i rytm bland 
talarna, finns också en stor variation inom kamratgrupperna. 
Förutom att den identifierar specifika lingvistiska drag, undersöker studien sociala mekanismer som 
framkommer i intervjuer med och kvalitativa observationer av talardeltagarna och lyssnardeltagarna. 
På ett explorativt sätt, lägger studien fram idéer om variation, registeromfång, meta-pragmatiska 
stereotyper och etniska gränsskapande för att framhäva argumentet för att behandla den aktuella 
förortsvariationen i svenska som en habituell avsiktlig utbyggnad av talarens identitet. Det diskuteras 
också indikatorer till att den aktuella urbana variationen i svenska kan vara på väg mot sociolektal 
stabilisering.
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rinkebysvenska, Rinkeby Swedish, förortsslang, förortssvenska, slang, Suburban Swedish, 
contemporary urban vernacular, normalized pairwise variability index, nPVI, prosodic rhythm, 
linguistic artifacts, sociophonetic variation, meta-pragmatic stereotypes, prestige forms
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1 Introduction

The research goal of this paper is to examine empirically the link between linguistic form and value-
indexed perception for adult speakers of Suburban Swedish in Stockholm. The core data examined in 
this study are samples of formal-register speech along with auxiliary data from informal discursive 
speech and qualitative data from interviews and conversations. By incorporating the various data 
types, I will identify and analyze the mechanisms behind the diversity of form that we are witnessing 
among today’s speakers of Swedish contemporary urban vernacular. I will show that what is referred 
to here as Suburban Swedish is heteroglossic and exists along a continuum. The type and density of 
linguistic features depend on the identity and register that the speaker habitually and intentionally is 
inclined to project, based on the setting and audience at hand. In contrast to speaker heterogeneity, the 
identities and values that the linguistic form indexes for listeners occur along homogeneous lines. I 
will discuss in this paper how this homogeneity may give us reason to believe that we may seeing an 
emerging sociolect.

This is a study on the speech of eight young working-class men from the greater Stockholm area and 
represents the first analysis on over 20 hours of recordings that were taken in January, February and 
March 2014. This also happens to be one of only two studies on adult speakers of Suburban1 Swedish 
(see Eliaso Magnusson & Stroud 2012), a variety that has been the focus of a small group of 
researchers, including my supervisor for this project Kari Fraurud. Together with a team of other 
researchers, she has participated and produced a number of articles on adolescent speakers based on 
the data produced by the SUF (Language and Language Use Among People in Multilingual Urban 
Settings) and SALAM (Sociolinguistic Awareness and Language Attitudes in Multilingual contexts) 
projects.

In the first analysis section of this study, I will present the specific linguistic features that I found 
indexed ethnic identity and value among native listeners. In the second analysis section, I will examine
the mechanisms behind the speakers’ production of these linguistic features and explore ideas as to 
why we see so much diversity among our six Suburban speakers and so much unanimity among 
listeners. Along with a summary of conclusions on form and function, the final section will discuss 
this research in the context of Swedish urban vernacular in the macro—including its sociocultural 
function, its trajectory and distribution—as well as applicable language policy.

1.1 Literature review
Suburban Swedish was first discussed in an academic context by Ulla-Britt Kotsinas in 1988 where 
she made an argument for treating the Swedish spoken in Rinkeby—an emblematic multiethnic suburb
in the northwest of Stockholm—as a dialect rather than some deficient interlanguage. She referred to it
as rinkebysvenska (Rinkeby Swedish), and it has been known by that name ever since, including now 
by some of its speakers. Kotsinas’ views evolved on how to treat Rinkeby Swedish, and she eventually
decided that it was a form of youth language. There were a series of news media production pieces that
coincided with the 1988 article and her evolving position on the variety, including an extended report 
by Sveriges Television (Sweden’s Television) that interviewed youth in Rinkeby. What is remarkable 
about this media piece is how mildly divergent from Standard Swedish the variety appears to be at that
time. In today’s Stockholm, Suburban Swedish gives the impression of deviating much more from the 
standard variety than it did in the 80’s while at the same time also being much more ubiquitous than 
just in Rinkeby. It can be found in any suburb with a significant multiethnic population as well as 
heard all over the city, including on the campus of Stockholm University.

Following Kotsinas’ articles on Rinkeby Swedish, very little work was done on this variety until the 

1 “Suburban” alludes to the multiethnic neighborhoods on Stockholm’s periphery
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beginning of the 21st century with the most extensive work done through the Language and Language 
Use among People in Multilingual Urban Settings Project (aka SUF Project), conducted from 2001 to 
2006 (see contributions in Källström and Lindberg 2011). It was here that the narrative changed from 
Rinkeby Swedish to treating this variety as a multiethnic youth language shared among the multiethnic
neighborhoods in Sweden’s three main cities: Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. Most of the 
research we have today is a result of this national cross-institutional endeavor along with the SALAM 
project (which I will discuss later). SUF’s focus was on on adolescents; up to this point, little to no 
work has been done on adult speakers of this variety. This is an alarming gap because the signs point 
toward Suburban Swedish spreading and entrenching itself, perhaps even becoming a full-on sociolect 
at some point in the near future. If linguists miss this window, the train will have left the station on 
discovering how this type of transformation actually happens.

One of the key conclusions that came out of the SUF study was an emerging consensus that what we 
are dealing with can be better described as variation rather than variety due to the relatively extensive 
heterogeneity among speakers. While many of the researchers came into the project in 2002 with a 
traditional dialectal approach, most of them were unanimous by the end that this phenomenon was 
quite different. There is an ever growing mound of evidence that Suburban features are produced at 
various densities depending on the context at hand: speaker goals, audience demographics, semantic 
intensity, etc. According to Bijvoet and Fraurud,

Rather it has to do with a repertoire of language features (and other symbols such as clothing) used as
vehicles for the construction and negotiation of identities. These researchers remain critical of the
traditional concept of variety and are instead studying styles and practices.

Swedish: Snarare handlar det om en uppsättning språkdrag (och andra symboler t.ex. klädsel) som medel
för konstruerande av och förhandlande om identiteter. Dessa forskare hållar sig också kritiska till det
traditionella varietetsbegreppet och studerar hellre stilar och praktiker (2013: 381, my translation).

In this respect, the paradigm of linguistic register is in many ways more appropriate, and it is this 
approach that my paper takes. I, myself, first approached Suburban Swedish from a somewhat 
postcolonial-centric creolist perspective, but as I read the more recent literature and began collecting 
my own data, I became convinced that register variation is a better paradigm.

Much lexical and grammatical work on Suburban variation was produced by Ekberg (she and some of 
her colleagues refer to it as Swedish on Multilingual Ground aka SMG—more on that later); she  
uncovered lexico-grammatical traits in the variety such as the polyfunctionalism of sån2 and the 
interjection å sånt3 (2007). Ekberg (2007, 2011a, 2011b), Ganuza (2008, 2011), and Svensson (2007, 
2011) have produced studies on the syntactic and lexical nature of SMG, finding variation between it 
and Standard Swedish in word order and word choice. Even less has been researched on phonology 
and prosody—with most of the current research coming from Bodén’s 2007 study Rosengård Swedish
phonetics and phonology and her 2011 study on prosody, Adolescents’ pronunciation in multilingual 
Malmö, Gothenburg and Stockholm, where deviations in certain consonant and vowel qualities were 
identified from Standard Swedish.  

While some grammatical differences have been shown by linguists between Suburban Swedish and 
Standard Swedish, studies show that the extent of these differences is quite small. In one such SUF 
study, Ganuza found that the XSV word order (as opposed to XVS)4—a well-known and somewhat 
emblematic feature of Suburban Swedish—actually was only used in 3.5% of all possible occurrences 
and in 10% of peer-to-peer occurrences (Ganuza 2011: 93), and that usage of this salient feature 
increased in situations where suburban identity was overtly performed.  It was concluded that straight 
word order was a semiotic tool used to mark one’s group solidarity (Ganuza 2011: 99).

On prosody, it is a common anecdotal observation that Suburban varieties have a different rhythm than
Standard varieties. This has generally been referred to as a staccato prosody. Aside from what I will 
reveal later in this paper, no measurements have been done to date to empirically show a difference in 
speech rhythm but Bodén found significant differences in intonation between samples of Rosengård 
Swedish and Standard Malmö Swedish. She also observed that SMG may be more syllable-timed than 
2 English equivalent: “that type of” or “such a”
3 English equivalent: “like” or “and stuff”
4 XVS word order is common in most Germanic languages and involves placement of the verb before the 

participant following certain trigger words such as “igår gick jag” (yesterday went I) instead of XSV *”igår 
jag gick” (yesterday I went).
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Standard Swedish (Swedish as a whole and all of its varieties, are highly stress-timed), much like how 
Nigerian English is more syllable-timed than Standard English (2007: 32-39). I will demonstrate later 
in this paper that this is a correct hypothesis.

While there are several other studies reporting on features of Suburban Swedish, only a few recognize 
and address the heterogeneity among speakers within the speech community and how this 
heterogeneity fits into the question of what Suburban Swedish actually is. Ganuza’s aforementioned 
study does. Additionally, Bodén (formerly Hansson) identified a wide variety of options for 
pronouncing the affricates in checka (check) or chilla (chill out) and also identified incidents where a 
non-content word was treated with prominent intonation, a violation of Standard Swedish prosody 
(Hansson & Svensson 2004; Bodén & Grosse 2006). Furthermore, Tingsell found high variation in 
how young speakers use pronouns in sentences where the reflexive form is typically required such as 
“Anna gick på bio med sin bror” (Anna went to the movies with her brother)5. In many cases, hennes 
would be used instead of sin, and little direct correlation to the speaker’s linguistic background was 
found; the variation occurred among monolingual speakers as well (2007). Boyd and Fraurud (2010),  
Fraurud and Boyd (2011), and Bijvoet and Fraurud (2012, 2013) have authored several works that 
tackle the issue of heterogeneity head-on and call to attention the problems with descriptive work that 
fails to sufficiently address the diversity that persists in all of the data or that writes outliers off as 
learner deficiencies. 

Taking on the heterogeneity and looking at the here-and-now of its production, while also eliciting a 
sample size that would satisfy any quantitative demands, is what we see in the more recent SALAM 
study that Bijvoet and Fraurud ran from 2006 to 2012 and have been publishing results from since 
2006. In this study, 343 senior high school students from Stockholm were examined in the context of 
their language production and perception and how these indexed to specific identities such as 
suburban, snob, organized, tough, etc (2006, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). In requesting native 
listeners to identify the type of Swedish heard on anonymous recordings and why it was identified as 
such, Bijvoet and Fraurud found that listeners would commonly invoke slang or XSV even if neither 
actually existed (2010), indicating perhaps that phonology, prosody, or pragmatic style were the actual
cause. Moreover, when listeners were asked to identify what neighborhood an anonymous speaker was
from based on a recording, the results were somewhat all over the map for those speakers who did not 
have extremely marked speech. Even more interestingly, one speaker was asked to produce two 
recordings that were presented to the listeners as if he were two entirely different speakers. In the first 
recording, he was given the name Leo and was asked to speak informally as with a friend. In the 
second recording, he was given the name Sam and asked to speak the way he might in order to pass 
for a “typical Swede”. Listeners placed Sam all over the map but placed Leo almost exclusively in a 
multiethnic suburb, mainly Rinkeby (2012). Moreover, listeners viewed Sam as “organized” and Leo 
as “tough”. In many ways, my own study expands on the aforementioned experiment, and as you will 
soon see, three of the six suburban speakers succeed in producing that same “Sam” transformation to 
various degrees.

In discussing how we should treat Suburban slang, Bijvoet and Fraurud discussed the reflexive salient 
features of it, calling such features “a manifestation... of a social process in which different linguistic 
features are conventionalized as markers of identity and group affiliation.... And slang speakers may 
consciously use salient learner features [such as XSV] as a means, among other reasons, for 
establishing solidarity (2011: 7-8).” With this and the aforementioned studies in mind, it is clear that 
we are dealing with something more nuanced than “Rinkeby Swedish” or “not Rinkeby Swedish”. We 
have a repertoire of linguistic features that speakers select, and the density of those features fall along 
a continuum—from heavily stylized, slang-saturated locker-room talk on one end to, for example, 
making a table reservation on the other end that is absent of Suburban slang but with some Suburban 
phonology “bleeding” through.

The literature indicates that the contemporary urban vernacular’s heteroglossic nature is a common 
feature among its linguistic equivalents in other parts of multiethnic urban Europe. Rampton coined 
the term contemporary urban vernaculars (2010), and he outlines the conditions by which reflexive 
(in the sense of to oneself) linguistic features are called upon to semiotically establish oneself in 

5 Like many Germanic languages, Swedish distinguishes between third-person reflexive pronouns (sin) and 
regular third-person pronouns: hans (3SG.MASC.POSSESSIVE), hennes (3SG.FEM.POSS), dens (3SG.COMMON.POSS),
dets (3SG.NEUTER.POSS), deras (3PL.POSS)
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discourse by adolescent and adult speakers in West London. Like Boyd, Bijvoet, Fraurud and others, 
Rampton rejects the rigid essentialist dividing line between standard and vernacular as well as the idea
that a vernacular is by definition “unaware” as posited by more traditional linguists operating in a 
primarily North American context. Conscious and reflexive production of tokens index multiethnic 
working-class identity to their speakers. 

But that production occurs at vastly heterogeneous densities depending on the goals of the speakers as 
well as the speakers’s socialized response to the situation at hand.This interplay of Suburban tokens 
(phonology, prosody, morphology) is consciously and often also habitually produced based on how 
much the current situation resembles a prior situation in which the linguistic form has been 
institutionally established by the constant repetition of similar situations and their accompanying 
forms. When I say institutionally, I am referring to “a process whereby speech practices become 
differentiated, disseminated, and consolidated by (institutionalized) practices of speech typification, in 
which the circulation of discourse artifacts comes to index specific social personas (Eliaso Magnusson 
& Stroud 2012: 328, citing Agha 2006).” Rather than being a thing, Suburban Swedish is an 
institutionalized system of features that index identity for both its speakers and its listeners.

Only one other study to date examines young adults from Stockholm’s multiethnic periphery. Eliaso 
Magnusson and Stroud challenge the L1-L2 paradigm in their article on high-proficiency L2 Swedish-
speaking adults who work at a call center in Stockholm. Through a qualitative analysis of interviews 
with Swedish men of ethnic Assyrian descent, the authors identify how the men navigate between 
registers that, while meta-pragmatically stereotyped as Swedish or blatte/invandrare (English: 
“immigrant”), are actually different linguistic systems with different market values that the speakers 
have almost total and complete mastery of. Eliaso Magnusson and Stroud propose that

we move in the direction of interdisciplinarity by addressing the ambiguity in the notion of nativelikeness
and by suggesting that a useful way of looking at this cluster of concepts is in terms of interactionally
accomplished instances of metalinguistic reflexivity, in which formal features are discursively constructed
as carrying particular indexical values in different linguistic markets. In other words, rather than using the
notion to refer to a particular category of speaker or learner, a sociolinguistic interpretation of the
concepts of nativelikeness, near-nativelikeness, and nonnativelikeness is offered in terms of indexically
mediated relationships between linguistic forms and markets (2012: 324).

In line with Eliaso Magnusson and Stroud as well as Bijvoet, Boyd, Fraurud, Rampton and others, this
study has little interest in a priori categorization of native or non-native speakers. All speakers 
participating in this study state unequivocally, themselves, that Swedish is their best language. It is the
language they have used since a very young age and is the language spoken with friends, colleagues, 
and partners. It is often the language that they use with their parents and almost always the language 
they use and have used with their siblings. This reality intersects with the fact that in their 
communities and in their social spheres, there is tremendous status associated with using stereotypes 
of learner interlanguage features, making it very difficult and perhaps impossible to empirically 
investigate what would in fact be “deficiency” and what would not. But as Eliaso Magnusson and 
Stroud said, these features or the lack thereof carry different values in different linguistic markets 
(2012). I am concerned with what these forms are and under what circumstances they are produced, 
specifically across various registers and domains.

1.2 Terminology

1.2.1 Blatte and blattar

It is necessary to identify the term blatte (plural blattar) because it appears on a regular basis in my 
data and is a key index for Suburban and non-ethnic-Swedish identity and the values and behaviors 
stereotypically indexed to that identity. Blatte, along with babbe and svartskalle (literally black 
headed, referring to dark hair) are all derogatory terms used in Sweden for anyone with darker non-
Nordic features, usually from the Middle East. The term is relatively elastic but it generally cannot be 
used for people with stereotypically Nordic features (Lacatus 2007: 81). Interestingly enough, based 
on interviews with some of my speaker participants, it also cannot be used for people with 
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stereotypically sub-Saharan African features even though the original use of the word may have 
referred to immigrants of African descent (Lacatus 2007: 80). Based on my interviews, that group 
seems now to be referred derogatorily as neger.

Similar to equivalent terms in other nation states with significant multiethnic populations, blatte has 
been adopted and undergone a positive reanalysis by self-identified blattar. There would be some 
dissonance for someone of immigrant roots from the middle or upper classes referring to her/himself 
as a blatte (more on this in section 4.2). Therefore, not surprisingly, the word can also used by working
class ethnic-Swedes who belong to majority multiethnic peer groups (Lacatus 2007). Based on my 
personal experience in all-ethnic-Swedish company, it can at times still be used derogatorily with little
self-censorship or shame. While there is some opposition to its positive reclamation, many claim that 
its reanalysis is unproblematic as can be seen in the below quote. On the word’s reclamation, Lacatus 
produces and translates a quote from Gringo, a now shuttered publication that had a largely creative 
countercultural readership with strong Suburban identity and hip-hop aesthetics. I will reproduce this 
quote and translation here because it reveals a considerable amount of information as to the history, 
evolution, and current state of the word.

Vart ordet blatte kommer ifrån ursprungligen vet vi inte. Den hetaste teorin är att det kommer från
franskan och betyder kackerlacka. En annan är att blatte kommer från blading som är ett bladätande kryp.
Oavsett ordets ursprung föddes det inte av kärlek från början. När allt fler avvek från den blonda mallen
behövdes ett nedvärderande begrepp för att markera att vitt är bäst. Gringos mål är att ifrågasätta den
hierarkin. Vi menar att vitt är lika bra som svart och alla andra färger med för den delen. Vårt sätt har
varit att avdramatisera och lyfta upp blatte för att jämna ut nivåskillnaden. Genom att inte använda ordet
går vi annars med på att det är sämre och reproducerar på så sätt maktobalansen. Det senaste året har vi
sett en högkonjunktur för användningen av ordet blatte. En liten T-shirt trend för märket ‘Blattelicious’
.Rekryteringbolaget ‘Blatteförmedlingen’. Prisutdelningen ‘Blatte de lux’. Och sist men inte minst
‘blattesvenska’. Ordet har tagit sitt första steg i att inte vara lika känsligt och bli allt mer rumsrent. Allt
fler blattar tar till sig epitetet med stolthet. Samtidigt finns det fortfarande många som blir sårade när
någon kallar dem för blatte. Och de ska respekteras. Är du osäker på om du vågar använda ordet eller inte
så fråga. Med tiden hoppas jag att ordet blatte försvinner. Det kommer hända när vi slutar dela upp oss
och alla ser varandra som svenskar (Adami 2006 quoted in Lacatus 2007).

In English

We do not know the origin of the word blatte. The hottest theory is that the word comes from French and
means ‘cockroach’. Another theory is that blatte comes from blading, which is a kind of leaf beet.
Regardless of the origin, the word was definitely not born out of love. More and more people started
breaking the pattern of blond hair, and the need for a new word surfaced, indicating the fact that being
white is the best. Gringo’s goal is to question this hierarchy. We believe that white is just as good as
black, or any other skin colour for that matter. Our strategy has been to normalize and elevate blatte in
order to level out the hierarchical difference. If we don’t use the word, we acknowledge that that it is
worse, thus reinforcing the power imbalance. This past year, the use of the word blatte has been
particularly profitable. A fashion trend with t-shirts featuring logos for a company named ‘Blattelicious’.
A recruitment company called ‘The Blatte Agency’. Or the ‘Blatte de Luxe’ award. And last but not least,
‘blatte Swedish’. The term has moved toward desensitization and political correctness. More and more
blattar embrace the epithet proudly. There are still quite a few people who feel offended when somebody
calls them blattar. And that should be taken in consideration. Are you unsure whether you should dare to
use the word or not, please write to us. We are hoping that the word blatte is going to disappear in time.
But that will only happen when we stop dividing ourselves and everybody starts considering
himself/herself a Swede (Adami 2006 translated by Lacatus 2007: 87-88).

According to my own experience, blattesvenska is one of several terms, including the more vague verb
bryta (English: speak with an accent, literally “to break”), used by its speakers when asked about their 
linguistic variety. In the following section, I will explore the issue of naming for academic purposes, 
something that has not been without debate among Swedish linguists.

1.2.2 Rinkebysvenska and brytning

Among the speaker participants in this study6, there is disagreement as to what actually constitutes 
rinkebysvenska (Rinkeby Swedish). It is worth noting that the neighborhood Rinkeby does not 
6 Because it is difficult to discuss terminology any later than in the introduction, I am obliged to break form 

and discuss some results this early in the paper.
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necessarily have a monopoly on the variety—the Million Program7 produced many other immigrant 
communities at the same time as Rinkeby. As such, I have heard blattesvenska used as a term that can 
index the highly-stylized slang-dense variety but also as a reference to slang-absent speech with 
brytning (Swedish for foreign accent, literally breakage). For persons who are generally outside of the 
speaker community and from monolingual backgrounds (generally ethnic Swedes who live in 
homogeneously Swedish neighborhoods), there appear to be fewer thresholds to referring to any 
degree of variation from the standard as rinkebysvenska or invandrarsvenska (English: immigrant 
Swedish). In contrast, members from these communities where this phenomenon is heard daily or/and 
are bilingual tend to have much more nuanced ideas of who speaks it and what is it is called (Bijvoet 
& Fraurud 2012: 310). A similar analogy would be a waiter with some Norrland phonology 
(pronouncing the /ɧ/ in sju as [ʃ] along with some other mild features) working in a Stockholm 
restaurant would be labeled a speaker of dialect, whereas in Umeå, itself, that same waiter would go 
unmarked and would certainly not be considered an actual speaker of dialect. 

The wide disagreement at the folk level at what constitutes the aforementioned terms was revealed in 
the SALAM study, so a clear lay term for what we are describing did not really emerge. This was 
unsurprising to the researchers in the study. Often, this sort of linguistic phenomenon “dare not speak 
its name (Pullum 1997: 321).” And there is reason for this; a tremendous amount of empowerment is 
at stake when someone with mild Rinkeby/ suburban/ immigrant phonology is called a speaker of 
rinkebysvenska or blattesvenska, especially once that individual enters adulthood and perhaps begins 
to achieve middle-class professional aspirations.  For example, one of my participants, Amina, would 
consider herself neither a speaker of rinkebysvenska nor blattesvenska. An attorney by day and 
resident of the multiethnic suburb Husby, she speaks full-on Standard Swedish at work and with her 
Swedish friends. When referring recently to her mode of speech, she chose to avoid naming it 
altogether and used the verb bryter (English: speak with a foreign accent, means literally break)

Jag känner att jag bryter mer med Edip (her husband) å med folk här (Husby), därför det känns softare. 

In English: 

I feel that I bryta more with Edip (her husband) and with people here (Husby) because it feels more chill.

It has been my personal experience that while the terms bryta or brytning are common for all degrees 
of density, including feature-dense versions, I dare say they may be the most semiotically “low-stakes”
terms available. Brytning may be an appealing way for speakers to self-identify the register of 
speaking that is absent of slang but marks blatte identity via its phonological form.

1.2.3 Förortssvenska

Geneva Smitherman posed a question in the context of black English while stylistically alluding to 
Shakespeare, “What’s in a name, then? Everything. As we acknowledge that names are not merely 
words but concepts which suggest implications, values, history, and consequences beyond the word or 
‘mere’ name itself (1986: 42).” There is still little consensus—also in the research community—on 
what to call the vernacular spoken in Sweden’s multiethnic urban regions. The term Rinkeby Swedish 
(rinkebysvenska) or its counterparts in Gothenburg (gårdstenska) and Malmö (rosengårdsvenska), 
while emblematic, all pose problems that I outlined above.

As discussed in the literature review, Rampton proposed the term contemporary urban vernacular, a 
term that indexes the linguistic dynamic without specifying the host language, creating an immediate 
common ground among the vernacular siblings: Kiezdeutsch in Germany, perkerdansk in Denmark, 
nuukdansk in Greenland, West London English in the UK, among others (2010, 2011). The term 
contains an understanding of vernacular as an often conscious reflexive linguistic extension of self that
can occur in various densities, regardless of actual host language. In academia, the term is useful for 
the aforementioned reasons but I believe we also need a local term so that we can elicit understanding 
for lay people and academics outside of the field to maximize their conceptual “foot in the door”. We 
have seen the term förortsslang (Suburban slang) before—a jargon dense version of this vernacular in 

7 The Million Program (Swedish Miljonprogrammet) was a large-scale affordable housing program put into 
place by the Swedish Social Democratic Party between 1965 and 1972 in which over a million new dwellings
were built in Sweden. Entire city suburbs built in the modernistic “tower in a park” style were built from the 
ground up. Rinkeby was one such suburb.
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the Swedish context (Bijvoet & Fraurud 2013). Taking from the idea of förortsslang, I propose using 
the term förortssvenska (English: Suburban Swedish) because it encompasses the best balance of intra-
disciplinary academic specificity with folk linguistic and extra-disciplinary academic understanding. 
As I wrote before, Bijvoet and Fraurud have used the term förortsslang (suburban slang) to refer 
specifically to the language among young people in Stockholm’s multilingual suburbs (2006, 2013), 
and I maintain here that this slang does not exist in a vacuum; rather, it is an optional component to a 
larger linguistic system that I would call Suburban Swedish. 

In the data I present in this paper, there is no examination of slang at all. Rather, what we are looking 
at is Suburban Swedish in a more adult form, operating on registers far beyond informal youth 
discourse. Despite almost no research on it today, it is widespread enough that we hear this variation 
in various densities among prominent individuals such as comedian Özz Nujen, the radio news 
reporter Duraid al-Khamisi, and the soccer player Zlatan Ibramovich.

In fact, given the use of it by a few prominent individuals in relatively formal registers, it would 
appear that the trajectory of Suburban Swedish into the mainstream is happening at such a rapid rate 
that scholars cannot keep pace. While scholars have been debating what to call it and how permanent 
it actually is, it has been slowly creeping into ubiquity. This is not to say that the variety is not still 
stigmatized. The data in this study indicates that it still very much is a low prestige variety but it is not 
certain that it will stay that way.

The term suburban satisfies some academic requirements for specificity in a name, but not all. While 
the majority of multiethnic communities where this variety is spoken are in fact suburbs, not all of 
them are. Suburban will likely conjure up some resistance from residents of Malmö because not all of 
its multiethnic neighborhoods are actually suburbs. Likewise, not all suburbs are multiethnic and home
to this linguistic variety. There are many more suburbs that are predominantly ethnic Swedish where 
the populations speak either standard Swedish or a traditional regional variety in their daily discourse. 
However, for most people in Sweden, the word förort (suburb) tends to connote multiethnicity, 
similarly to how the term urban connotes black and hispanic neighborhoods in the North American 
inner city. In a Google search of förortssvenska performed on April 21, 2014, the top ten returns all 
referred to the variety discussed in this paper, with the first one being a Wikipedia entry by the same 
name:

Förortssvenska: Rinkebysvenska, även kallat shobresvenska, blattesvenska eller miljonsvenska, är en
sammanfattande benämning på sociolekter som talas i vissa svenska invandrartäta områden, särskilt i eller
utanför större städer 

In English

Suburban Swedish: Rinkeby Swedish, also called “what-up-bro” Swedish, Blatte Swedish or Million8

Swedish, is a generic term for sociolects spoken in certain immigrant-dense areas, especially in the
perimeter of large cities. (Wikipedia 2014)

To continue Smitherman’s quote, “words fit into a total symbolic and cultural system and can only be 
decoded in the context of that system (1986: 42).” At this current point in time, the word förort fits 
into the symbolic and cultural system that encompasses ethnic plurality in Sweden. But as with most 
things, there are some notable exceptions, particularly among older people, but also among some 
young who have held onto the older connotations of förort (see Bijvoet and Fraurud, 2012: 30 and 
their teenage participant Henrik), which in the 60s and 70s referred to the newly-built working-class 
Swedish enclaves surrounding the more elite and expensive center city.

Despite the two aforementioned exceptions, I believe förortssvenska is the appropriate term for this 
variety because it nonetheless finds the middle point between academic accuracy and popular 
understanding. Neither “side” has all its cultural needs met in the term, but that is what happens with 
compromise. 

1.2.4 Linguistic artifacts

On many occasions in this paper, I refer to linguistic artifacts following Agha (2006). The motivation 
behind this term ties to an argument that while a lexeme indexes an object or idea, its various possible 

8 Referring to the Million Program. See footnote 7.
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linguistic forms (i.e. pronunciation) also index semiotically to various socially pre-established 
interpretations of the speaker’s identity.

In the archeological sense, human activities yield material precipitates and projections (things made
through activity, ‘artifacts’ of various kinds) that carry semiotic value or significance to those who
perceive them. This point is fairly obvious for the case of durable artifacts. Yet human beings make
artifacts of different degrees of durability, whose cultural meanings and consequences persist for different
scales of time. If human beings are artifact makers, the artifacts they most readily make are enacted
representations, including utterances and discourses (2006: 3).

For example, regardless of pronunciation, all versions of the Swedish word rött index the idea of 
“red”. However, if a speaker articulates it like [ʀøt] in Stockholm, the linguistic form will tell many 
listeners that s/he is from Southern Sweden. This is because the socially pre-established interpretation 
of [ʀ] in Stockholm is Southern Swedish. [ʀ] is a linguistic artifact for different identities depending 
on where it occurs. In Southern Sweden, it may not index much of anything. But in Stockholm, it 
indexes a generalization of the Southern part of the country.
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2 Methods and data

This study is first and foremost exploratory rather than hypothesis-based. With little research available
on adult speakers of Sweden’s contemporary urban vernacular, the initial aim of this study was to 
examine formal register speech, identifying mainly prosodical and phonological features, their 
perception among listeners, and the dynamics behind the production of these features. Speaker 
participants were recorded making a table reservation at an elite restaurant in the center city. The 
recordings were then edited down to 15 seconds of speech and 15 seconds of pause time, concatenated
to the reading of the telephone number, and played for two separate native-listener groups. The 
recordings were also analyzed for prosodic rhythm and unique phonological and lexical features, and a
correlations between these features and the listener assessments were investigated.

The selection of speaker participants was based on membership to a peer group. Three peer groups of 
eight young, working-class men were recorded in both informal and formal registers. Two of the peer 
groups (six of the speaker participants) use Suburban Swedish as their in-group variety, and one peer 
group (two of the speaker participants) uses Standard Swedish as its in-group variety. In addition to 
the restaurant reservations, these speakers were also interviewed and recorded in an informal group 
setting among their peers.

Two groups of native-listener participants were established to provide perceptual data on the eight 
speaker participants. Based on 15-second excerpts of the formal elicitation, the first listener group 
(n=13) placed the speakers in either stereotypical Swedish or non-Swedish neighborhoods. This 
approach allowed those listener participants to project ethnic stereotypes onto the speakers in a covert 
and less controversial way. The second listener group (n=14) provided attitudes toward the speakers’ 
Swedish. 

The goal of running a structural analysis of the recordings alongside eliciting listener responses was to 
identify what correlations might exist between listener attitudes, listener-projected ethnicity and the 
specific linguistic features in the recordings. The intention behind collecting extensive data on 
informal speech and the speakers’ backgrounds was to have supplementary information on the 
speaker’s socialization factors, identify potential motivations, and capture insight into register ranges.

2.1 Speaker participants
Eight young adult male speaker participants of working class background, belonging to three separate 
peer groups, were recorded in three different sittings. The groups do and did not know each other and 
were engaged by me at different times and always kept physically separate from each other. Each 
group was recorded in informal group conversation. The participants were then each separated, and a 
thorough sociological profile interview was conducted followed by a short, formal conversation 
whereby the participant called up an elite restaurant to make a table reservation.

The speaker participants (along with elicitation number; more on that later) are listed in the table in 
figure 1 with accompanying demographic information. Pseudonyms are used for all speakers and 
listener participants in this study. In select cases, the participants’ demographic background also had to
be altered to hide their identities. All speaker participants signed a consent form, provided in appendix 
1, and were told that the data would be presented to researchers and listener participants as well as 
anonymized. 

Peer groups 1 and 2—each with memberships of three participants—use Suburban Swedish as their 
variety of discourse. Peer group 3 uses Standard Swedish as its variety of discourse; it consisted 
originally of three members but one member withdrew from the study early on, leaving us with only 
two.
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Peer group: Geographic base
Variety spoken in group

Speakers
Age

Home neighborhood
% residents born abroad or 
with 2 parents born abroad Ethnicity Profession

Group 1: Husby Boxing Club
Converses in Suburban Swedish

Loran  (Speaker 3)
22

Rinkeby
89.9%9 

½ Kurdish (Iraq), ½
Assyrian (Iraq)

After-school chaperone 
(sv. fritidspedagog)

Malik  (Speaker 4)
26

Rinkeby
89.9%9 Turkish

cook, kebab stand and
cook at school

Samir  (Speaker 8)
35

Rinkeby
89.9%9 Turkish manager, corner store

Group 2: Octagon Stockholm Mixed Martial Arts Club
Converses in Suburban Swedish

Hayder  (Speaker 2)
22

Skärholmen
67.0%9 Kurdish (Iraq) window washer

Murad  (Speaker 6)
23

Alby
80.0%10 Arab (Egypt) clerk at furniture store

Reman  (Speaker 7)
22

Rågsved
48.3%9 Kurdish (Turkey)

call center 
representative

Group 3: Shared workplace in the Center City
Converses in Standard Swedish

Mateo  (Speaker 5)
34

Fisksätra
65.8%11 Chilean busboy (sv. diskplokare)

Alex  (Speaker 1)
24

Solna
33.5%12

½ Swedish, ¼ 
Polish, ¼ Yugoslav line cook

Figure 1: Speaker participants

One need not look very far to find speakers of Suburban Swedish in Stockholm. The variety abounds 
in the computer labs and coffee shops at Stockholm University, on the various subway lines, and 
naturally, in the multiethnic suburbs surrounding Stockholm. The first group of suburban speakers I 
found was via my own personal network at Husby Boxing Club—a club where I myself train and 
know some of the members. Husby is a suburb in the northwest of Stockholm that has become 
emblematic for Swedish suburban identity and the (often negative) connotations that come with it. It 
was the epicenter of the youth riots (aka Husby riots) in 2013 that caught Sweden and the world by 
surprise and drew attention to the growing social stratification and ethnic tension in Sweden’s urban 
areas.  

In Husby Boxing Club, members Malik, Loran and Samir are a tight group that often hang out 
together after training, talking and joking. They were the first participants I approached on the matter, 
and they enthusiastically agreed to participate. My starting point was this group, and from there I 
searched for two other peer groups that fit the demographic profile of group 1 to control for other 
sociological factors.

To get a more comprehensive picture of the Suburban Swedish in Stockholm, I selected group 2 from 
the multiethnic suburbs in southern part of the city. Stockholm’s multiethnic suburbs lie on two sides 
of an invisible line that runs through the subway junction called Slussen. Because of the availability of
shopping centers, services, hospitals etc on both sides of this line, coupled with the fact that many 
schools and workplaces are located in the center city, movement across this invisible line is rarely 
needed and somewhat limited. Moreover, a rivalry exists between the two sides. Amina, the sister of 
one participant—Reman—reported that many claim to be able to tell which side someone is from 
based on his/her slang vocabulary. Whether or not this is actually true is unimportant here because the 
claim itself becomes a folk narrative that is self-reinforcing as it perpetuates the divide, and that 
resulting divide perpetuates the narrative, forming a powerful feedback cycle.

This rivalry was spoken of by several of my participants in their interviews and was taken particularly 
seriously by the participants in Husby. The northwest suburbs lie along the blue line and consist of the 
emblematic suburb Rinkeby from which the term rinkebysvenska (Rinkeby Swedish) comes along 
with the recently-made icon Husby and then also neighboring Tensta and Akalla. On the other side of 
the city in the south along the red subway line lies another cluster of multiethnic suburbs, one of which
is Skärholmen—made famous in Jonas Hassen Khemiri’s novel Ett Öga Rött (in English: One Eye 

9 Stockholm City Statistics (2014a, 2014b, 2014c)
10 Botkyrka Kommun Statistics (2012)
11 Stockholms läns landsting (2012)
12 SCB, Statistiska Centralbyrån (2012)
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Figure 2: Speaker participants and their peer groups superimposed over the subway lines

Stockholm subway system and the speaker participants
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Red 2003)—and then other well-known names such as Alby and Fittja. In figure 2 on the adjacent 
page, I have provided a map with the peer group bases and the members’ neighborhoods superimposed
over the subway lines.

The second group is centered around a mixed martial arts club in the center city called Octagon 
Stockholm. Two of the members—Reman and Hayder—are members, and they brought in a close 
mutual friend Murad (an avid basketball player) from outside of the club to participate in the study.

The third group fits all of the same demographics except for one factor: its members speak the 
standard variety Stockholm Swedish in its internal discourse. I found this group and its members—
Alex and Mateo—in the kitchen of an upscale restaurant in the center city called Elaine’s. As 
mentioned before, the third member withdrew from the study. Mateo participates in Thai boxing at a 
club near the restaurant. Like Murad, Alex does not participate in the sport but is part of a peer group 
that does.

Aside from group 2 being from the southern region and group 3 using Standard Swedish as its in-
group variety, all other demographic factors were kept as consistent as possible. As such, all 
participants

• are male and self-identified heterosexual,

• were born in Sweden or moved here before the age of one,

• are in a peer group where at least one is involved in mainstream martial arts13,

• have no more than a senior high-school education.

2.1.1 Recording tools and analysis software

Recordings were made with Zoom Handy Recorder H4, and a simultaneous backup recording was 
made on Garageband on the Macbook Air. The recordings were stored in .wav format and annotated 
using Praat version 5.3.62 for Mac (Boersma & Weenink 2014). For the prosodic rhythm analysis, 
annotated files were extracted into .txt files via the script calculate_segment_durations.praat (Lennes 
2002). Measurements were run on Microsoft Excel 2010, and the statistical analysis was run on IBM 
SPSS version 22. I conducted the recordings in my apartment in Stockholm, Husby Boxing Club, and 
a restaurant in the center city.

2.1.2 Elicitation and recording

Being exploratory in nature, it was my intention to cast a wide net and gather up as much data as 
possible while I had my speakers’ attention and time. Documenting speech in informal discourse in the
peer group setting was one priority. Documenting formal discourse was another priority. Having both 
would reveal features unique to both. Collecting qualitative data on the participant’s background, 
attitudes, and identity was the third priority.

The recording process for each group consisted of three stages that totaled over 20 hours of material:

• Recording an informal conversation with the entire group present

• Separately interviewing each participant with a rubric in order to build a sociological profile

• Separately recording a formal conversation in which each participant calls an upscale restaurant 
and makes a table reservation

This paper’s primary focus is to present an analysis based on the restaurant reservation and listener 
perceptions. It is out of scope of this paper to comprehensively report on my findings for the other two
recordings. That said, material from the informal conversations and the participant interviews has 

13 By mainstream martial arts, I mean those with a large media presence such as mixed martial arts or boxing
(rather than karate or tae kwon do). It is anecdotally known that the former two draw in working-class 
young men who are attracted to the prospects of going professional and the status that comes from the 
sport’s media recognition.
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inadvertently crept into the analysis and has been key in enriching and understanding some of the 
formal register data from the restaurant reservation. Therefore, I will briefly describe the recording 
process for each piece. 

Table reservation
I discussed in the literature review that to present the linguistic range of one participant, Bijvoet and 
Fraurud (2012) recorded two mock phone-calls made by a Swedish high-school student from the 
multiethnic suburb of Rinkeby where in one scenario he spoke as if a friend was on the other line. In 
the other scenario, he was asked to pass for a typical Swede. Each recording was presented to listeners 
as originating from two different people—the former named Leo, and the latter named Sam. None of 
the listeners in the experiment could believe that it was the same person because the linguistic form 
was so strikingly different. The elicitation of formal register in this study was constructed in a similar 
way—using a phone-call—but with a real conversation instead. To quote Brown and Yule,

The analysis of discourse is necessarily, the analysis of language in use. As such it cannot be restricted to 
the description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes or functions which these forms are 
designed to serve in human affairs (1983:1).

For this very reason, I had the participants call up various elite restaurants in Stockholm and make a 
table reservation using a rubric for guidance. I provided the participants with four questions of which 
two were to be asked so that I would be able to control for content while giving them some free range. 
It turned out that despite these precautions, I was unable to completely control for content after all. For
example, in the recording, some speakers strayed from the instructions. Moreover, it turns out that 
giving the speakers options compromised some of the consistency among them. The instructions for 
the table reservation task can be found in appendix 2.1.14

I chose to use a table reservation at an elite restaurant to capture a formal register because it presented 
the most viable opportunity to construct a real conversation in which my speaker was in a linguistic 
scenario where he needed a resource from someone from a different social sphere in an alien 
environment. The point was to put my speaker in a scenario that was new, foreign, slightly 
uncomfortable, and what I call acro-aspirational: a symbolically higher scenario than what the 
speaker would normally index to his identity as working-class. The advantage of this experimental 
design is that I got a real conversation that contained accurate components to this sort of power 
dynamic. The disadvantage was that I was unable to completely control for the identities on the other 
end of the phone, although there is a degree of control because every person spoken to had the same 
profession—a restaurant host. Another disadvantage was that two of the participants—Alex and Mateo
—while never patronizing elite restaurants themselves, worked in the industry as a cook and waiter, 
respectively. This could have had a skewing effect on their comfort levels compared with the other six 
participants.

Group conversation
The group conversation presents many challenges because the aim is to capture vernacular in its most 
natural form. Despite the fact that I knew group 1 through my membership at the boxing club, my 
presence as a mere acquaintance rather than a close friend would undoubtedly have some chilling 
effect on the conversation. Opting to give the participants a recording device and have them record 
themselves while alone is one potential solution to this problem, but the reliability of this happening in
a timely manner with the appropriate quality was doubtful. 

Given that I had at least a mild acquaintance with a minimum of one member in each group, I decided 
that the best option was to be present and active in the conversation. This was a successful model; 
after breaking the ice, the conversations turned quite informal and contained the banter, joking, 
ritualistic insults and vernacular form that is typical of their daily speech. I concluded the 
conversations asking them what blatte meant and what rinkebysvenska meant. Both questions 
stimulated a generous flow of opinions and information, some of which have revealed potential 
motivations behind speaker performance in the table reservation phase.

14 No restaurants were harmed in this experiment!  Following the reservation and recording, I called back and 
canceled.
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Interview
Because this is an exploratory study of how linguistic variation and variety falls along sociocultural 
lines, attempting to capture the profile of the speaker is also key. The questionnaire that I used for the 
interview can be found in appendix 2.2. It covers a wide range of sociological factors in attempt to 
capture as much information about the speaker as possible. Only some of the material from these 
surveys will be discussed in this paper, but now that the information is captured and archived, it will 
be valuable for future research.

First name, age, sex, sexuality, ethnicity, education, and profession are asked. In order to build a 
linguistic profile, I also asked for a residential history from birth until today complete with which 
years the participant moved, if applicable (questions 10, 11). Future analyses could attempt to 
correlate the speakers’ variety to the demographics of the regions that they grew up in. Along these 
lines, a chronology of the preschools and schools they attended was also collected (questions 13, 14). 
Collecting the demographics of the individuals’ school classes, while a potentially daunting (and 
potentially impossible) task, could reveal much about the language environment they were around 
during their childhoods and what type of linguistic motivations those environments could shape.

A large number of questions were asked about the participant’s parents’ ethnicity, languages, 
residency, schooling and profession (questions 19-37). The goal with these questions was to collect 
information on social class and home linguistic environment. Along these same lines, information 
about language use within the family was collected using a fourfold scale: understand, speak, read, 
write (questions 38-49). This method was inspired by and borrowed from the survey used in the SUF 
project that I discussed in the literature review (2002-2008). I also collected information on religious 
affiliation and the strength of the participants and his parents’ beliefs (questions 52-57). I asked for 
specific religious denomination in this survey because some are dogma-heavy and others dogma-light. 
Along those lines, I believe that denomination can reveal as much about an individual’s value-set and 
family environment as actual religion.  

Alongside politics and union membership, I surveyed interests and consumption patterns (questions 
58-72). This is due to the fact that social class identity in the west along with individual identity and 
group affiliation are often established and/or reinforced via shared consumption patterns (Maffesoli 
1996, Hetherington 1998). The nightclubs one attends, clothing one wears, and the music one listens 
to are all contributing factors to class and group identity. While one’s profession and the resulting 
amount of resources available may have been a key definer of class in the past, social classes in 
today’s wealthy social democracies all share, to a degree, abundant purchasing power and distinguish 
themselves via their choices in consumption, aesthetics and lifestyle. To capture more traditional 
sociocultural gauges, I also asked about union membership and political affiliation (questions 73, 74).

Following this, I asked how Swedish and how <respective ethnicity> the participant felt on a scale of 1
to 10 and how much a part of society he felt on a scale of 1 to 10 (questions 75-78). As I will discuss 
later, language can be used as a tool for boundary-making and group demarcation. These questions 
ended up revealing much about the speakers’ motivations along those very lines.

To conclude the interview questionnaire, I asked the participant to list two qualities on a piece of paper
that he though were most important in a person. I then asked him to list all ethnicities he was aware of 
and arrange them in a hierarchy under each quality (question 81). Following this exercise, I asked him 
to mark on a map of Stockholm’s subway his comfort level at each station while “thinking out loud” 
for the recorder (question 82).

2.2 Listener participants
Two groups of listener participants were established to collect perceptual data on 30-second excerpts 
of the table reservations made by the eight speakers. Listener participants in group 1 were asked to 
assign each speaker to a stereotypical neighborhood along a scale: a multiethnic neighborhood on one 
end and a Swedish neighborhood on the other end. This was done to covertly collect listener-projected
ideas of ethnicity (more on that in section 2.2.2). Participants in group 2 were asked to give their 
attitudes toward each speaker’s Swedish on a scale. While an attempt was made to capture a diverse 
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range of age, ethnicity, sex and neighborhood among the listener participants, my options were limited
for being too selective due to the inability to compensate participants financially. Any potential 
expansion of this project should take the aforementioned factors into consideration to get a sample that
is fully demographically representative of Stockholm’s population. The results are provided in figure 3 
on the adjacent page. All listener participants were given pseudonyms. The following information was 
also collected: age, gender, country of origin, length of time lived in Stockholm, the neighborhood 
they lived in the longest, their best language(s)15, and which of the speaker participants the listener 
participant thinks s/he speaks like.

The motivation behind using two separate listener groups was to avoid creating a scenario where one 
question would lead16 the other question or vice versa. There is a constant flow of media discourse in 
today’s Sweden on migration, ethnicity, discrimination, Swedishness, riots, segregation, and so on. I 
wanted to avoid leading the listener on by a priori linking any type of attitude with ethnicity because 
this could elicit pre-scripted narratives sculpted by political and media correctness and could thereby 
corrupt the data. I felt the need to be a bit careful here and attempt to get one group to give me an ID 
on ethnicity and another group to give me insight into their sentiments toward the language. Naturally,
some listener participants immediately caught on to the gist of the experiment; but the methodology 
that I chose allowed for them to be in full ownership of any connections drawn.

2.2.1 Sound editing and playback tools; survey construction

The table reservations were spliced and edited into 30-second recordings with approximately 15 
seconds worth of actual speech (including fillers) and approximately 15 seconds of silence, using Praat
version 5.3.62 for Mac (Boersma & Weenink 2014). Recordings of each speaker reading out their 
telephone number were also spliced out and affixed to the end of each file. The final version of each 
sound file contained between 69 and 92 syllables, which is a common length for the type of prosodic 
analysis I ran17. The recordings can be heard at the following site: 
https://sites.google.com/site/nateyoungMAthesis/18.

The eight speakers’ sound files were adjoined and attached to two different online surveys, one for 
group 1 and one for group 2. The surveys were built online via Google Forms, and the sound file was 
embedded via Youtube after having been converted to mp4 via Garageband. Some listener participants
took a paper version of the same surveys. They are attached in appendix 3.1 and 3.2. 

2.2.2 Listener group 1: projecting Swedishness

The results from this group are laid out in figure 3 in section 3. I selected listener participants currently
residing in Stockholm with Swedish as their strongest language to partake in this experiment. 13 
participants listened to the speakers’ reservations and conducted the survey according to the following 
instructions.

Du kommer att höra 8 Stockholmare boka bord på restaurang. Först kommer korta avsnitt med alla
talarna. Då ska du bara lyssna. Sedan kommer längre avsnitt om ca 30 sekunder med var och en av
talarna. Vissa talare kommer från Stockholms multi-etniska områden, och vissa talare kommer från
svenska områden. I förhållande till det, skulle jag vilja be dig att bedöma hur varje talares språk låter på
skalan. Du får gärna lyssna fler gånger, och du får gärna ändra svaren medan du lyssnar innan du klickar
“submit/skicka” på formuläret.

In English

You are going to hear 8 Stockholmers make a reservation at a restaurant. In the first section, you will hear
short excerpts from each speaker in which you should just listen. Following those short excerpts, you will
hear a longer excerpt of approximately 30 seconds for each speaker. Some speakers come from
Stockholm’s multiethnic neighborhoods, and some speakers come from ethnically Swedish

15 In order to participate, the base requirements were that the participant lived in Stockholm and that Swedish
was or was one of his or her best languages.

16 I mean in the idiomatic sense: a “leading question”
17 For example, Dellwo’s analysis of prosodical rhythm in German, English and French used samples containing

80 syllables (2006)
18 This website is only accessible with a password. Email me at n8.young@gmail.com for access.
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neighborhoods. With that in mind, I would like you to assess each speaker’s language on the scale
provided. You may listen to the recordings more than once, and you may change your assessments as you
listen before you click the “submit” button.

Participants were also given the option to write in comments, and a handful took advantage of this 
option. These comments can be viewed in figure 4 in section 3.

The survey was designed so that the listener could assess the eight speakers in one entire batch rather 
than in isolation. The purpose behind this approach was to allow for an ordinal component into the 
scores. Additionally, running a batch assessment reduced the chances that the listener would be 
trapped into rating the later speakers relative to the score given to the early speakers. I will provide a 
hypothetical scenario of what I mean: Let us say that a listener participant thinks Alex sounds very 
Swedish, and he assesses him a 10. He finally arrives at the end of the survey and hears Samir and 
thinks he sounds even more Swedish than Alex. Unfortunately, there is no higher option than 10, and 
he cannot go back and change Alex’s score to 9, so he clicks 10 and is finished. In this sort of 
scenario, we would fail to capture the spread between Alex and Samir. Randomizing order would 
mitigate this but I did not have the resources to run a randomization19, and I believe that the batch 
approach has the added benefit of capturing that mild ordinal effect that we want. In researching 
linguistic artifacts and their value in the linguistic marketplace, one artifact’s value has no meaning in 
isolation. Taking a deconstructive point of view, I believe that each artifact can only be understood 
and defined by its oppositions and its placement in whatever hierarchies happen to be at play at the 
time of its appearance.

There are a number of considerations I had to make in formulating the language of this particular 
survey. I wanted listeners to identify speakers of Suburban Swedish through the veil of a formal 
register knowing very well that there is a wide range of ideas as to what constitutes and what does not 
constitute Suburban Swedish. Asking outright whether the listener is hearing Suburban Swedish would
result in some confusion because some listeners would set off immediately in a hunt for overt traits 
like slang, and in this particular experiment, we are dealing with a formal register with very few overt 
components like that. 

Another option would be to have the listener participant outright assess the ethnic identity of the 
speaker as Swedish or non-Swedish. I felt this approach would be problematic. Many of the listeners in
this experiment are not Swedish by ethnicity but, regardless, speak exclusively Standard Swedish. 
Requesting an outright ethnic assessment on the speaker can backfire because it comes to close to 
controversy. It imposes on the listener an uncomfortable task of assigning a label to the person itself. 
In respect to that barrier, asking the listener to source the speaker to a stereotyped neighborhood 
resolves these issues and gives us what we want from the listener, nonetheless. Sourcing the speaker to
region also happens to be more scientifically correct. One’s environment affects speech while one’s 
ethnicity certainly does not. So while satisfying academic specificity, this formulation permits the 
listener to judge identity “safely” and mitigates any feeling of overt labeling. Rather than forcing 
listeners to link speech directly to the speaker’s persona, we skirt the issue and allow them to do that if
they want in the comments section or out-loud. And many of them do just that as is evident by the 
below quote from listener participant David. David self-identifies as black and speaks Standard 
Swedish as his colloquial variety. For him, the question wording was sufficient to make the connection
to speaker-embodied ethnicity.

Men det / tyvärr / det e väldigt / eh / det intressant.  Men / det—det svårt.  idet / hade man / vet inte, vad
ska man säga / man ville typ se dom.  Å då ser man också om dom är, typ, svarta eller vita. Men / eller
gula / eller röda.

19 Randomizing order would require a separate sound file for each listener participant along with a separate 
online survey.
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In English

Well it’s / unfortunately / it’s pretty.. / eh / it’s interesting. But / it’s—it’s hard. in that / if one / I don’t
know, how do I put this / you want to see them.  And then you can see whether they are, like, black or
white. But / or yellow / or red. 

2.2.3 Listener group 2: relaying attitudes

The results from this group are also laid out in figure 3 in section 3. I selected listener participants 
currently residing in Stockholm with Swedish as their strongest language to partake in this experiment.
The aim with this listener group was to capture perceptual attitudes toward speech that vary from a 
“neutral standard” base. The scale was designed to distinguish between negative attitudes toward 
excessive prestige forms and negative attitudes toward excessive non-prestige forms as speech 
deviated in either direction from the listener’s preconceived notion of neutral. 14 participants listened 
to the speakers’ reservations and conducted the survey according to the following instructions. 

Du kommer att höra 8 Stockholmare boka bord på restaurang. Först kommer korta avsnitt med alla
talarna. Då ska du bara lyssna. Sedan kommer längre avsnitt om ca 30 sekunder med var och en av
talarna. Jag skulle vilja be dig att bedöma hur varje talares språk låter på skalan. Du får gärna lyssna fler
gånger, och du får gärna ändra svaren medan du lyssnar innan du klickar “submit/skicka” på formuläret.

In English

You are going to hear 8 Stockholmers make a reservation at a restaurant. In the first section, you will
hear short excerpts from each speaker in which you should just listen. Following those short excerpts, you
will hear a longer excerpt of approximately 30 seconds for each speaker. I would like you to assess each
speaker’s language on the scale provided. You may listen to the recordings more than once, and you may
change your assessments as you listen before you click the “submit” button.

Just like the first survey, this survey was designed so that the listener could assess the eight speakers in
one entire batch rather than in isolation. Participants were also given the option to write in comments, 
and like in the first group, a few took advantage of this option. These comments can be viewed in 
figure 4 in section 3.

The wording of this survey represents a departure from the a priori treatment of prestige forms as 
necessarily positive. The assumption made with this scale is that there is a preconceived neutral 
construction among the listeners, and we want to capture how deviant in the prestige or non-prestige 
direction they perceive the speakers to be. In my analysis, I am treating any degree of rough as a 
negative attribute by the listener participant, and I am treating too refined as negative but in a different 
light. This is based on my intuition from anecdotal observations of how people perceive various forms 
“above” and “below” their preconceived notions of neutral. An analogy would be showing up at a 
party underdressed or overdressed. Both deviate from the norm but the overdressed may be a socially 
“safer” deviation.

For the purpose of graphing and creating mean results, the following numbers were assigned to each 
level: -3 too rough, -2 rough, -1 a bit rough, 0 neutral, 1 a bit refined, 2 refined, and 3 too refined.

2.2.4 Expert listener comments

In addition to the two listener groups, two professors in the Centre for Research on Bilingualism were 
asked to listen to the eight recordings and provide comments. These comments are listed alongside the
comments from groups 1 and 2 in figure 4 in section 3.

I chose to include expert listeners to capture any potential disparities between lay and academic 
perceptions of the speakers. Because we are dealing with a vernacular that the literature has 
established is quite variable in form, I wanted to insure that if there was in fact a more honed ear 
among those working in the discipline, that those perceptions could shed light on the other data. The 
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comments that I received from the experts were not noticeably different from the comments provided 
by the lay listener participants.
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3 Results: an overview of listener 
perceptions

Listener group assessments are provided in figure 3. The most immediately noticeable feature among 
listener assessments for both groups is the presence of relatively strong unanimity. The mean standard 
deviation among listener-projected ethnicity was 1.528 for a range of 10 options, implying that the 
common disagreement among listeners was only within about 1.5 points on either side of the 
consensus. Likewise, the mean standard deviation among listener attitudes was 1.004 for a range of 6, 
implying that the common disagreement among this group was just one point on either side of the 
consensus.

Looking even closer at the standard deviations, we see further trends. For speakers on either end of the
batch who had more “extreme” listener-projected ethnicities, such as Alex and Malik (but also Reman 
and Loran) the consensus among listeners was more unanimous, resulting in lowered standard 
deviations. As we move toward the middle, we see less unanimity compared to those on either end. In 
contrast to this trend, listener attitudes did not produce a noticeable trend in deviation.

These results are a bit surprising because earlier studies on adolescents have shown less unanimity 
among listeners. Bijvoet and Fraurud found much more divergence among listeners on assessments of 
suburban/ blatte/ immigrant / rich man’s Swedish and assessments of good/ pure/ poor Swedish 
(2012: 303-311). Specifically in the case of the one speaker participant in their study who presented 
himself as the two speakers Sam and Leo, the recording of Sam elicited quite disparate results among 
listener participants. While there was agreement that he spoke “good” Swedish, many listener 
participants labeled him as bilingual while others as monolingual (2012: 311). This again contrasts to 
my findings where listener-projected ethnicity was relatively unanimous for most speakers. My results
evoke questions on whether these results say something about the difference between adolescents and 
adults, between the variety now and how it was a few years back, and questions on how representative 
my listener sample is of Stockholm’s population (Fraurud and Bijvoet had 343 listeners. I had a total 
of 27.). I will discuss these questions further in the Discussion and conclusion section; but for now, it 
is important to absorb and understand the listener trends in order to understand the following sections 
on linguistic features, how they correlate to listener trends, and the discussion on social mechanics 
behind speaker production.

The next section will focus on how the two listener groups show remarkable convergence despite their
being entirely separate experimental groups.

3.1 Listener assessments fall along convergent 
lines
Mean scores were taken for listener assessments from both groups and graphed together in figure 5 on 
the adjacent page. Individual assessments can be viewed in figure 3. There was a very strong 
correlation between rough assessments from listener group 2 and and non-Swedish projection from 
listener group 1. Almost all assessments of neutral and refined by group 2 coincided with assessments 
of Swedishness by group 1. 

Despite speaking Suburban Swedish as their colloquial variety of choice, neither Samir nor Reman 
were identified as non-Swedish by listener group 1. This coincided with them receiving quite positive 
scores—neutral or a bit refined—from listener group 2. Murad was overwhelmingly projected as non-
Swedish but received a somewhat ambiguous assessment by group 1. Half viewed him as neutral, and 
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Results from listener participant group 1 and listener participant group 2

Figure 3: Listener participant group 1 and group 2 with means and standard deviations.
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Listener participant comments

Figure 4: Listener comments
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Figure 5: Individual listener attitudes, mean listener attitudes and mean listener-projected ethnicity plotted together.

Mean listener-projected ethnicity (group 1), mean listener attitudes and individual listener attitudes (group 2)
Plotted per speaker
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the other half as somewhat rough. Malik, Hayder, and Loran were placed squarely in rough territory 
and were also overwhelmingly projected as non-Swedish. Alex and Mateo were predictably projected 
as Swedish by group 1, which coincided with mostly neutral or refined assessments. The qualifier of 
too in too rough or too refined implies an unacceptable deviation from the norm. Note that S8 Samir 
received many such assessments while also overwhelmingly being assigned Swedishness, implying 
that there are in fact other stigmatic zones a speaker can fall into besides just rough and non-Swedish. 
Likewise, Malik received the highest number of too rough assessments, coinciding with the lowest 
mean score on Swedishness. The following sections in this paper will explore what linguistic features 
contributed to these various indexifications and the dynamics behind their productions and densities.

In a Pearson correlation, listener attitudes and listener neighborhood assignment had the very strong 
correlation of 0.918 (p = 0.001). Multiethnic neighborhood assignment correlates by and large to 
perceptions of rough, while Swedish neighborhood assignment co-occurs with perceptions of neutral 
and refined. This confirms what we thought we already knew about Suburban Swedish at the 
anecdotal level. As attitudes move along the continuum from rough to refined, one’s ethnic projection 
moves from non-Swedish to Swedish. This correlation implies connotations of sophistication and class 
by Swedishness, even perhaps too much of it, as in Samir’s case. Likewise, connotations of crudity and
lack of sophistication are implied by non-Swedishness. We see here that the perception of differing 
linguistic forms invokes powerful racial and class-based personas that are projected onto the speakers. 

The graph also shows that while group 2’s attitudes fall along a relatively smooth continuum, there is a
cliff between the Swedish and the multiethnic groups. Listener participants in group 1 were less likely 
to place a speaker in the middle zone between neighborhoods. This implies that there may be an “all or
nothing” effect for Suburban features. It may be the case that mere appearance of one linguistic feature
elicits such a powerful projection of Suburban, non-Swedish identity that a middle ground assignment 
was not possible for many listeners.

3.2 When did the listeners actually make their 
assessments?
Given that I chose loosely-regulated spontaneous speech instead of text-read elicitations for this 
project, it is difficult to control for content on the speaker end, making it even more difficult to isolate 
what specific linguistic artifacts are contributing to the listeners’ decision. And from a practical 
standpoint, it was not possible to observe all listener participants—most of them filled out the survey 
online at home or from their smartphones. Four listeners, however, were willing to take the test live 
and be filmed in the process, and the results were quite revealing. All of them made their decisions for 
the vast majority of the speakers before the excerpt was complete. In figure 6 on the adjacent page, I 
have provided the point in time when the decision was made as well as noted any reactions that the 
listeners had.

In addition to the final decisions coming relatively early, in almost every case, the listener participant 
already had his/her hand over a general zone only after hearing the first few words. Absent of any 
immediately recognizable phonological distinctions in the beginning, this indicated to me that 
prosodic rhythm may be playing a role in listener perception.

In the following sections, I will run an analysis on the prosodic rhythm of the speaker using two 
different control methods—one method using approximately 15 seconds of speech plus the telephone 
number as the control, and the other method using the first 51 vowels as the control. We got a better 
model for the latter control, and in order to make an even more reliable case for that control approach, 
it helps to know at what stimuli it appears that listeners are making their decisions. Not surprisingly, 
all of the listeners I observed were already hovering over a general area within the first few seconds. 
Furthermore, 26 of 32 final decisions were made within the 51-vowel range. The boxes where a final 
decision was made prior to the 51-vowel count are highlighted in light gray. The number 51 was 
determined by the speaker participant with the lowest count in his recording—Samir—at 51 vowels.  
See also Section 4.1.2 for more on this.
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Observed timing and stimuli among four listener participants
Highlighted boxes contain final decisions made within the first 51 vowels.

Name

David
30
Theater actor
teater skådespelare
Liljeholmen
(geography assessment)

Ismail
20
After school pedagog 
fritidspedagog
Skärholmen
(geography assessment)

Mikaela
47
Director of a government 
agency
direktör på myndighet
Gamla Stan
(attitude assessment)

Astrid
34
waitress
servitör
Rågsved
(attitude assessment)

Speaker 1
Alex

8
Hovered over the 8-9 region, made
his decision at 'nätet'.

9
Hovered over the Swedish area at 
'möjligt'.
Made his final decision at 'av'.

2 refined
Made final decision at end.

0 neutral
Made final decision at very end.

Speaker 2
Hayder

3
Made his decision at 'fyra'.

3
Comments out loud en riktig blatte 
(that's a real Packie) at 'mars'.
Made his final decision at 'det 
lungt'.

-1 a bit rough
Hovered over -1 at 'tänkte'.
Made final decision at 'okej'.

-1 a bit rough
Hovers over -1 at 'fråga'.
Makes final decision at 'Birger 
Jarlsgatan'.

Speaker 3
Loran

1
Clicked on 5 at the beginning, then
3 at personer.
Made final decision at 'går det bra'.
Mimics out loud 'finns det ett 
parkeringshus i närheten'.

4
Made his final decision at 'yes'.

-1.5 rough / a bit rough
Hovered over the negative side at 
'mars'.
Made final decision at 'matsalen'.

-2 rough
Shakes her head at 
'parkeringshus'.
Makes final decision at 'noll sju 
två'.

Speaker 4
Malik

3
Clicked on 4 at 'boka'.
Made final decision at 'nitton noll 
noll'.
Mimics out loud 'nitton noll noll'.
Comments out loud den är inte 
svensk (that is not Swedish) at 
'fyra personer'.
Shakes his head at 'härligt'.
Mimics out loud 'har jag bara'.
Turns and looks at me in disbelief 
at 'parkeringhus' and asks in 
dismay, parkeringhus?

1
Made his final decision at 
'personer'.
Laughs out loud at 'parkeringhus'.

-2 rough
Hovers over -1 at 'till ee'.
Marks -1.5 at 'fyra'.
Changes her mind and decides -2 
at 'parkeringhus'.

-2 rough
Smiles at 'ett ögonblick bara'.
Jerks her head at 'har jag bara'.
Makes her final decision at 
'parkeringhus'.
Grimaces at 'då vet jag det'.

Speaker 5
Mateo

7
Clicked on 10 initially.
Made his final decision at 'mer än 
gärna'.
Laughs at 'bra där snyggt'.
Cocks his head and looks 
intensely at 'gatan'.
Comments out loud han är så.. för 
trevlig (He is so.. too nice).

10
Made his final decision at the first 
'gärna'.
Comments out loud svensk 
(Swedish) at 'mer än gärna'.

0.5 neutral/ a bit refined
Makes final decision at 'fyra pers'.

0 neutral
Makes her final decision at 
'snyggt'.

Speaker 6
Murad

3
Listened very intensely, shook his 
head and made his final decision 
at 'tidigare'.
Cocks his head at 'ingen fara'
Purses his lips and shakes his 
head at 'tidigare'.

5
Comments out loud han e Arab 
eller svensk (He is an Arab or a 
Swede) after 'personer'.
Made his decision at the very end.

0 neutral
Makes final decision at 'beställa ett
sånt bord'.

-1 a bit rough
Makes her final decision at the 
very end.

Speaker 7
Reman

7
Made his final decision 'om det 
går'.

8
Made his decision at 'delen'.

0.5 neutral/ a bit refined
Makes final decision at 'glutenfritt'.

0 neutral
Chuckles at 'fönstret'.
Jerks her head at 'glutenfritt'.
Makes her final decision at 'noll 
två' at the end.

Speaker 8
Samir

8
Made his final decision at 'mars', 
Imitated the word 'fråga' several 
times.

9
Made his decision at 'sju'.

3 too refined
Makes final decision at 'sju ska det
vara'.

1 a bit refined
Hovers her hand over 1 at 'ska det 
vara'.
Jerks her head at 'fråga'.
Final decision at 'noll två' at the 
end.

Figure 6: Listener assessment timing. Highlighted boxes contain final decisions made within the first 51 vowels.
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4 Analysis part 1: identifying 
specific Suburban features

This section will identify the specific features that elicited the overwhelmingly consistent responses 
from the listener participants in groups 1 and 2. Before reading this section, I would encourage the 
reader to listen to the restaurant recordings at https://sites.google.com/site/nateyoungMAthesis/. They 
are about six minutes long in total and will significantly enrich your journey through this analysis. The
website is accessible only via password—for access, email me at n8.young@gmail.com. All speaker 
participants featured in the website gave their consent to be featured there.

The following sections provide an analysis of the prosodic rhythm of the speakers’ table reservations 
as well as a report on phonological features among them, some of which are unique and some of 
which are shared.

4.1 Examining prosodic rhythm
Because it was not always easy to identify the specific stimuli that triggered the decisions made by 
David, Ismail, Mikaela, and Astrid (figure 5), I hypothesized that something in the speaker’s prosody 
was contributing to a relatively speedy indexification of the speaker’s persona. I discussed in the 
introduction that Rinkeby Swedish has been attributed to having a staccato-like prosody, and Bodén 
suggested that it may be more syllable-timed than Standard Swedish (2007). Stress-timing and 
syllable-timing are terms coined by Pike (1945) to categorize the perceived speech rhythm of 
languages. James (quoted by Pike (1945) and Ramus et al. (1999)) conjectured that some languages 
are perceived as having a “morse code” rhythm (stress-timed) while others are perceived as having a 
“machine gun” rhythm (syllable-timed). Since then, several approaches to measuring prosodic rhythm 
have been established. Ramus et al. measured the standard deviation of vowel and consonant 
segmental duration as well as the percent duration of vowel segments relative to total segmental 
duration to quantify the difference in timing among different languages and found that his 
measurements correlated with preconceived perceptions of those languages (1999). Dellwo proposed 
normalizing these standard deviations to account for speech speed (2006), and Low, Grabe and Nolan 
identified major shortcomings in the the aggregate approach of Ramus et al. and incorporated an 
algorithm that captured pairwise variation between each vowel, which they called the normalized 
pairwise variability index (nPVI). They used this index to show that Singapore English was more 
syllable-timed than British English (2000). I have provided more details about each algorithm in the 
following respective sections.

4.1.1 Analysis tools

Each sound file was annotated manually in Praat20 at the phonemic and lexical level. I used the 
Swedish phoneme system following Riad (2014). The annotations were then exported via script into a 
text file that produced phoneme and phoneme length based on the annotation. I used the script 
calculate_segment_durations.praat authored by Lennes (2002). The text files were then imported into 
Excel and measured according to the various prosodic algorithms. The exported annotations, 
measurements, and calculations are located in appendix 4.

20 Praat is opensource software developed by Paul Boersma & David Weenink (www.praat.org).
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4.1.2 ΔC, ΔV and %V

The standard deviation of consonant segment duration (ΔC), the standard deviation of vowel segment 
duration (ΔV), and the percentage of total aggregate vowel segment duration over total segment 
duration (%V) were calculated for each speaker. These methods were established by Ramus et al. to 
reflect the continuum of syllable-timed and stress-timed languages (1999). 

Segment duration is calculated based on an uninterrupted series of vowels or consonants, regardless of
syllable boundary. For example, in the figure below, the durations of /a/ and /ɵ/ would be added 
together and treated as a single vowel segment. Likewise, the durations of /n/ and /r/ would be added 
together and treated as a single consonant segment.

According to Ramus et al., in general, languages with a higher ΔC and a lower %V are associated with
being stress-timed because 

a greater variety of syllable types means that some syllables are heavier. Moreover, in most languages,
syllables gain weight mainly by gaining consonants. Thus, the more syllable types a language instantiates,
the greater the variability in the number of consonants and in their overall duration in the syllable,
resulting in a higher ΔC. This also implies a greater consonant/vowel ratio on average, i.e. a lower %V
(1999: 274)

However, Ramus et al. also found that ΔV is a less clear indicator of syllable- and stress-timing, most 
likely because a number of other factors aside from rhythm influence the variability of vowel length 
(1999: 275). While their study looked at English, Polish, Dutch, French, Spanish, Italian, Catalan, and 
Japanese, this study is looking at the variation within a single language, namely Swedish. Therefore, it 
is not surprising that my results diverged somewhat from theirs. Using a linear regression, I found 
neither a significant correlation for ΔC and ΔV toward listener assessments nor any correlation for 
%V. This may at least be partly due to the fact that ΔC and ΔV could be clouded by presence of 
diphthongs and consonant clusters among some speakers and the absence of them among other 
speakers. Why is this? Because both diphthongs and clusters increase variability in segment length, 
which increases the standard deviation. It is also important to note that the Δ values are raw standard 
deviations and are not calibrated against mean phonemic duration i.e. speech speed, which means that 
slower speakers like Samir will always have a higher ΔC, ΔV, and %V.

To control for length with listener participant groups 1 and 2, I ensured that I had controlled for 15 
seconds of talk time plus the reading of the phone number. Unfortunately, controlling for talk time 
does not align with controlling for syllables, mora or segmental counts. To make up for this split in 
control metric, I ran two calculations based on two control approaches. Firstly, I ran this analysis using
the whole speech sample, including the speaker reading out the phone number, which was the same 
control as for the listener groups. Then I also ran the analysis controlling for vowel count. I chose 51 
vowels as the control number since that was the number of vowels produced by the speaker with the 
lowest vowel count, namely Samir.

In the graph in figure 7, I have plotted ΔC and ΔV for each participant and superimposed listener 
attitudes and listener-projected ethnicity over them. The first graph represents the first control with the
entire speech sample including the telephone number. The second graph represents the second control 
of 51 vowels. Both show mild trends. However, for individuals for which the listener attitudes are 
more extreme, such as Malik, Mateo, Alex, and Samir, we see a clearer pattern between ΔV and ΔC 
and attitudes. Higher segmental durational variability generally coincides with more refined attitudes, 
and lower segmental durational variability coincides with more rough attitudes. Across both data 
range sets (entire and first 51), mid-range variability results in a mixed bag, as seen for Loran, Hayder,
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Scatterplot of ΔV and ΔC
Control method 1: entire speech samples

Scatterplot of ΔV and ΔC
Control method 2: first 51 vowels

Figure 7: ΔV plotted against ΔV for each speaker for each control approach with listener attitudes and listener-
projected ethnicity superimposed over.
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Reman, and Murad across the two sets of data ranges.  

In the same graphs, I have superimposed listener-projected ethnicity. Again, we see that attitudes and 
ethnic projection co-trend with the rough side of the scale overlapping multiethnic neighborhoods, and
the refined side of the scale overlapping Swedish neighborhoods.

While Ramus et al. have used ΔC and ΔV to reflect the continuum of syllable-timing and stress-timing
(1999), it is important to remember what these values are actually showing and what their 
shortcomings are. Both are standard deviation calculations of segmental duration, which is directly 
related to phonemic duration, which means that a speaker with a higher variability in vowel segment 
length is going to get a higher ΔV, and a speaker with a higher variability in consonant segment length
will get a higher ΔC. This is not just an algorithm that captures rhythm, it is also an algorithm that can 
capture the presence of diphthongization and consonant clusters, both of which are notable features of 
Swedish phonology.

For example, when examining Samir’s speech, it is no coincidence that he has the single highest vowel
segment length variability of any of the speakers (ΔV of .0784 seconds). In several points of his 
speech, his /u/ and /y/ values are off the charts in terms of diphthongization and duration. One such 
example is shown in figure 8 below. The context of each word can be seen in appendix 4. Samir’s /y/ 
is 0.149071 seconds in length while Hayder’s and Loran’s are at 0.130833 and 0.091593 seconds in 
length, respectively. This is one example of the general trend that appears to contribute to listeners 
often viewing Samir as refined or too refined and projecting him as Swedish.

Higher segment variability also can be skewed by slower speech as is the case for Samir who 
accomplishes 51 vowels in the time that others accomplish 70, 80, even 90. These Δ values are raw 
numbers and are not normalized against the average duration of all segments in entirety. Faster 

speakers have overall shorter phonemes, and slower speakers have overall longer phonemes. In terms 
of demonstrating variability among different speakers and different speech segments, the unfortunate 
shortcoming of ΔC and ΔV is that they do not take this into account. The wide range of speaker speech
speed can corrupt one’s results.

4.1.3 VarcoΔC and VarcoΔV

To resolve the aforementioned shortcoming, Dellwo proposed using a variation coefficient for 
consonant segment length (2006). A variation coefficient is a very common statistical tool that allows 
one to normalize the standard deviation of a set by dividing it by the mean values within the set. This 
allows a calibration for consistent “cross-set” analysis. Because we also saw some correlations 
between listener results and vowel segment length in the previous section, I have run variation 
coefficients for ΔV as well as ΔC. The formulas for these are written below:

varcoΔC= ΔC
meanC

⋅100 where C = duration of consonant intervals

varcoΔV= ΔV
meanV

⋅100 where V = duration of vowel intervals

To see how the above algorithms can aggregately capture the behavior of individual phonemes, we 
take the same word fyra from Samir, Loran, and Hayder in figure 8. Samir achieves the entire word 
fyra within 0.5140 seconds while Hayder achieves it in half the time at 0.2750 seconds and Loran in 
0.2614 seconds. While Samir has an overall longer /y/, followed by Hayder, followed by Loran, the 
relative durations for /y/ are quite different. Samir’s /y/ makes up 29.00% of fyra, Hayder’s 47.58%, 
and Loran’s 35.04%. 
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Scatterplot of VarcoΔV and VarcoΔC
Control method 1: entire speech samples

Figure 9: VarcoΔV plotted against VarcoΔC for each speaker for the first control approach with listener
attitudes and listener-projected ethnicity superimposed over
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In figure 9, I have created a scatterplot of VarcoΔV and VarcoΔC and superimposed both listener 
attitudes and listener-projected ethnicity over them. It can be seen here that the correlation actually 
becomes much weaker. In comparing this graph with the previous, there is no longer a clear 
continuum for attitudes and ethnicity as there was before. Because the correlation was so much weaker
in this case, I ceased looking at Varco and moved on to the next algorithm.  Therefore, I have only 
provided a chart for the first control method (using the entire speech samples).

The primary takeaway from the Varco calculation is that normalizing for speed makes the model 
weaker, which means that speech speed likely has an effect on listener attitudes.

4.1.4 Normalized pairwise variability index (nPVI)

In trying to assess and compare prosodic rhythm, looking at standard deviation—as the 
aforementioned algorithms do—can be deceptive, especially if the speaker is changing the rate of 
his/her speed. Variation coefficients (Varco) will not be able to calibrate for this because they are 
calibrating the standard deviation against a mean value from the entire speech segment. To give you 
an example of how this can corrupt an analysis, I have invented two hypothetical varieties of a 
hypothetical language.

variety 1 ba- la- da ba ga la- ma- ma- ka ka

vowel duration: 0.090 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.090 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.090 0.090

variety 2 ba- la- da ba ga la- ma- ma- ka ka

vowel duration: 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045

Figure 10: Two varieties of a hypothetical language with different distributions of the same quantity of vowels 
and vowel durations

The standard deviation of vowel duration for both varieties is going to be the exact same (stdev = 
0.232 seconds) because you have the same number of vowels with 0.090-second duration (n=4) and 
0.045-second duration (n=6). The mean durational length will also be the exact same for both varieties
(mean = 0.063 seconds). As such, ΔV, %V, and VarcoV21 will all produce the exact same values for 
these obviously very different varieties. In looking at the actual samples, we see that the first variety is
relatively stress-timed while the second variety is syllable-timed with a change in velocity mid-way at 
“ga”. The algorithms in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 are too primitive to capture this very essential 
difference.

Low, Grabe and Nolan incorporated a solution to this problem by using a normalized pairwise 
variability index or nPVI for vowels (2000). Using pairwise variability to capture syllable timing was 
first proposed by Francis Nolan and then later refined by Deterding who added a normalization 
component (1994). This measurement tool was used to compare British English with Singapore 
English, and they found that Singapore English indeed exhibited significant less variability between 
successive vowels than British English (Low, Grabe & Nolan 2000: 397), thereby linking the 
perception of syllable-timing to empirical data in what I believe is the most successful algorithm thus 
far. Most recently, nPVI has been used to show that non-Anglo speakers have more syllable-timed 
English than Anglo speakers (Torgersen & Szakay 2012). On the other hand, very recent articles are 
still incorporating ΔC, ΔV, %V, VarcoV and VarcoC without looking at pairwise variability, such as 
Fagyal (2011). I am making a case in this section for acknowledgement of the difference between 
algorithms that capture aggregate variability versus pairwise variability.

It is unclear whether Low, Grabe and Nolan looked at individual vowels or vowel segments; I have 
chosen to run the algorithm on individual vowels instead of segments where the division between two 
21 Obviously, there are no values available in this example for ΔC and VarcoCΔ because consonants were 

omitted. The point of the example is to show the shortcoming of standard deviations.
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vowels is clear. Where the division is unclear, the segment is treated as one vowel (see appendix 4).

Below is the algorithm for nPVI.

nPVI =
∑
k=1

m−1

∣
d k−d k+1

mean(d k ; d k+1)
∣

(m−1)
⋅100

where m = number of vowels in the utterance

d = duration of the kth vowel

The algorithm captures the variability between each sequential vowel pair. In the example above with 
our two imaginary variety languages, the difference in vowel length between ba- and la- would be 
calculated (0.090 - 0.045 = 0.045). Then the mean between ba- and la- would be calculated ((0.090 + 
0.045) / 2 = 0.0675). Then 0.045 will be divided by 0.0675 to get the index value for that specific pair.
That same index value is calculated between la and da, da and ba, ba and ga, ga and la, and so on until 
the end. Then all the individual index values are summed up and divided by their number, which 
happens to be the number of vowels minus one (m-1). Then, to produce a tidy percentage, that result is
multiplied by 100.  

The pairwise variability index is a much more sophisticated mathematical model of prosodic rhythm, 
and its modeling power manifests itself quite clearly when applied to my eight speakers’ speech 
samples. In figure 11 on the adjacent page, I have provided a scatterplot plotting nPVI against listener 
attitudes with listener-projected ethnicity superimposed over. Again, I have provided two plots to 
represent the two control approaches. In a linear regression model, both show high correlation even 
with Alex in the first control method sitting out in left field. This could be due to the fact that he sped 
up his speech at the end, which will shorten all phonemes and reduce the possibility of the same 
degree of durational pairwise differentiation that we see in slower speech.

Both plots show a stronger correlation between nPVI and listener assessments than the previous 
models. In general, speakers with high normalized pairwise variability—that is, duration variability 
between the first and second vowels, the second and third vowels, and so on—were assigned more 
neutral and refined attitudes and were projected Swedishness. Speakers with low pairwise variability 
were generally assigned more rough attitudes and were projected non-Swedishness. This is also the 
first algorithmic model thus far that produced statistically significant R2 values:

• R2 = 0.796 (p = 0.003) with listener attitudes correlated to nPVI of the first 51vowels

• R2  = 0.640 (p = 0.017) with listener attitudes correlated to nPVI of the entire sample plus phone 
number

• R2 = 0.786 (p = 0.003) with listener-projected ethnicity correlated to nPVI of the first 51 vowels

• R2 = 0.483 (*p = 0.056) with listener-projected ethnicity correlated to nPVI of the entire sample 
plus phone number

The above shows that there is a strong correlation of prosodic rhythm and listener attitudes, regardless 
of whether we control for selection length or vowel count. However, Alex’s outlier status in the former
indicates that speech speed may also play a role in listener attitudes.

4.1.5 Correlating nPVI and mean segment duration to listener 
assessments 

There is no single phonological or prosodical factor that separates Suburban Swedish from Standard 
Swedish. However, it is likely that there are a few key factors that are responsible for most of what 
differentiates Suburban Swedish from Standard Swedish. Again, in prestige registers, listeners do not 
have the same overt lexical or syntactical artifacts like slang words to trigger assessments that they 
would have listening to the speakers in casual conversation. Aside from Malik’s non-standard 
*parkeringhus (standard: parkeringshus), the primary differences among speakers is in fact 
phonology. In looking at the  measurements taken on prosodic rhythm, this becomes even more clear.
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Scatterplot of Listener attitudes and nPVI
Control method 1: entire speech samples

Scatterplot of Listener attitudes and nPVI
Control method 2: first 51 vowels

Figure 11: Listener attitudes plotted against nPVI for each speaker for each control approach with listener-projected
ethnicity superimposed over

R2 = 0.640

R2 = 0.796
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Because we saw in section 4.1.3 that speech speed seemed to have an effect on listener assessments, I 
ran a multiple regression with nPVI and average phonemic duration (a longer duration indicates 
slower speech. A shorter duration indicates faster speech) as independent variables and average 
listener attitudes as the dependent variable. This model produced even higher correlations than when 
nPVI was the stand-alone independent variable. 

• R2 = 0.915 (p = 0.002) with listener attitudes correlated to nPVI of the first 51vowels and mean 
segmental duration

• R2  = 0.710 (p = 0.045) with listener attitudes correlated to nPVI of the entire sample plus phone 
number and mean segmental duration

• R2 = 0.791 (p = 0.020) with listener-projected ethnicity correlated to nPVI of the first 51 vowels 
and mean segmental duration

• R2 = 0.783 (p = 0.022) with listener-projected ethnicity correlated to nPVI of the entire sample plus
phone number and mean segmental duration

This shows that listener attitudes are highly dependent on the speed and prosodic rhythm of the 
speaker, and that they operate on a continuum. Longer phonemic durations (slower speed) and higher 
nPVI (more stress-timing) elicit more attitudes of neutral and refined. Shorter phonemic durations 
(faster speed) and lower nPVI (more syllable-timing) elicit more attitudes of rough.

In contrast to listener attitudes in group 2, mean segmental duration only improved the model for 
listener-projected ethnicity (group 1) where the nPVI and mean segmental durations were taken from 
the whole speech segment (rather than the first 51 vowels). This is likely due to the fact that Alex’s 
mean segmental duration provides a counterbalance for his outlier nPVI value. 

In the model that incorporated the nPVI of the first 51 vowels, The R2 value did not change at all when
mean segmental duration was added. 

The above analysis makes an empirical case for lay claim that Suburban Swedish sounds “staccato”, 
and that its prosodic rhythm makes as much as 80% of its unique distinguishing form. It is not 
surprising that listener-projected ethnicity is less correlated to the nPVI than attitudes. We saw earlier 
that neighborhood assignment fell along binomial lines while the prosodic rhythm fell across a 
continuum. Binomial dependent variables are generally not going to model well in a linear regression. 
However, note that as discussed earlier, binomial results imply that there may be an “all or nothing” 
effect for indexing the Swedish heard as Suburban. Past a certain level of pairwise variability, the 
speaker might be assigned that identity with little nuanced wiggle room. 

Attitude, on the other hand is more nuanced. We will see that in Murad’s case—something which I 
will examine closely later—that this nuance allows for a narrow window where the non-Swedish 
construction can coexist to a limited extent with attitudes of neutral.
Copies of the SPSS reports are provided in appendix 5.

4.1.6 Decoding binomialism in listener-projected ethnicity

The aforementioned aggregate tools reveal a significant amount of information as to whether rhythm, 
phoneme variability, and speed elicit specific listener attitudes. But while they contribute much to the 
factors that stimulate value judgements by our listener participants, they are far from being the entire 
story. Why do we see such a sharp cut-off between Murad and Reman on the listener-projected 
ethnicity scores while the divide in attitude is gradual? The individual assessments in figure 3 show 
that for most listeners, there is little middle ground when it comes to Swedish or non-Swedish identity 
in speech. For a few (Ismail, Jan, Alan, Ahmed), there is. 

I believe that for the former group, the mere presence of one “ethnicized” linguistic artifact, such as 
Murad’s pronunciation of tidigare or hundra (see section 4.11 and 4.8), marks the speaker as 
categorically non-Swedish. This is not unlike the age-old postcolonial construction of white 
“neutrality” where someone who is of 1/4th-African and 3/4th-European descent can claim to be black 
while claiming to be white would not be accepted. As we saw from David’s quote in section 2.2.2, 
Swedishness and whiteness are generally viewed one and the same. He is of Afro-Brazilian descent 
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and adopted by Swedish parents but denies in the interview that he is Swedish. This powerful 
construct expresses itself also in linguistic form where you have a “clean” standard that can be 
“besmirched” at the slightest appearance of one racially indexed linguistic artifact.

The scenario where the presence of a single artifact shifts how a listener categorizes a speaker is not 
just racial. It can also hypothetically occur in the context of regional dialects. While in Stockholm, a 
speaker can produce a phrase that is dense with Stockholmian phonology but then suddenly throw out 
a single [ʀ] for /r/, which might recategorize the speaker for many (but not all listeners) as Scanian. 
For others, the threshold might be higher, depending on the narratives that the listener possesses 
surrounding language and how its form indexes various identities. With the above in mind, I believe, 
nonetheless, that the stigmatizing component of “ethnicized” artifacts is what is primarily contributing 
to the binomialism and polarity that we see in the results.

Returning specifically to the data at hand, I am positing that for many listeners, the one-artifact, “all-
or-nothing” rule applies to a certain degree, sending a speaker into categorical non-Swedishness at the 
first appearance, such as David’s assessment of Hayder and Murad (see figure 6). As more artifacts 
appear, the listener score might be reduced, such as David’s assessment of Loran (figure 6). This “all 
or nothing” scenario is of course not stand-alone. It interacts with what we observed to be a relatively 
unanimous absorption and indexification of prosodic rhythm by all listeners. This absorption and 
indexification of prosody explains why David, Ismail, Astrid, and Mikaela already had their 
pencils/cursors hovering over one side of the assessment scale in their questionnaire after just a few 
words.  

4.1.7 Summary

The data shows that prosodic rhythm and speed contribute up to 90% of the linguistic factors that elicit
perceptional constructions of neutral, rough, too rough, refined and too refined among listeners. The 
data also implies that prosodic rhythm contributes up to 80% of the factors that index for listeners 
constructions of Swedishness or non-Swedishness. 

The data also confirms that Suburban Swedish is more syllable-timed than Standard Swedish 
according to the established algorithm nPVI. Additionally, more stress-timed speech indexes refined 
and neutral attributes and Swedishness. More syllable-timed speech indexes rough attributes and non-
Swedishness.

Because mean listener-projected ethnicity falls along polar and relatively binomial lines, we should 
also be alert to the possibility of an “all or nothing” scenario whereby the presence of a single 
Suburban artifact will index the speaker as non-Swedish to the vast majority of listeners. 

4.2 Examining other phonological features
While the models in section 3.1 are very strong and quite convincing, the listener observations in 
figure 6 show us that there is more to the story than just prosody. The listener comments in figure 4 
also show us that the form of certain concrete words or phrases stimulates a specific response to the 
speaker. The prosodic form of those phrases will be captured by the algorithms but there are specific 
phonetic traits that also stand out that I will discuss below.

4.2.1 Hayder and Samir: /y/ on opposite ends of the spectrum

As is the case for all Scandinavian languages, Swedish has a very rich vowel inventory with many 
minimal pairs distinguished only by a change in vowel phoneme. There are nine vowel sets that occur 
in long and short forms (Riad 2014). Length is not the only distinction between long and short forms
—there is almost always a quality distinction between long and short forms, resulting in 16 actual 
vowel qualities without counting diphthongs. Of these vowels, the long /i/ and /y/ have very similar F1
and F2s (see Riad 2014: 20, Eklund & Traunmüller 1997: 13) with the key difference being that the 
lips are rounded for /y/. Both of these vowels carry quite a bit of social charge and occur in a prestige 
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sociolect, referred to by lay people and linguists as the Lidingö “i” (or “y”), referring to the wealthy 
suburbs on Lidingö east of Stockholm’s center city. The phoneme is damped at the end, creating a 
high-frequency buzz. It manifests itself as [yːz] and is said to be spreading (Riad 2014: 21). In my data,
we see quite a bit of variation in qualities for /y/.

The moment Hayder says fyra, listener David marked him as from a multiethnic region. The /y/ is 
fronted and sounds like /i/. This is a feature that is briefly discussed by Bodén who concludes that it is 
not a permanent feature of SMG/Rosengård Swedish and is likely an actual foreign accent (2007: 32). 
In my data, it indeed only occurs with Hayder. That said, it is highly unlikely that this is an “accent” 
based on the fact that Hayder was born in Sweden and has been a part of Swedish institutions since he 
was one and a half years old. Moreover, it has been my personal experience that I have heard [i] for /y/
enough times at Husby Boxing Club and the blue and red subway lines (a teenager yelling “vi byter 
[biːter] här”, English: “we change trains here”) that I think it is less likely an L2 feature and more 
likely an entrenched part of some speakers’ repertoire as a result of creative innovation at some point 
in the past, likely adolescence. Creative innovation comes of course with constraints—the acceptance 
of innovative artifacts is going to be restricted to how much their form resembles other already-
adopted artifacts that already index positive identity. As such, many of these “innovations” will in fact 
be copies or exaggerated stereotypes of learner interlanguage features, such at [i] for /y/. 

Samir, on the other hand, produces the long /y/ 
with an F1 on the other end of the chart. He 
produces the prestigious Lidingö /y/ referred to 
above. It is long and mildly damped on the end, 
and it could be a key contributor to the fact that 
five listeners—almost half—rated his style as too 
refined. This also secures him a Swedish identity 
to listener participants, despite the fact that he is 
of Turkish descent and has spent the entirety of his
35 years living in Rinkeby. 

Riad writes that the Lidingö /y/ “is spreading to 
Stockholm and is now in the process of losing its 
social charge” (2014: 21). This process is referred 
to by Agha as functional reanalysis, “when 
prestige registers spoken by privileged groups are 
emulated by others they are often perceived as 
‘devalued’ by speakers of that privileged group 
(2006: 158).” While it may be in the process of 

losing its social charge, it has not likely completed that journey yet. Listener comments included

• “Östermalmare” (referring to someone from the wealthy and prestigious neighborhood Östermalm)

• “Lite överklass ton” (a bit of an upper-class tone)

• “uppblåst” (inflated, i.e. posh)

• “vill låta fin iaf, överlägsen” (wants to sound fancy in any case, superior)

I conclude that there is a possibility that this is at least somewhat due to the fact that the Lidingö /y/ 
and /i/ still have a significant social charge and have not completely “neutralized” as Riad claims. In 
section 5, I will discuss this feature along with the general hyper-prestige persona it indexes in the 
context of register range and meta-pragmatic awareness on the part of Samir.

In addition to F2, lip-rounding often manifests via the F3 (Vaissière 2011: 314). In this specific case, 
we see less of a trend for F3 than we saw for F1 and F2, shown in figure 13. Malik and Loran have 
general lower mean F3s, and Samir has a quite high F3. Interestingly enough, Hayder’s and Samir’s 
F3 are close to each other in value, and they also fall in the same range as Reman and Mateo. This is 
hard to explain because I, as well as some of the listeners, perceive Hayder’s /y/ to be almost entirely 
absent of rounding and noticeably different from the other speakers. For this specific case, F1 
demonstrates the distinction most clearly, and F2 and F3 do not.

Figure 12: Mean F1 and F2 for /y/ in “fyra”
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Listener-
projected
ethnicity Speaker Mean listener attitudes

mean F3 frequency (Hz)
for the /y/ in “fyra”

Non-Swedish

S4 Malik -1.42 rough 2123

S3 Loran -1.21 a bit rough 2438

S2 Hayder -1.14 a bit rough 2786

S6 Murad -0.43 a bit rough/neutral n/a

Swedish

S7 Reman  0.43 neutral 2627

S5 Mateo  0.50 neutral 2562

S1 Alex  0.79 neutral/bit refined n/a

S8 Samir  1.71 refined 2872

Figure 13: Mean F3 for /y/ per speaker

It is also important to bring the reader’s attention to the fact that we are seeing variation here on both 
“sides” of the linguistic aisle. The paradigm up until now has been that contemporary urban 
vernaculars are highly heteroglossic, and that that is a distinguishing factor. What we see in the 
analysis on prosody, this analysis, and future analyses, is that the listener-identified refined is also 
heteroglossic. We see as wide a range for /y/ among those projected as Swedish (marked in green in 
figure 12) as for those projected as non-Swedish (marked in blue in figure 12). In the following 
section, we will see data that implies that the heterogeneity for /r/ allophones is actually higher among 
listener-projected Swedish speakers than listener-projected non-Swedish speakers.

4.2.2 Indexing the Swedish /r/

The /r/ phoneme is indexed to social meaning in a number of languages. One of the cornerstone works 
of sociolinguistic writing was Labov’s (1972) analysis of the social stratification of /r/ in New York 
City Department Stores. In this simple experiment, fieldworkers asked a clerk in three different 
department stores where an item was located (knowing already that it was located on the fourth floor) 
to solicit an answer “fourth floor” from the clerk. The three department stores—Saks (elite), Macy’s 
(middle class), and S. Klein (working class)—cater to very different classes of shoppers. He found 
higher rhoticity in the clerks’ production of “fourth floor” in Saks, followed by Macy’s, followed by S.
Klein. To this day, rhoticity—or the lack thereof—in New York City English is considered one of the 
most salient phonological markers of social class.

Likewise in other Germanic languages like Swedish, rhoticity indexes tremendous social meaning. It 
is one of the most salient phonological dividers between Central (prototype: [r]) and Southern Swedish
(prototypical form: [ʀ]). But it goes further than just that. In modern Swedish, we have a slew of 
allophones for /r/, including vibrants, fricatives, flaps, taps, and approximants (Teleman 2005:4). The 
prototypical /r/ in the Stockholm area is referred to by Riad as an “apical trill” (2014) but my data is 
showing something else.

Despite all being from Stockholm, the eight speakers in this study produce a wide variety of 
allophones for /r/, and these allophones trend quite well against listener assessments. The vast majority
of speakers produce a tap, some produce approximants, and a few of them produce an apical trill, 
which actually manifests itself on the spectrogram as an extended tap. These extended taps may be 
perceived as trills but they are not actually full trills.  

An actual trill realization of an /r/ is not as common as might be expected from descriptions of languages,
where an /r/ is often labeled as a ‘trill”. Even in languages where a possible realization is a trill, not all
speakers use a trill, and the speakers that do, have tap and approximant allophones as well as the trill
(Lindau 1985: 161).  

The spectrograms of my recordings confirm Lindau’s assessment. What we are likely perceiving as 
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trills are actually longer-durational taps or flaps on the spectrogram while the allophone that we 
perceive as a flap is the same but shorter in duration. Below is a table of the allophones for /r/ 
produced by the speakers in their 30-second recordings. The speakers are grouped in order of listener 
attitudes and assignment to neighborhood.

Listener-
projected
ethnicity Speaker Mean listener attitudes

Extended
approxi-
mant [ɹː]

Approxi-
mant [ɹ] Tap[ɾ]

Apical trill
[r]

Non-Swedish

S4 Malik -1.42 rough 10 3

S3 Loran -1.21 a bit rough 2 8 3

S2 Hayder -1.14 a bit rough 4 3

S6 Murad -0.43 a bit rough/neutral 4 7 1

Swedish

S7 Reman  0.43 neutral 2 12 4

S5 Mateo  0.50 neutral 1 4 3

S1 Alex  0.79 neutral/bit refined 5 4

S8 Samir  1.71 refined 2 5

Figure 14: Distribution of /r/ allophone count per speaker

There is a mild trend in the above chart that implies that an apical trill is actually not part of the 
standard variety in Stockholm but perhaps tied to low prestige and/or associated with non-Swedishness/
suburban-ness. This would not be surprising since the apical trill has also been found to be common in
Rosengård Swedish22 (Boden 2007: 27) despite its otherwise complete absence in Southern Swedish 
(they produce [ʀ]). More interestingly, it would appear that there perhaps is a link between 
approximant, neutrality, and Swedishness. More data is needed to make this conclusion with 
confidence, but the pattern here in this data set indicates that there might be something to this. 
Moreover, the following listener comments indicate a negative sensitivity to the apical trill (see also 
figure 4).

• Patrick commenting on S3 Loran: the use of the sound ‘R’ reveals for me a different background 
than “Swedish” (in Swedish: användingen av ljudbokstaven “R” avslöjar för mig annan bakgrund 
än ‘svensk”)

• Expert listener commenting on Loran: only certain words for example ‘fyra personer’ and 
‘parkeringshus’ that deviate (in Swedish: endast vissa ord t.ex. ‘fyra personer’ och ‘parkeringshus’
som avviker)

The former comment is quite clearly about the trill. The latter comment, while not overtly mentioning 
the trill, is likely referring to it given that Loran does not show any significant other phonological 
differences in his speech, aside from his prosodic rhythm.

If we examine Reman individually, we see such a remarkably higher number of approximant and 
extended approximant allophones than anyone else. I would encourage the reader to listen to the 
recording again. I believe that he may be partaking in an innovation process for /r/. Is this a new 
prestige form that signifies “regular guy” neutrality? He also pairs the approximant on several 
occasions with “creaky voice”, a prestige form well-documented in American English. While Reman 
produces no apical trills in his table reservation, they are present in his regular speech. I have uploaded
several samples of his informal /r/ production at https://sites.google.com/site/nateyoungMAthesis/. 
There is a remarkable difference between rhotic qualities in his informal and formal speech.

If the apical trill is in fact taking on a low-prestige charge, it would reflect a dramatic reanalysis of 
what once was a prestige value. A salient feature of Suburban Swedish is in fact a trilled /r/. Therefore,
it is possible that the apical trill is increasingly being indexed as blatte, leaving space for the 
approximant to expand and take on neutral and Swedishness. 

22 Rosengård Swedish is the equivalent variety in Malmö.
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Agha writes that “when prestige registers spoken by privileged groups are emulated by others they are 
often perceived as ‘devalued’ by speakers of that privileged group; the group frequently innovates in 
its speech, creating hyperlectal distinctions within prestige forms. (2006: 158).” Reman has a wide 
register range and is an astute master of both the Suburban and the standard varieties; he may be 
imitating and/or innovating within the majority-white/ethnic Swedish/middle-class domain where the 
approximant is gaining value. I am not implying that the apical trill was imitated by suburban 
speakers, thereby contributing to a devaluating; rather, I am hypothesizing that it entered the repertoire
as a stereotyped L2 artifact and happened to coincide with a prestige artifact that was already within 

the Swedish repertoire. That coincidence would necessarily 
drive the apical trill out of the prestige repertoire. It is possible
that its eventual replacement might be the approximant.  

4.2.3 The market segmentation of /ɧ/

The phoneme /ɧ/ is very unique to Swedish and occurs 
through a number of allophones that cut across dialects and 
sociolects. Riad actually uses /ʂ/ as the prototypical allophone 
for Swedish in entirety but acknowledges that the occurrence 
of /ɧ/ is just as common in Central Swedish, referring to [ɧ] as
dark realizations before stressed vowels and morpheme-initial
positions [such as sju ‘seven’ and skönt ‘beautiful’] and [ʂ] as 
light realizations in other positions (2014: 62). Riad 
acknowledges, however, that other phonologists have 
treated /ɧ/ as the prototypical phoneme (Garlén 1984: 18; 
Engstrand 2004: 167; Elert 1997: 29), and this is the approach 
I choose to follow as well. In my data, I am seeing up to three 
allophones ([ɧ]-[x]-[χ]) just for when this consonant occurs in 
its dark realization. Treating the dark realization as the 
prototype makes discussion of these other allophonic 
manifestations much easier. 

We saw how allophones of /r/ cut across registers and project 
different social and ethnic identities and values of the discourse participants. Rather than looking at the
presence of a Suburban allophone in this section, I will actually be discussing the glaring absence of  
the allophone [χ] in the formal-register recordings. 

In the informal group recordings, every Suburban speaker except for Samir navigated on a continuum 
of [ɧ]-[x]-[χ] for the phoneme /ɧ/. In emphatic speech, we often hear [χ]. In less emphatic speech, [x] 
is common. Examples are provided at https://sites.google.com/site/nateyoungMAthesis/. For example, 
Reman produces skönt with [χønt] while producing [ɧ] with sju, shown in figure 15. Malik, Loran, 
Hayder, and Murad also produce [χ] in similar contexts. Both [ɧ] and [x] appear in neutral situations 
throughout the informal recordings, with [χ] only appearing in emotional, emphatic or highly stylized 
speech. 

On the other hand, [ɧ] is the only allophone heard in the restaurant reservations, which indicates that it
is quite possibly the only allophone for formal registers, even among speakers of Suburban Swedish. 
Even Malik, Loran, Hayder, and Murad—all speakers who were not able or willing to completely 
shake their suburban prosody and phonology—inadvertently only produced [ɧ]. This could be a 
coincidence or it could indicate that there is an actual register divide for the phoneme: either /ɧ/’s 
various forms are newer and more metalinguistic or perhaps they have such weight and social charge 
that even the most Suburban of my speakers choose the standard production.

4.2.4 Summary

In addition to prosody, we see that different allophones for /y/, /r/, and /ɧ/ likely index different social 
values for our listener participants and that there is a large amount of variety among even the listener-
identified Suburban speakers as to the allophones that they produce. Moreover, Reman and Samir are 
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able to completely exclude any idexifiable Suburban features.  We will examine the driving forces 
behind this more closely in the next section. 

I feel compelled to note again that the data on /r/ and /χ/ indicate that if we are still looking at their 
occurrences through the paradigm of learner interlanguage, we are far off our mark. Our speakers are 
most probably navigating here systematically between two phonetic forms, depending on the value 
these forms have in the specific linguistic market at hand—blatte or Swedish.
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5 Analysis part 2: examining 
sociocultural mechanisms

In the prior analysis, we looked at the specific linguistic artifacts that index attitudes of rough, neutral,
or refined and project ideas of Swedishness or non-Swedishness on the speaker. I would like to again 
emphasize that Swedishness and non-Swedishness actually have little to do with the literal sense of the 
word and everything to do with sociocultural constructs of class, ethnicity, and register performance. 
Following Eliaso Magnusson and Stroud,

Although these participants creatively, and oftentimes consciously and systematically, revisit their
proficiencies in a variety of registers, which may involve learning new forms or adapting existing
resources to new demands, we might question to what extent they should be seen as language learners in
any conventional sense of the term. In fact, how they refer to themselves in these interactions is often as
speakers of dialect or immigrants [...] but seldom as learners. If they can be construed as learners, it
would be in the sense of temporary or transient learners—like everybody else, including adult,
monolingual, mother tongue speakers—whose moments of acquisition coincide with diverse and ongoing
social trajectories (2012: 339).

In the following subsections section, I will examine how the selection and density of Suburban 
linguistic artifacts vary widely among the speaker participants in this study. I will explore register 
ranges and motivations among specific speakers under the paradigm of applying linguistic “resources”
to the demands of the task at hand. I also explore the general interaction between linguistic features 
and the linguistic marketplace and the ensuing consequences.

5.1 Malik and parkeringhus
It is difficult to challenge the interlanguage explanation without discussing Malik and his use of 
*parkeringhus for parkeringshus (see transcription below). Listener participant Patrick also 
commented on this error (figure 4), and listener participants David, Ismail, Mikaela, and Astrid viewed
it as a definite marker of non-Swedishness. David looked at me with raised eyebrows and a sardonic 
smirk on his face and asked parkeringhus!? Astrid and Ismail laughed out loud at its occurrence.

At first glance, this will be taken to be a simple learner error but Malik is not a learner of Swedish. His
family migrated to Stockholm before he was born, he was born in Stockholm, and he was enrolled in 
pre-school at age one and a half, which means that he would have acquired Swedish well within the 
earliest years of the critical period where grammatical abilities are nearly identical to those born into a 
language (Pulvermüller & Schumann 1994, Hyltenstam & Abrahamsson 2003). He attended 
elementary school in Rinkeby and high school in neighboring Spånga and has lived in Rinkeby his 
entire life. When asked about language (refer to appendix 2.2, questions 41-46), he responded along 
lines similar to the other speakers.  

• The parents speak in Turkish to him; he responds back mainly in Swedish

• He speaks primarily Swedish with his siblings

• For understanding, speaking, reading, and writing Swedish he gave himself a 4.5 out of 5

• For understanding and speaking Turkish, he gave himself a 4 out of 5, and for reading and writing 
Turkish a 3.5 out of 5

• He speaks Turkish with his wife who is a recent immigrant from Turkey
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It is at this point where if we approach Malik in the classic framework of L1 or L2, we will conclude 
that this is an acquisition error of a speaker with low aptitude. I discussed the shortsightedness of this 
approach in section 3.2.1 in the context of pronouncing /y/ with /i/. It is in some respects “the easy 
way” out but it doesn’t really add up. Innovations and the reproduction of innovations are constantly 
swirling around these speakers, and we need to spot them when we see them by taking them seriously 
and examining them in the micro. But what makes the task even more daunting is that even if we 
throw out the L1-L2 paradigm, we still might not find consistent patterns by looking at the aggregate 
data among all speakers. Following Rampton, if we approach it looking at the rigid framework of their
social class, ethnicity, or linguistic background, we will come up with no really good explanations 
(2011:5) because on most of these fronts, the other speakers who performed with some of the “highest 
scores” have very similar backgrounds to Malik but made no such “errors”. We saw that Reman and 
Samir produced no such errors and were indexed almost unanimously as Swedish. But their 
demographic backgrounds are very, very similar to Malik’s. All three have parents who had no 
schooling, a different language than Swedish spoken at home, raised in a multiethnic neighborhoods, 
entered preschool at the first available age (1.5 years), speak or spoke primarily Swedish with their 
siblings, the list goes on and is not very helpful for understanding parkeringhus.

Language aptitude may in fact play a role, but the traditional paradigms of understanding language are 
problematic in themselves. Past studies have measured it via grammaticality tests and “sensitivity for 
linguistic structure (Abrahamsson 2009: 219)”, but the tests for this sensitivity beg the question to a 
certain degree because they test a priori grammatical structures rather than the individual’s ability to 
negotiate, battle, charm and relive experiences via language. In Malik’s case, he is a master of all of 
these. Malik is a talker. Unlike Reman for whom I barely have five minutes of speech in a three-hour 
group conversation and who in many respects is actually much more of an “absorber”, I have a 
tremendous amount of spoken material on Malik. He tells remarkable stories and is gifted in reliving 
quite colorful anecdotes from his past with us at the boxing club. Producing learner errors as a way to 
elicit prestige is a more likely explanation for parkeringhus. Structure aside, if we look at language 
through a pragmatic-weighted lens, Malik has tremendous aptitude.

On the topic of syntactic structural norms, note that Husby Boxing Club has a high and constant 
inflow of new immigrants from countries like Syria, Gambia, and also the US (there are three of us), 
and Malik also works at a grill with a high number of late-arriving immigrants (all male) from Turkey.
These are L2-heavy environments where status and prowess can easily coincide with learner errors, 
making the adoption or even hyper-production of them quite appealing. These are also highly 
masculine and highly physical environments, and the thematic narrative in a boxing club is that your 
fists are supposed to do the talking for you. But the reality is that it is a very gossipy place, and this 
reality is in constant conflict with how the members would like to view themselves and their club. This
goes for many discursive settings labeled as “masculine” (see Cameron 1997). There is an incentive to
counter the danger of having one’s linguistic inclination indexed to femininity in male working-class 
environments, and this can be countered by roughening23 its form—and in this setting, I believe that 
would be done with L2 features. I do not believe that this is necessarily a fully aware process 
(although it could be); rather, it is likely an automatic act that has become entrenched by the micro-
rewards and punishments that Malik has been exposed to that constrain how he performs gender 
(Butler 1990). It is possible that during hyper-masculine socialization, an individual is punished for 
holding the floor for too long or or punished for taking on a form that indexes “teacher” or “woman”, 
in which case the remedy would be to semiotically distance himself from the soapbox by roughening 
the language.  This roughening would then repackage the language into a linguistic form that aligns 
with everyone’s meta-pragmatic idea of what is fitting for this domain.

Parkeringhus is the only “error” included in the small excerpt played to the listener participants. There
are, however, other errors in the entire table reservation. I have provided the entire transcription of the 
conversation here. Malik is speaking with a male restaurant host at Sturehof, a known restaurant in the
toniest part of Stockholm. Swedish “errors” are asterisked.

Malik: Ja hejsan 
Jag tänkte boka bord till torsdag den trettonde mars 
Till nitton noll noll 

23 I mean roughening from the metalinguistic perspective of the lay speaker. I am not treating it as a serious
linguistic term.
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Till fyra personer 
Ja 
Öö, tänkte har ni *nån fönster ute vid bordet? 
*Nån fönster vid bordet
Aa
Aa härligt
På Jonatan
Öö... Jonas
Ja
Ett ögonblick bara
072 506 02 02
Sen en fråga till har jag bara
Finns det *nån parkering närheten, *parkeringhus eller
Okej
Då vet jag det
Ja tack så mycket, tack, hej

Me: Var det Jonas eller Jonatan?
Malik: Jonatan, Jonas efternamn 
Me: Aa Jonatan Jonas! (laughing)
Malik: (smiling) Han ba-- heter du Jonas efternamn? Ja ba-- aa.

In English
Malik: Yes hello

I was thinking about booking a table for Thursday, March thirteenth.
For seven PM
For four people
Yes
Uhh, was thinking do you all have *some window near a table?
*Somes window by the table
Uh huh
Yeah great
Under Jonathan
Uh... John
Yes
Just one second
072 506 02 02
Ok I have just one more question.
Is there any parking *in nearby? *park deck or whatever
Ok
Ok now I know
Yes thanks a lot, thanks, bye

Me: Was it John or Jonathan?
Malik: Jonathan, John as the last name 
Me: Uh huh, Jonathan John! (laughing)
Malik: (mischievously smiling) He was like-- Your last name is John? I was like-- yup.

Before we move forward with the analysis I’d like to step back and say that what we see here, first and
foremost, is a prank call. For us academics—who at times take ourselves too seriously—this is 
investigative research into formal registers by male speakers of Swedish contemporary urban 
vernacular. For the guys at Husby boxing club (and admittedly also somewhat for me—we had a fun 
time doing it), this task was an opportunity to relive the thrills of juvenile fun. It also created a buzz 
where some of the teenage members were actually asking if they also could take part in the study. I am
trying here to give the reader a feeling for the energy and mood surrounding the task. As with Malik, I 
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instructed all of my speakers in group 1 to sound as refined and Swedish as possible, but I believe the 
opportunity to take a dig at an unfortunate restaurant restaurant host was too tempting for Malik to 
resist.

It is not necessarily the case that Malik intentionally inserted errors in his speech to provoke, but it is 
possible that the phone call simulated prior scenarios of performative resistance and/or humorous 
provocation (phone pranks, disputes with doormen, security at stores, etc), that this automatic 
linguistic roughening was triggered. Moreover, from my own experience in the restaurant industry (I 
waited and tended bar for years at upscale places), I can unequivocally state that there are few things 
more provocative to restaurant staff than the violation of prescriptive linguistic decorum (like 
pronouncing the ‘t’ in Merlot or an ‘x’ in espresso). Whether intentional or not, I am quite certain that 
Malik succeeded in upsetting that decorum with the restaurant host at Sturehof. Moreover, he finalized
the dig by giving an hyper-Swedified name Jonatan Jonas—which is actually two first names.

Aside from being incredibly funny (!), this is also revealing about the extent to which learner 
interlanguage is injected into the speech of Suburban speakers. Malik’s conversation indicates that the 
tolerance among Suburban speakers is perhaps quite high for this sort of injection. And this is where 
we can say, “yes”, the contemporary urban vernacular is more heteroglossic than the standard. The 
data is more clear here and in my informal recordings that linguistic forms are more heteroglossic in 
förortssvenska, Suburban Swedish. Rinkeby has a high number of Swedish learners, Husby Boxing 
Club has a high number of learners, and many of them have tremendous status in these communities. 
Given that there is a critical mass of these late-stage L2 speakers, the way they speak is going to be 
indexed to the traits that gave them status in the first place: for example, masculinity and toughness by
being an accomplished fighter, street savvy by winning performative arguments on the street and in 
shops, and loyal to the “fight” against middle-class Swedish norms by jumping subway turnstiles, 
speaking with brytning24, and taking digs at middle- and upper-class gatekeepers like the booking 
restaurant host at Sturehof. Prestige will index over time to the linguistic form of the prestige-bearer, 
and it opens the doors for learner features to be adopted and enregistered by native speakers to 
facilitate resistance, provocation, and humor in the most interesting way.  

While I believe the above explains parkeringhus, I believe that the first set of errors regarding a 
window seat represents pragmatic and semantic confusion on Malik’s part as to what I was asking him
to ask. The full set of instructions is in appendix 2.1. I believe that Malik, being already in the very 
alien setting of booking a table at a restaurant, was having trouble asking for a table near a window 
when he wasn’t even sure that there were tables near windows at that restaurant. That, coupled with 
the fact that he was reading while speaking, led to the semantically cloudy question, “Do you have 
some windows near a table?”

In conclusion, I believe that parkeringhus reveals something about the wide extent to which Suburban 
Swedish is heteroglossic and “open for innovation”. Hypothetically, either of these so-called errors 
could be swept up and duplicated so much that they become universally adopted. Alternatively, Malik 
won’t repeat them, or they will not gain that degree of adoption, or they will remain part of the 
repertoire of a small number of speakers, and so on and so on. We really do not know; the important 
point is that the tolerance for variety in production on the speaker’s end is unexpected in the light of 
general sociolects and expected based on what we know about contemporary urban vernaculars in 
Europe. In either case, we cannot continue to view this type of new feature appearance as a product of 
deficient language learning—the above analysis is an attempt to explain that the situation may be 
much more nuanced and complex than that. We saw in part 1 that Malik’s prosodic rhythm, along with
Loran’s, is some of the most syllable-timed speech of the eight speakers. Like his parkeringhus, I 
believe that this rhythm is an extension of his “personal brand”, and that, at least in part, its production
has become instinctive and automated. 

24 See section 1.2.2.
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5.2 Suburban Swedish lite? Murad charms 
listeners while holding onto blatte identity
Murad represents the sole crossover between positive values and suburban/multiethnic categorization 
among listeners. While the mean listener score for Murad is slightly below 0 at -0.43, which is 

halfway between neutral (0) and a bit rough (-1). 
Half of the listeners perceived him at neutral, and 
half perceived him as a bit rough.  This division on
attitudes coincided with near unanimity on listener-
projected ethnicity. He was overwhelmingly 
indexed as non-Swedish. As you may recall from 
the chart correlating attitudes with stereotypical 
neighborhood assignment (figure 5), the listener 
attitudes fell along a continuum while the listener-
projected ethnicity fell along more binomial lines 
with the gap falling between Murad and Reman. 
Note that this is in spite of the fact that both use 
Suburban Swedish in their regular informal speech.
The adjacent chart shows a detailed distribution of 
scores and the listener comments.  

Looking at figure 16, the data implies that Murad 
has achieved with his language a “sweet spot” 
where he charms a wide array of listeners while 
retaining his suburban identity with a few select 
artifacts. If there is in fact a rhythmic threshold for 
Suburban prosody, Murad sits at the brink of it 
with an nPVI between 48 and 51 (depending on 
which control approach you use) with all other 
listener-assigned standard speakers above 50%. 
But aside from this, there is a noticeable apical trill
when he says hundra, and his pronunciation of 
tidigare is also noticeably Suburban, as remarked 
by one of the expert comments. He produces 
tidigare as [tɪdigare] in which each syllable is 
noticeably syllable-timed while not reducing (i.e. 
palatizing) the /g/ as is typical in the Standard 
Swedish [tɪdiʝare]. A similar phenomenon was 
observed by Bodén in the speech of adolescent 
speakers and even Zlatan Ibrahimovic25 where 
the /g/ in tidigt is unreduced and what she refers to 
as “hypercorrect” (2007: 34). 

Is this the fine line that allows for blatte identity 
while eliciting positive attitudes? The data shows that the co-correlation between non-Swedishness and
attitudes of rough is high, but this may be the exception, and it may reveal a new trajectory of positive 
perception toward linguistic forms that have become ethnicized in Stockholm’s linguistic cloud. The 
assignment of “Iranian” by listener Malin assists that conclusion by opening up the somewhat painful 
discussion on value-ranking ethnicity in Sweden and how certain linguistic forms can conjure up the 
most bizarre here-and-now social constructions. Iranians are popularly considered to be one of the 
most successful and assimilated immigrant groups in Sweden. This construct is well and alive among 
my speakers as can be seen in the below dialogue. Reman, Reman’s sister Amina, Reman’s girlfriend 
Saman (who happens to be Iranian), Hayder, and Murad came over to my apartment for dinner, and 
the topic turned to the subject of who is allowed to be called blatte and who is not:

25 a very famous soccer star
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Hayder: Svenskare känner sig mer bekvämma med en grek eller en italienare eller en spanjor.
Saman: Ni kallar inte en fransos-eh-
Hayder: Aa en fran- eller exakt, en franskman är väl inte- inte
Amina: Är en iranier blatte?
Reman: Ja!
Saman: Alla som är mörkhåriga från mellanösten är som det känns som blatte.
Hayder: Aa exakt
Me: Varför frågar du om en iranier är blatte? Det är intressant.
Amina: För att dom är mycket mer assimilerade än alla andra från Mellanösten
Hayder: Aa, dom är mest etablerade.
Reman: Asså dom glömmer sitt ursprung asså så snabbt dom...
Amina: Assimilerade e ju en (unclear)
Hayder: Asså dom e så...
Murad: Dom är bättre än oss hela vägen (unclear)!
Lots of laughter
Murad: (during laughter) asså dom...
Continued laughter 
Murad: (during laughter) Deras land där ligger där borta, noll med Sverige!
Continued laughter
Amina: (directed to Saman in stylized other voice): Ni är så civiliserade!
Saman: (directed to Amina in stylized other voice): Ni djur!
Hayder: Det har varit så; långt innan Ayatollahs (referring to the Islamic revolution).

In English
Hayder: Swedes feel more comfortable with a Greek or an Italian or a Spaniard.
Saman: You”re not going to call a French person--eh--
Hayder: Yeah, someone from, or.. totally, a French person isn’t 
Amina: Is an Iranian a blatte?
Reman: Yes!
Saman: Anyone who has dark hair from the middle east, I feel like, is a blatte.
Hayder: Uh huh, exactly.
Me: Why are you asking whether an Iranian is a blatte? That is interesting.
Amina: Because they are much more assimilated than anyone else from the Middle East.
Hayder: Yup. They are the most established.
Reman: I mean, they forget their roots as soon as they...
Amina: Assimilared is well...
Hayder: I mean, they are...
Murad: They are better than us on all fronts (unclear)!
Lots of laughter
Murad: (during laughter) I mean, they are...
Continued laughter 
Murad: (during laughter) Their land is way back there, like zero with Sweden!
Continued laughter
Amina: (directed to Saman in stylized other voice): You’re all so civilized!
Saman: (directed to Amina in stylized other voice): You’re all animals!
Hayder: It’s been that way; way before the Ayatollahs (referring to the Islamic revolution).

The discourse reveals how there seems to be a shared requirement that a blatte is less assimilated (to 
Swedish middle-class norms). There is hesitation to include the assimilated Iranians as one of the 
group by Amina but that is eventually collectively overruled (perhaps in part to keep Reman’s 
girlfriend included). This implies that style, class, and Suburban identity weigh heavily enough on 
blatte identity but that ultimately, race continues to outweigh these factors—at least for this group in 
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this particular situation. This does much to explain why we still find few “white”26 speakers of 
suburban Swedish. The demands that would be made on their style, class, and neighborhood affiliation
would likely have to be quite high for them to even begin to partake in the exchanges in elementary 
and high school that eventually become institutionalized among adult speakers.  

Just as Reman’s peer group debates whether stylization, class, and identity outweigh race for the 
categorization of blatte, there is also a lack of consensus among the listener participants as to whether 
it is possible to also index blatte-indexed linguistic form as neutral. Assuming that the the listeners 
who assigned him an attitude also made the ethnicized connection of tidigare and hundra, we see that 
half see a coexistence between non-Swedishness and linguistic neutrality. But to a degree! Those same
listeners who gave Murad positive scores were generally not too receptive about the language that 
Hayder, Loran, and Malik produced (see again figure 3). For the listeners who viewed Murad more as a
bit rough, I believe that the racial identity indexed by overt suburban phonology tidigare and hundra 
trumped the other subtle features that indexed “assimilation” into mainstream Swedishness, such as his
more stress-timed rhythm and remaining conforming phonology. In contrast, those listeners who 
viewed Murad as neutral indexed his identity to a sort of third27 kind. Not rough and blatte like 
Hayder, Malik, or Loran; rather, middle-class, assimilated, “Iranian”.  

Class and ethnicity intertwine complexly among the typical Suburban Swedish speaker. We see how it
was finally agreed upon in the discussion that Iranians were permitted to be included as blattar but 
how the social success of that ethnic group called into question whether they still were entitled to the 
term. This type of sentiment—a minimum class level can bring you beyond the stigmatic threshold of 
having a perceived non-European phenotype—is a commonly-held one. A recent interview with a 
doorman by the journal Nöjesguiden in an article on discrimination within the restaurant and bar 
business vividly illustrates this same cross-section of class and race.

Nöjesguiden: Vilka är mest utsatta av de som bor i Sverige?
Ordningsvakt: Då är det tätt fördelat mellan folk som inte kommer ifrån Stockholm, bönder brukar vi kalla

dem, och folk från förorten. Speciellt unga förortsmän av annan etnisk härkomst än svensk. 
Nöjesguiden: Finns det även tankar om att vissa etniska härkomster är “bättre” än andra? 
Ordningsvakt: Personligen vill jag inte tro att jag gör någon sådan bedömning. Jag tror att jag enbart går 

på stil och attityd. Och många förortskillar kommer in just för att de har anammat en 
hipsterstil. 

In English
Nöjesguiden: Out of those who live in Sweden, who are the most marginalized? 
Bouncer: It is a close tie between people who are not from Stockholm—we usually call them hicks—

and people from the suburbs. Especially young suburban men with another ethnic 
background than Swedish.

Nöjesguiden: Are there even considerations made as to certain ethnic backgrounds being “better” than 
others?

Bouncer: Personally, I don’t want to believe that anyone would make that kind of judgement. I think 
that it primarily depends on style and attitude. Many suburban guys get in specifically 
because they have adopted a hipster style. 

The view by the bouncer is that the patterns of speech (which I believe is partly implied by “attitude”),
clothing, and ethnicity cross-sect here to index how appropriate the guest is for entry into his club, and
these aesthetic patterns are set by in large by young Swedes with affluent backgrounds. The bouncer’s 
reference to “hipster style” is a direct index to aesthetics of a self-proclaimed intellectual movement 
focused on iconifying irony (or at least displaying the consumption patterns and aesthetics 
stereotypically associated with that movement), implying that if you are non-Swedish but dress like 
this social class, then you are going to be accepted. If you are not, you are going to run into problems. 
The running sardonic joke at Husby boxing club is that one could easily run up several thousand 
crowns in cab fares on a Friday night driving from one rejecting club to the next until they can find a 

26 The term “white” is used very rarely in the Swedish context because its lexical counterpart is “Swedish”.  
However, when pressed to explain what is a blatte and what is not, my informants revealed that blatte and 
Swedish mostly actually have to do with the same entrenched Eurocentric constructions of racial 
phenotypes that we seem to see in so many places in the world.

27 A note on the the term third. It was coined and suggested by my supervisor Kari Fraurud as the sort of 
middle-range rendition of Suburban variation.
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night spot that will let them in, usually far, far away from their original destination on Stureplan28.

Going back to the listener participant data on Murad, this may be a rare place on the Suburban-
Standard linguistic continuum that he has found that lets him keep his non-Swedish identity while 
keeping listeners happy. He works in customer service both on the phone and on the floor at a local 
furniture store, and this line of work has high requirements for mastering formal linguistic scenarios. 
This middle ground is only consented on by half of the listeners, but it, along with the fact that we are 
hearing more Suburban speakers retain their sociolect in formal settings (refer to discussion on Zlatan, 
Nuyen, al Khamisi in introduction), represents a potential trajectory of acceptance. 

This is in many ways the third category that I brought up before in that it permits certain Suburban 
traits but not too many. If we are to trust the data, it shows that the window is very narrow. 
Overwhelmingly, you are not going to get positive reception if you are using features that are indexed 
to Stockholm’s suburbs.

The data is insufficient to show whether only certain features can index to this third category or 
whether a quota is at play. Is there a unique general acceptance of the hypercorrect /g/ (tidigare) and 
apical trill /r/ (hundra) or is there a limit for Suburban tokens, where a minimum of one artifact will 
racialize the speaker but where if you keep the number below a certain amount, the listener will view 
you as middle-class, non-suburban, ergo “assimilated” and “safe”? In this respect, we are seeing a 
marketplace in as literal a sense as possible. As you may recall from figure 6, listener participant 
David was undecided until he heard tidigare, after which he assessed Murad as non-Swedish. In 
producing artifacts whose quantity and densities elicit various values, we can chew on the idea that 
had the Suburban tidigare and hundra been absent, could there have been room for Murad’s nPVI to 
be more syllable timed, perhaps even in the 45% range like Hayder’s? The data here is insufficient to 
make any such bold hypothesis, but it reveals that there is a fine-tuned system at play where linguistic 
forms take on various values. These values are not stand-alone; rather, they interplay with each other 
and are either produced consciously by the speaker or automatically as a result of life-long replays of 
similar scenarios.

5.3 Mismatching artifacts and mission failure
Not only does Loran fail to elicit positive responses, but his reservation at the Mathias Dahlgren 
restaurant was “lost” when I called back a few days later to cancel.  There are several coinciding 
features to his conversation that contributed to “mission failure”.  Below is the entire dialogue of the 
table reservation:

Loran: Hej hej.
Tja, ee-- jag skulle vilja boka ett bord.
Torsdag, den trettonde mars
Till fyra personer, går det bra?
Ee matsalen, tack.
Yes.
Yes.
Jag har två frågor bara, i super snabbt innan jag- slutar störa dig för ikväll. Har ni glutenfritt *utval?
Det har ni. Så ni har vegetariskt *utval också (followed by an unintelligible word)?
Yes, ee-- sista okej.
Finns det ett--
Okej.
Aa gärna. Det går också.
072, 506, 02, och 02.
Loran Shallou.
Min sista fråga ba. Finns det ett parkeringshus i närheten?
Okej.

28 A prestigious stretch of nightclubs and bars in the center city of Stockholm.
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Okej, men det löser sig säkert.
Tack så jätte mycket. Hej hej. Hej.

In English
Loran: Hello.

Hey. I would like to make a reservation.
Thursday, March 13th.
for four people is that OK?
um. the main hall, thank you.
Yes.
Yes.
I have just two questions, um super fast before I”m done bothering you for tonight.  Do you have 
gluten-free *otems?
You do, so you have a vegetarian *otems also (followed by an unintelligible word)?
Yes, ehh last-- OK.
Is there a--
OK.
Yes please. That works too.
072, 506, 02, and 02.
Loran Shallou.
Just one last question . Is there a parking deck nearby?
OK.
OK. Oh I”m sure it”ll work itself out.
Thanks a million.  Bye bye. Bye.

As with Malik, there are speaker errors that I attribute to failures in the experimental instruction 
provided to Loran. In the instructions, it tells him to ask for glutenfritt *utval and vegetariskt *utval 
(see appendix 2.1). These are errors in the instructions due to my own shortcoming in Swedish. They 
were caught by my other speakers and corrected to urval, but in Loran’s case, the burden of the alien 
task of reserving a table in a restaurant, while talking on the phone in a broom closet (the boxing gym 
is quite loud), while reading my somewhat amateur instructions, prevented him from correcting the 
error.

I would again be hesitant to write this off as a learner error. Loran entered preschool in Rinkeby at age 
one and a half. For someone who has never made a restaurant reservation, the domain can seem so 
much “higher” than one’s own identity, that the speaker reading the instructions believes that the 
unfamiliar terms in front of him are high-style idiomatic terms. That, coupled with the aforementioned
burdens, is why I think Loran did not correct *utval to urval in his reservation. Taking English as an 
example, it is not unimaginable for a working-class native English speaker from, say, the 
neighborhood of South Jamaica in Queens, New York, to read a set of instructions where it says 
“gluten-free otem”, and not change that to item while on the phone.  

Or if we reverse the scenario and imagine that I took eight university professors (not Linguistics 
professors!) who had English as their L1 and asked them to call a boxing club ask a series of questions
on a piece of paper. What would happen if one of the scripted questions read “Do you provide gloves 
and *wrips?”. It is likely that many would change the word to wraps but that not everyone would. 
Does that mean they are bad speakers of English? I think it has more to do with unfamiliar words in 
unfamiliar and stressful, acro-aspirational domains. Loran at 22 years old, having lived his whole life 
in Rinkeby, is calling an elite restaurant in the center city for the first time.

Leaving the issue of errors, I want to discuss the breakdown of register that contributed to this mission
“failure”. I call it a failure because the goal was to successfully book at table, and the table booking 
was, well, “lost”.  

Let us suppose for a minute that the restaurant host intentionally dropped the reservation. There are 
several reasons why this could have occurred. We saw in part 1 that Loran’s prosodic rhythm and 
speech speed elicited attitudes of rough from listener participant group 2 (remember that the sample 
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actually played to listeners did not include the utval error). This would be sufficient for him to lose his 
reservation if the restaurant host held a similar attitude. But in some respects, Loran’s reservation may 
have triggered an even more negative response from the restaurant host because the reservation 
included a poorly-worded request for gluten-free and vegetarian options, semantic content that would 
have contradicted form. The restaurant host’s idea of Loran’s aesthetics—based on the stereotyped 
category that he already had placed Loran in—could have caused him to believe that the reservation 
was a prank or could have simply indexed Loran for him as an undesirable customer. Expected 
consumption patterns based on perceived features early on such as prosodic rhythm are suddenly 
countered by a poorly-worded request for gluten-free food. Listener participant David’s comment on 
gluten-free reveals much about the type of persona that would be linked to this sort of request:

David: Glutenfritt, det ingen som frågar om.
Det bara svennar (smirking).
glutenfritt är typ såhär: (other voice, posh) “hej jag e laktosintolerant”
Det finns ju inte i- i- i Danmark till exempel. Det finns ju inga som får ryck där.
Asså det väldigt få om man kollar på- i Sverige
Det känns ju väldigt, väldigt svenskt (smirking).

In English
David: Gluten-free, nobody asks that. 

That’s just Swedes (smirking).
Gluten-free is like this: (other voice, posh) “Hey I”m lactose intolerant.”
That doesn’t exist in- in- in Denmark for example. There’s no one getting pressure there. 
I mean, not very many if you look at- in Sweden
It just feels very, very Swedish (smirking).

David belongs to Stockholm’s creative class, working high up in professional theater and spending 
extensive time with people in the restaurant and bar industry. It is reasonable to expect that the 
restaurant host has a similar idea of what “type” of person orders gluten-free food. Loran’s prosody 
and lexical errors were artifacts indexing him as a working-class non-Swede from the suburbs. But the 
semantics of the question indexes solely to a Swede of a higher social class. That would have shifted 
the restaurant host out of his routine and called into question the sincerity of the call. Is someone 
merely doing a poor job of being pretentious or is this a prank call? This is one possible explanation 
for why the reservation mysteriously disappeared. 

Another explanation is that it actually was lost. We cannot know for sure but the aim of this section is 
to explore the dynamics and consequences of mismatching form with content in the linguistic 
marketplace.

5.4 Mastering bögsvenska: register ranges and 
ethnic alter-egos
One of the most immediately noticeable results of this study is that listeners are not always able to 
reliably identify the speakers’ home neighborhoods (and thereby, also implicit ethnicity). They assess 
four speakers to be from “Swedish neighborhoods” and thereby, as Swedish. The reality is that all have
multiethnic backgrounds, seven of the eight are from multiethnic neighborhoods, and only one speaker
has parents with Swedish as their L1 (Alex, see figure 1). Despite the very complex reality of each 
speaker’s ethnic and social background, and the existence of a 10-point scale in the questionnaire, 
listeners constructed quite simplified categories about the speakers’ ethnicities. 

In a sense, Reman and Samir succeeded in “veiling” their identities by convincing their audience that 
they are “ethnic” Swedes. The prosodic, phonological, and lexical form of their speech—along with 
Alex’s and Mateo’s—indexes a very specific identity among the listeners as Swedish and refined. In 
this scenario, we may be immediately tempted to examine the speaker backgrounds closer and look at 
why they were able to while the other vernacular speakers were unsuccessful.

Note once again that all eight speakers—except for Alex—attended state daycare from age one and a 
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half. When we look at other background factors, there are few that are unique to either Samir or 
Reman that are not shared by either Hayder, Loran, Malik, or Murad. For example, both Samir and 
Reman attended high school in the center city. But so did Loran and Hayder. In contrast, Murad 
attended a high school in Huddinge with a high percentage of students with non-Swedish 
backgrounds.

Looking at elementary school does not help much more. Only Alex attended elementary school in 
predominantly Swedish areas. Hayder and Reman moved a lot as children and attended elementary 
school in both Swedish and non-Swedish areas for about half the time each. Loran, Malik, Murad, 
Mateo, Reman, and Samir all attended elementary school in immigrant-dense communities.  

Looking at profession, Reman and Murad work in customer service, but Samir works at a local corner 
store that has almost entirely vernacular-speaking and Swedish-learner customers. Even if we saw 
much of a pattern, it would certainly not imply causality. It is more likely that Reman and Murad work
in customer service because they have a wider register range. What we see here is a wide variety of 
register ranges that 

equips a person with portable emblems of identity, sometimes permitting distinctive modes of access to
particular zones of social life. In complex societies, where no fluent speaker of the language fully
commands more than a few of its registers, the register range of a person may influence the range of
social activities in which the person is entitled to participate (Agha 2006: 146).

Samir, Reman, and to a certain extent, Murad can be seen as having more access to certain social 
activities than Malik, Loran and Hayder because they index themselves for listeners between neutral 
and too refined. This is not necessarily inadvertent happenstance. Samir, for example, is very much 
aware of his wide range and refers to the variety he used as bögsvenska (English: queer Swedish) in 
the below conversation.

Me: Pratade man rinkebysvenska när ni var barn?
Loran: inte, inte samma fas tycker jag. Inte samma fas tycker jag.
Samir: (interrupting)......................Nej. Nej, nej, nej. Det stämmar. För... Du ser du ser asså. Jag kan, jag har

en liten fördel asså med. (text omitted to protect identity) Så att, jag hade lite fördel. Jag lärde mig 
rinkebysvenska, hade den. Sen sån att jag börja asså lära mig ren svenska ee å engelska. Så jag lärt 
mig tre språkiga. ee ö nej, turkiskan också! Så jag har rinkebysvenskan, svenskan, engelskan, och 
turkiskan flytande. Så jag förstår...

Malik: (interrupting) Och bögsvenskan.
Samir: (stylizing with prestige intonation) Såklart! Bögsvenskan. Den ska man också lära sig!
Laughter
Loran: Östermalm. (nodding in agreement, referring to the prestigious neighborhood in Stockholm)
Me: Det är bögsvenska?
Samir: (stylizing) Det östermalmssvenskan asså den (unclear).
Malik: Hör du hans röst? Kom. Hör hör (unclear)
Lots of laughter
Malik: (stylizing in a nasal, high pitched voice, as to sound posh) jaaaa
Malik laughs, claps
Samir: (laughing) Ser du... Det e det som är skillnaden. Det e det som är fördelen när man är som mig. Då 

kan man! Då lyckas man.
Malik: (loudly, play confrontation) bög jävla, vart är lyckan? Vad?
Samir: (loudly, play confrontation) Du ser! Han bara blir störigare å störigare! (laughing)
Malik: (omitted to protect identities)
Samir: Aa för er skuld. för att ta hand om sånna som er som inte kan!

In English
Me: Did people speak Rinkeby Swedish when you were kids? 
Loran: Not to the same degree in my opinion. Not to the same degree.
Samir: (interrupting)......................No no no no. That’s true. Because... You see, well. I can, I have a bit of 

an advantage with, you know... (text omitted to protect identity) So that, I had a bit of an advantage. 
I learned Rinkeby Swedish, picked that up, Then like when I began to learn pure Swedish er and 
English... So I learned, trilingual... er um no. Turkish too! So I have Rinkeby Swedish, Swedish, 
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English, and Turkish fluently. So I understand... 
Malik: (interrupting) And queer Swedish.
Samir: (stylizing with prestige intonation) Of course! Queer Swedish. You need to learn that too! 
Laughter
Loran: Östermalm (nodding in agreement, referring to the prestigious neighborhood in Stockholm)
Me: That’s Queer Swedish?
Samir: (stylizing) That is Östermalm Swedish, I mean the (unclear).
Malik: Do you hear his voice? Come here. Listen listen (unclear)
Lots of laughter
Malik: (stylizing in a nasal, high pitched voice, as to sound posh) Yeeees!
Malik laughs, claps
Samir: (laughing) You see... That’s what’s different. That’s the advantage. That’s the advantage of being 

somebody like me.  Then you go places! Then you succeed.
Malik: (loudly, play confrontation) Fucking queer, Where is your success? Say what?
Samir: (loudly, play confrontation) You see! He’s getting more and more worked up! (laughing)
Malik: (omitted to protect identities)
Samir: Yup for you all’s sake. To take care of people like you who can’t!

In the exchange, we see that Samir is aware of his wide range and attributes his ability to his 
upbringing and exposure to various languages. Malik gives him a hard time, but there is a general 
understanding that knowing the prestige register opens doors and creates opportunities. Samir uses 
bögsvenska in his table reservation, and we see that it indeed elicited the highest number of too refined
attitudes of any of the listeners (see figure 3). What’s more is that Malik attempts to mimic it but fails 
at coming close to the proper intonation—he can recognize its presence but cannot produce it. In the 
same context of register range, Agha claims that “most speakers can recognize more registers than 
they can speak (2006: 154).” The above exchange seems to confirm that claim, as do the many listener
participant comments for Samir (figure 4). 

Returning to Reman, we see less prestige stylization in his speech and a more controlled mastery of a 
form that indexes neutrality. The listener participants mostly gave him assessments of neutral or a bit 
refined. When asked himself about his own identity and linguistic range, Reman shrugs his shoulders 
and says.

Reman: Vi är ändå-- vi är ändå svenskar men vi är också en del av vårt för egna (etniciteter) också, så vi är 
ändå blandad (English: We are also-- we are Swedish too but we are also a piece of each of our own 
(respective ethnicities)).

Hayder chimes in with
Hayder: Vi kan smälta in här, vi kan smälta in där (English: We can blend in here, we can blend in there).

Reman’s answer is vague and understates his range. Hayder, on the other hand, overstates his own 
range. Reman’s sister Amina, when asked later about her brother’s range, claims that it has to do with 
the fact that he spent much of his childhood in Nacka, a predominantly Swedish neighborhood. 
Socialization is a key contributer to anyone’s speech, and environment can certainly contribute to 
one’s register range, but how do we then explain Hayder’s apparently29 narrow range? He spent much 
of his childhood in Smedjebacken (an area with only 3.1% non-Swedish ethnicity30), and went to high 
school on Södermalm (a predominantly ethnically Swedish area as well). Despite all of this, Hayder 
received overwhelmingly non-Swedish listener-projected assessments. The data simply does not 
support a close tie between overtly recognizable demographics and linguistic form. This lack of overt 
background factors leaves me with few other alternatives but to recognize that to some extent, 
Suburban Swedish is a variation whose form indexes an extension of identity for the speakers much 
like clothing, music etc. For some speakers, like Hayder, Malik, Loran, and Murad,

• it becomes entrenched to the extent that residual forms always are present OR

29 I have to emphasize here that we do not know that Hayder has a narrower range. It is possible that he 
chooses to produce Suburban variation because of its sociopolitical meaning. I haven’t had this 
conversation with him but intend to for another project for another day.

30 SCB, Statistiska Centralbyrån (2012)
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• residual forms are intentionally produced due to in-group loyalty, OR

• a combination of the above two.

For other speakers, like Reman and Samir, it is used in some registers and completely dropped in 
others. And for other speakers, like Mateo and Alex, it is never used.

The three bulleted options represent possibilities for why we see so much variation in formal speech 
among our six adult Suburban speakers. It is possible that Reman and Samir had or have31 more 
language aptitude. But it is also possible that during the formative years of language, perhaps around 
adolescence, they were motivated—based on various value sets swirling around them—to learn the 
standard phonology and that it solidified in their repertoire. Likewise, it is possible that in the same 
formative years, there were fewer motivations to get Hayder, Malik, Loran, and to a lesser extent, 
Murad to take on the prestige style of speech. What would be a motivator? It could have pivoted on 
something as minute as the personality of the ring-leader in their ninth-grade clique. The issue of 
loyalty can contribute to these motivations; when asked to list two personal qualities that they thought 
were most important in a person, respect, loyalty, trust, and humility came up (see appendix 2, 
question 82). In adolescence (and to a lesser extent, adulthood), taking on an outer-group variety can 
be perceived as violating any one of those four qualities. That is a powerful incentive to reject 
anything but the in-group variety during the crucial years of register socialization, after which point 
one’s repertoire may solidify.

In adulthood, we see that things are somewhat different. Out of all of my one-on-one interviews, 
Reman had the strongest sentiments remaining loyal to one’s people. In the interview, he listed 
honesty and loyalty as the two most important traits to him. Moreover, he claims dismissively in the 
conversation in Section 4.2 that Iranians forget where they come from. But adulthood imposes new 
practical demands that require taking on other personas and fronting to achieve various missions, 
which is what Reman did when I asked him to reserve a table “in the finest Swedish he could muster”. 
As we see from Samir’s meta-pragmatic explanation in the above conversation, taking on the 
occasional alternate register and ethnic alter-ego is done for the sake of winning resources for his 
friends and for the club where he boxes. And if we take an extreme anthropological take on peer 
groups 1 and 2, we see that each has a diverse smattering of ranges with one wide-ranger each. Take a 
minute to look back at figure 11. Note again that Peer group 1 is Malik, Loran, and Samir. Peer group 
2 is Hayder, Murad, and Reman. Are we seeing type casts in each peer group where one role is that of 
the “linguistic breadwinner” who can get the group into night clubs and restaurants, negotiate conflicts
with authorities, and serve as a interclass mediator for the benefit of the whole pack? I cannot answer 
this question but the fact of the matter is that both Reman, Samir, and to an extent, Murad, elicit 
socially beneficial responses from listener groups 1 and 2, and these can certainly result in wins for the
entire group, whether it is booking a locale for a birthday party, making a hotel reservation for a 
weekend trip, getting into a night club, etc.

5.5 Framing range within the paradigm of ethnic 
boundary-making
Unlike countries such as the US or Canada where we see specific ethnicities forming homogeneous 
enclaves, Sweden has a noticeable lack of homogenous enclaves. In 1998, Rinkeby alone had over 100
different nationalities living within its borders (Schönning 1998). These groups would have had very 
little in common other than shared geography and non-Swedish ethnicity at their initial convergence. 
In fact, the only shared ethnic ground would be non-Swedish ethnicity, otherness. I believe the need to 
build common ground while also strengthening the lines between otherness and Swedishness can feed 
linguistic divergence. And if we look at our eight speaker participants, we see the possibility of just 
that. When asked “How Swedish and how <respective ethnicity> do you feel?”, the answers were 
sharply divided between the speakers who used Suburban variation in their informal discourse and the 

31 I use two tenses here because language aptitude does not have to be a monolithic concept. An aptitude 
may manifest itself in the critical period or during adolescence or during both and then close off and cease 
to exist in adulthood. Or it can continue for some through adulthood (see, for example, Abrahamsson and 
Hyltenstam 2008).
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speakers who did not. A similarly decisive trend can also be seen with the question “Do you feel part 
of Sweden’s society?” (appendix 2.2, questions 75 and 77). The chart below shows their answers.

Group Speaker How Swedish and how <ethnicity> do you feel? Do you feel like a part of Sweden’s society?

1 Husby
Suburban-
speaking

S3 Loran very 
Swedish 1  2  3  4  5  6.5  7  8   9  10

very Kurd-
Assyrian

not at
all 1    2   3    4    5    6    7   8   9   10

yes, a
great deal

S4 Malik very 
Swedish 1  2  3  4  5.5  6  7   8  9  10

very Turkish not at
all 1   2   3    4    5    6    7    8   9   10

yes, a
great deal

S8 Samir very 
Swedish 1  2  3  4  5.5  6  7   8  9  10

very Turkish not at
all 1   2   3   4   5   6  7.5   8   9  10 

yes, a
great deal

2 South Side
Suburban-
speaking

S2 Hayder very 
Swedish 1  2  3  4  5  6   7.5  8  9  10

very Kurdish not at
all 1   2   3   4   5   6  7.5   8   9  10 

yes, a
great deal

S6 Murad very 
Swedish 1  2  3  4  5   6.5   7  8  9 10

very 
Egyptian

not at
all 1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8.5  9  10 

yes, a
great deal

S7 Reman very 
Swedish 1   2   3   4   5   6  7  8   9  10 

very Kurdish not at
all 1    2    3    4   5   6    7    8   9   10

yes, a
great deal

3 Center City
Standard-
speaking

S1 Alex very 
Swedish 1  2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10

very Jugo-
Polish

not at
all 1    2    3    4    5    6   7   8   9 10 yes, a

great deal

S5 Mateo very 
Swedish 1  2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10

very Chilean not at
all 1    2    3    4    5    6   7   8   9 10 yes, a

great deal

Figure 16: Sentiments of Swedishness and societal connection among the speaker participants

If one looks at a neighborhood like Rinkeby, built during the height of the Million Program32 in 1968 
and linked to the city via subway in 1973, there would have been a paucity of common ground upon 
which so many different ethnic groups could build collective identity. Sociological theory indicates 
that powerful social forces would push to fill that void in various ways by defining inside identity via 
common geography and via whatever immediately conspicuous shared traits were at hand to separate 
inside from outside. Following Weber, “the more or less easy emergence of social circles in the 
broadest sense of the word (soziale Verkehrgemeinschaft) may be linked to the most superficial 
features of historically accidental habits just as much as to inherited racial characteristics” (1978 
[1918-20]: 387). In the sense of Rinkeby and many other similar Million Program suburbs that went 
the direction of majority-migrant (such as the suburbs home to seven of our eight speakers), we 
actually have both—the historical happenstance of common geography during a major housing boom 
coupled with an increasingly non-European migration pattern in the 80s, 90s, and naughts. Coupled 
with common geography and non-Nordic racial phenotypes, a common linguistic variety can 
contribute to the establishment of a common ethnicity—first indexed as immigrant and later as blatte—
while simultaneously also achieving the values of resistance and semiotic toughness that are 
traditionally valorized in working-class communities. This would likely have been spearheaded by 
adolescent innovators in the formative years of linguistic styling. What I am saying is that instead of 
viewing this through the lens of the creole paradigm where we try to find the “substrate” behind, say, 
the apical trill, let us look at how the creation of the ethnicity non-white or non-Swedish in Sweden is 
facilitated by defining various ethnic boundaries via various tools—one of which, is language. In 
terms of sourcing the typological origins of various features and forms, it is possible that the original 
adolescent innovators, hailing from over 100 different ethnicities, were tapping into their own 
stereotypes of “pan-blatte” sounds to create variation and to construct boundaries between them and 
outsiders.

I am looking at Suburban Swedish as a vehicle of ethnic boundary-making, a means by which a 
highly-diverse and marginalized minority can re-establish itself as a single entity. I am invoking 

32 The Million Program (Swedish Miljonprogrammet) was a large-scale affordable housing program put into 
place by the Swedish Social Democratic Party between 1965 and 1972 in which over a million new dwellings
were built in Sweden. Entire city suburbs built in the modernistic “tower in a park” style were built from the 
ground up. Rinkeby was one such suburb.
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Weber’s school of ethnicity that views the idea of blood and race lineage as mythology and claims that
ethnicity is actualized by its boundary-making approaches (1918-20). Following Eller, “Ethnicity is a 
social and psychological process whereby individuals come to identify and affiliate with a group and 
some aspect(s) of its culture; ethnicity is what emerges when a person, as affiliated, completes the 
statement: “I am a ____ because I share ____ with my group.” (1997: 552). Wimmer describes this 
approach as follows. 

In this tradition, ethnicity is not primarily conceived as a matter of relations between pre-defined, fixed
groups [...] but rather as a process of constituting and re-configuring groups by defining boundaries
between them (2008: 1027).

The chart in figure 16 shows that the speakers in groups 1 and 2 feel wedged between two ethnicities 
and have lukewarm sentiments toward their participation in Swedish society. I expect that this is a 
commonly-held sentiment among many who live in Stockholm’s multiethnic suburbs. It is little 
wonder that the once pejorative term blatte has been reclaimed as an endearing label for someone who 
is Swedish but not ethnically Swedish33. There is no research available on whether Suburban Swedish 
is converging or diverging but my perception is that it is diverging within itself and from the Standard 
variety. The news clips on Rinkeby Swedish that we have from the 1980s show a variety that does not 
seem as deviant from the standard that today’s variety seems. The growing social segregation and 
income stratification in Sweden since the 1980’s are possible explanations if one is to view Suburban 
Swedish as a vehicle for otherness creation even if one does not accept the opinion that Suburban 
Swedish is on a divergent trajectory.

In terms of both the speaker and listener participants in this study, high-level registers become 
immediately coupled to Swedishness. When Reman and Samir escape notice as blattar (plural for 
blatte) by the listeners, they have succeeded in successfully crossing the actual boundary to achieve a 
certain goal. They have, for a moment, shed their blatte identities and completed what Wimmer calls 
individual crossing. Wimmer describes this in terms of a permanent process by which “reclassification
and assimilation are the main strategies to ‘shift sides’ and escape the minority stigma” (2008: 1039). 
However, as we have seen by the heterogeneity in my data and the research on similar phenomena in 
other countries, contemporary urban vernaculars may not have the same conformist pressures on its 
speakers that we perhaps have seen in the vernaculars of past generations. In the era of media, 
makeovers, and Facebook, speakers take on various personas, styles, and accompanying linguistic 
forms to achieve their goals; as long as the motivations are transparent in front of their peer group, 
there is little stigma thrown at them for “being fake”. One could argue that adulthood is what is 
permitting some of my speakers to transcend boundaries so easily but if one recalls the alter-egos Sam 
and Leo from Bijvoet and Fraurud (2013. See a fuller synopsis in the introduction and the Table 
Reservation section in 2.1.2.), we see artful pride at being able to take on multiple personas rather than
shame from the adolescent speaker participant.

If we continue looking at prestige registers among speakers of Suburban Swedish in the framework of 
Wimmer’s strategies of ethnic boundary-making, then we also can understand Murad in a new light. 
While Samir and Reman have successfully built and filed away systems for temporary crossing (not in
the linguistic sense, in the ethnic-boundary sense), Murad has achieved what would be called 
transvaluation (Wimmer 2008: 1037). The most classic sociological example of transvaluation would 
be the “black is beautiful” movement in the United States in the 1970s. The movement challenged the 
straightening of hair and adoption of “white” language by blacks that were requirements for entering 
into mainstream society. The movement brought into the mainstream a reanalysis of all things black—
dark skin, kinky hair, and African American Vernacular English so that crossing would not have to be 
necessary, i.e. to transvaluate black. In that same way, Murad has inadvertently achieved a mini “blatte
power” movement in producing a sufficient number of linguistic artifacts to index him as blatte, non-
white, non-Swedish before listener group 1 while also eliciting a large number of neutral feelings from
listener group 2. What we are seeing here could be the cusp of vernacular reanalysis and mainstream 
valorization in the greater Stockholm area. Time will tell.

33 While it should be clear, I must emphasize here again that my participants are not immigrants. All but Loran
were born here. Loran arrived here  at 8 months of age. While Swedes may use the word “blatte” for 
anyone with non-Swedish features, a self-identified blatte is actually someone from Sweden with non 
Swedish roots.  An actual immigrant is referred to by self-identified blattar as an “import”. For example, 
Reman jokes with his sister Amina that she is married to an “import”.
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5.6 Summary
This section examined the dynamics behind the production of Suburban features and the workings 
behind the high variation among the speakers. We explored the varying linguistic ranges held by the 
speakers and the motivations, consequences and meta-pragmatic narratives behind them. We 
witnessed a breakdown when form and content mismatch with Loran. With Samir, we witnessed 
“success” through a highly intentional register shift, and with Reman we saw less overt consciousness 
of his range but even more success than Samir—if we are to view neutral scores as more optimal than 
scores of too refined. In both cases, based on their own meta-pragmatic views, we saw effective 
individual crossing following Wimmer (2008). In the case of Murad, we saw a successful 
transvaluation of blatte identity into neutral territory, alerting us to the potential for a third way that 
merges neutrality with non-Swedishness.

In acknowledging the fluidity of linguistic form in Suburban Swedish, we can reframe it as not just a 
tool for extending identity but also for defining blatte ethnicity. In this light, we see that changing 
register can also mean taking on a Swedish alter-ego, a “sacrifice” made for the practical benefits of 
oneself and one’s peer group.
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6 Conclusion and discussion 

The research goal of this paper was, in explorative fashion, to assemble, investigate, and report on the 
form and function of formal-register speech by young adult male speakers of Suburban Swedish in 
Stockholm. Several key findings were made.

• Perceptions of attitudes and ethnicity are tightly intertwined. The same linguistic features that elicit
ideas among listeners of rough index Suburban, non-Swedish identity. Likewise, the linguistic 
features that elicit ideas of neutral and refined index Swedishness. As shown for one of the 
speakers, Murad, there is a narrow window where neutrality can overlap with non-Swedishness that
implies an emerging third category of variation.

• Suburban variation is decidedly marked by more syllable-timed prosodic rhythm than Standard 
Swedish as measured by normalized pairwise vowel durational variability.

• There is a direct relationship between listener perceptions—stretching on a continuum from too 
rough to neutral to too refined—and prosodic rhythm and speech speed. Upwards of 90% of 
listener attitudes can be sourced back to these two linguistic features.

• There is a direct relationship between listener-projected ethnicity on the speaker—based on an a 
priori duality of Swedishness or non-Swedishness—and prosodic rhythm as measured by 
normalized pairwise vowel durational variability. Upwards of 80% of listener-projected ethnicity 
can be sourced back to this linguistic feature.

• A unique variation exists in phonetic quality and quantity among speakers of Suburban Swedish in 
Stockholm, specifically for /y/, /r/, and /ɧ/. Individual speakers also navigate among various 
allophones depending on speech domain.

• While speakers were quite heterogeneous, producing very different quantities of suburban forms 
and even different qualities, listener responses were quite homogeneous, implying that the 
indexical meaning of these features has or is in the process of institutionalizing (more on this in 
section 6.2).

• Register ranges are diverse. Even within a single peer group, speakers have diverse commands of 
prestige-register Swedish, and this has real consequences on how the speaker is perceived and 
received. I was unsuccessful in linking any sociological data to the ability to fluently navigate the 
prestige register.

• Speech in today’s Stockholm heavily indexes ethnicity—defined by our speaker and listener 
participants as a duality between Swedishness and non-Swedish or blatte identities. The interview 
data implies that speakers of Suburban Swedish associate formal speech with Swedishness and 
view that sort of register shift as a temporary cloaking of ethnic identity. This is particularly true 
among the two most “successful” speakers Samir and Reman.

I have attempted to show empirically in this study what exactly constitute Suburban features in 
descriptive tradition while maintaining the qualitative perspective that heteroglossic varieties demand 
of researchers for full comprehension. The study has uncovered a wide variety of linguistic forms 
within the single domain of making a table reservation at a restaurant, and these forms index very 
consistent ideas of ethnicity, class and persona among listeners. There is also a wide diversity held by 
certain speakers, indicating that the linguistic variation that we see is at least to some extent a 
navigation of identities and an intentional extension of self by the speakers. Despite a wealth of 
findings, this thesis has barely scratched the surface about the state of Suburban Swedish in today’s 
Stockholm. There is much more to look at and report on beyond just the formal register, including a 
thorough annotation of all informal conversations to appropriately assess each speaker’s actual register
range. 
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Along those lines, one questions that has arisen from the examination of formal registers is whether 
the speakers produce more homogenous quantities/densities of linguistic features within informal 
speech or whether it is just as diverse as we see in their formal speech. Or alternatively, is the 
distribution of prosody and phonology that we see in the informal register similar to the formal 
register, where for example, in peer group 2, Reman is producing the fewest, followed by Murad, 
followed by Hayder? The questions abound. But what this study shows is that there is a large tolerance
for variation among the speakers even within the formal register while quite a bit of consistent 
intolerance among listeners. In the following section, I will discuss the this paper’s findings in context 
of the larger picture on variation, variety, language markets, and identity extension.

6.1 Variation, variety and the linguistic 
marketplace
Rampton suggests that we challenge the traditional dividing line between “true” vernacular and 
crossing/stylization (2010: 18). After reading this paper, you may also agree that this sharp dividing 
line indeed is difficult to make because the speakers in my data are engaging in a heterogeneous and 
simultaneously near automatic, reflexive production of linguistic forms. The form that we hear will 
depend on an interplay of habit and intention as to what the speaker wants us to index to his identity 
given the particular situation at hand. This, of course, is subject to the constraints set by the speaker’s 
register range. The habitual and automatic component of production will depend on how much the 
situation at hand resembles prior situations where those same reflexive goals and linguistic artifacts 
were produced (see Agha 2006: 155). 

The traditional approach would go with the assumption that salient suburban tokens like slang and 
XSV word order would not be produced in a formal register, and less salient tokens would persist like 
phonology and prosody. At the surface, we see a lot of this among the six speakers of Suburban 
Swedish, but what explains the tremendous phonological and prosodical diversity in the speech among
them? All of them have very similar backgrounds via the traditional window of the L1-L2 paradigm, 
which puts us squarely back in the framework of vernacular and the tremendous innovation and 
leeway that Suburban Swedish allows its speakers. 

Looking back at Hayder’s uniquely specialized production of /y/ with [i], we also see a phonological 
deviation that plays into the idea of innovative vowel shifts. If Hayder is partaking in a gradual shift 
for the suburban /y/, how will minimal pairs be dealt with in scenarios where context also cannot help 
the distinction between /i/ and /y/? Will these scenarios force /i/ in another direction? Of course, we 
cannot know at this point. But looking back at the motivation behind this innovation (that, by the way, 
is not unique to Hayder. As said earlier, I have personally heard it before, and Bodén also mentions it 
(2007)), we should not say that it is a bacchanalian free-for-all for phonemes where any value can be 
produced or withheld depending on the situation. The data here does not indicate that at all. Based on 
the strictly dualistic ideas of Swedish and non-Swedishness as well as what we already know about 
language change, it is likely that there are strict constraints to innovation, requiring that new Suburban 
sounds fit a socially agreed-upon and established stereotype of brytning33. 

Moreover, what the data does show is that when we attempt to create descriptive typologies for 
Suburban Swedish (or any other vernacular), we should not be surprised if we only see a few apical 
trills among flaps and approximants or we see an occasional [χ] allophone for /ɧ/. Rather than 
attributing their occasional presence as the L1 residual substrate of an L2 speaker (perhaps also with 
lower language aptitude), the reverse may actually be the true story. These features may be making 
“special guest appearances” and may even be instinctively produced in certain emphatic scenarios as a 
result of collective artful innovation that perhaps occurred in adolescence and has now become a 
habitual piece of the repertoire. These allophones, when first innovated, likely all at once triggered 
horror among adults, delight among peers, and solidarity with those around who had just arrived in 
Sweden. Those are alluring checkboxes for a single allophone—it would be hard for a peer group to 
resist adopting the innovation and institutionalizing it, using it all throughout adulthood with friends, 

33 See section 1.2.2 for a definition.
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partners, and eventually, their kids34.  

Like token allophones, the same goes for prosodic rhythm. Is the wide distribution of nPVI values due 
to the weakness of the algorithm? The high correlation of listener attitudes to the continuum within 
that wide distribution obviously refutes that conclusion. Rather, what we have here is a very strong 
case for speakers operating various identity brands through the semiotic weight of their speech 
rhythm. Sporadic production of more intense staccato rhythm was qualitatively observed by Milani 
and Jonsson (2012). This data puts a quantitative stamp on that observation. 

These prosodic and phonological tokens are tremendously effective. I would love for every reader of 
this paper to be able to see the videos that I took of listeners David, Ismail, Mikaela, and Astrid. The 
reactions are priceless and reveal the semiotic power of linguistic form. When Hayder spoke, Ismail 
(who is from the same neighborhood and speaks similarly) commented endearingly “riktig blatte” 
(english “real blatte”). David, someone who belongs to the higher echelons of Stockholm’s theater 
class, was utterly horrified. Mission accomplished. In the span of 0.13 seconds, the time it took to utter
/y/ in fyra, solidarity and contempt were elicited all at once, depending on the audience. It is well 
known that Stockholm is heavily segregated along class and ethnic lines, and these lines are 
consciously and subconsciously reinforced or broken down depending on a complex series of factors: 
general speaker philosophy and identity, the marketplace at the moment, how badly something is 
needed or wanted, the power dynamic at play, whether there is an audience watching, the setting, and 
so on.

6.2 Variation in production, yet consistency in 
perception
We discussed in the last section my suspicion of the classic L1-L2 paradigm for a number of our 
speakers, and I proposed that we instead adopt the growing view that we are dealing with a vernacular 
phenomenon that has a uniquely wide tolerance for variation of linguistic form. What further makes 
the case for this interpretation is the tidy consistency of perception we saw among my listener 
participants. If we were to present listeners with recordings from speakers who were learners of 
Swedish, I am not sure that the attitudes would fall across such consistent lines in reaction to the 
phonological variation heard there. Completely new phonological deviation—unless it resembles a 
deviation that has already obtained some sort of social meaning—is going to trigger a very diverse set 
of reactions for listeners. Let us say that a speaker suddenly began producing [o] for the /u/ in bord 
(table). Some listeners would perhaps index that to Danish, eliciting various values depending on how 
they viewed Danes. Other listeners might index that sound to French, others to some vague aggregated
“Middle-Eastern-ish”, etc. We would likely get a wide variety of reactions, especially for completely 
new variations. In contrast, the prosodic rhythm and the phonological forms of the speakers in this 
study elicited very specific and consistent results among listeners, which should arouse immediate 
suspicion among any researcher, regardless of philosophical lean. The consistency implies that the 
phonological forms have over time institutionalized themselves into consensus on social meaning, 
assembling along various densities into a repertoire that indexes blatte and various degrees of rough.
As discussed in section 3, this is a somewhat new and different finding from earlier research where 
adolescents were shown to have much more disparate ideas as to what they were perceiving (Bijvoet 
and Fraurud 2012: 303-311). My findings provoke some interesting discussion on the reasons behind 
this difference. A few possible explanations that I can come up with are the following:

• My sample size of listener participants is not sufficiently balanced among all neighborhoods in 
Stockholm and, therefore, not as representative of Stockholm as it could be.

• Adults have more converging ideas on perception because they, quite frankly, have had more years 
of exposure in a speech community than adolescents.

• Adults are less swayed by noise. It is possible that once the socialization process has solidified, 

34 A new learner of Swedish, I find myself using /χ/ in emphatic situations when speaking at the boxing club. 
Even as an adult, I experience these sort of stylizations as being quite contagious.
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adults are only receptive to features that have been pre-indexed in the formative years. Adolescents 
are arguably still undergoing that process and have not yet established which features are semiotic 
and which features one should stop listening for all together.

• Listener unanimity could be an indicator that Suburban variation is entrenching its patterns in 
Stockholm to the extent that it is on a trajectory from variation into a sociolect.

I do not believe that the aforementioned options are mutually exclusive. Nor do I believe that my 
paper can answer any of these explanations with certainty. But asking the questions themselves offers 
interesting food for thought on what the data can imply about maturity and perception, variation and 
variety, and sample representation of population. Should this study be expanded or duplicated, all of 
these factors would need to be taken into consideration.

6.3 Language aptitude, sociological background 
and register range
We saw in part 2 that finding consistent demographic patterns for the speech forms we witnessed was 
very difficult. The only clear pattern that I found in my data fell across the lines between which peer 
groups use Suburban Swedish and which do not on a daily basis (if you recall figure 16). I also noted 
that each Suburban peer group had members with widely different register ranges. A possible 
explanation for why just Reman, Samir, and to an extent, Murad can take on a formal Swedish range is
that they possess higher language aptitude. This question calls for further investigation—fortunately, 
the participants have given their consent to future contact and questions, so we may have further 
opportunities to examine each individual’s aptitude!

The problem, however, is that the tests to date on aptitude look at current aptitude and are not able to 
look back in time and examine the individual’s acquisition ability during adolescence or earlier. 
Moreover, we would have to exclude Mateo and Alex because we have no data on their actual range 
per se. These two speakers are “lucky” enough that their informal variety already indexes as Swedish 
and refined and can be used in most registers. They have arguably immediate social access to a wider 
range of activities because a wide number of registers use their variety.

Mateo and Alex call to attention an important point on register range and experimental design that I 
would like to discuss here. They speak Standard Swedish as their in-group variety, and this happens to
also be the variety used in formal registers. Therefore, their performance reveals very little about their 
actual range. As a result, I spent less time in this paper discussing them and their abilities. If we really 
wanted to learn more about their ranges in the exact same paradigm as the other six speakers, we 
would have to test their ability to pass for someone coming from a multiethnic neighborhood like, say,
Husby or Rinkeby. Let us say, hypothetically, we ask them to call a boxing club in Husby and ask to 
pass for a someone from the neighborhood. One of the following three options would result:

• Successfully producing the Suburban variety

• Failing at the Suburban variety due to inability

• Failing at the Suburban variety due to a lack of motivation or a sentiment that the task was absurd

This last point is important because it can also apply to the scenario where our six Suburban speakers 
were asked to speak their “finest Swedish” and call up a restaurant. Were Malik’s, Loran’s or 
Hayder’s rough production due to inability? I believe it would be a sociocultural bias to automatically 
brand them as “unable” because the truth is that their could be a simple lack of motivation. There are 
ideological reasons for refusing to speak standard Swedish, even when asked to do so in an 
experiment. I have not had the chance to discuss “performance” with my speakers and am unsure of 
how exactly to do so from the standpoint of empowerment, so for now, this question remains 
unanswered. With a gun held to his head, would Malik have mustered the ability to mimic a “Swede” 
perfectly? I cannot say for sure.
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6.4 Suburban variation and language policy
The discussion on Mateo and Alex is a good segue to seeing how language and power play out in 
relationship to the data presented in this paper. We see that the burden of access to certain social 
activities is higher for those who do not use the standard variety in their daily variety. This results in 
an immediate unfair playing field where the ability to vary one’s speech is required for one group to 
participate in entire sections of society while it is not required for another group. General societal 
awareness of this power divide is what has contributed to debates on whether Suburban variation is a 
“damaging” factor in young people’s lives. If having a wide register range is a requirement to enter 
into certain professional fields, if your daily variety is unacceptable for those fields, the logical 
argument would be that everyone should speak the standard variety on a daily basis. This classic take 
is a powerful argument but it, of course, ignores the following:

• That language is constantly manifesting powerful social forces. Class and ethnic divides perpetuate 
constructions that favor the offspring of those with power. Were one to wave a magic wand and 
remove Suburban slang tomorrow from Stockholm’s working-class suburbs, something else will 
instantly be in the works to fill its place. Make Suburban slang “accepted” by all, and the upper 
classes will evolve their speech in one direction while the lower classes do the same—the extent of 
which will likely reflect the relationship between the two and the attitudes the two have about each
other.

• Many speakers of Suburban Swedish like how they talk—this is certainly the case for the speakers 
in this study35. They feel that their speech reflects who they are. Rather than attempting to reduce 
the numbers of Suburban speakers through language policy for the good of economic opportunity, 
we should be educating all speakers (some of whom eventually will become gatekeepers) about 
how linguistic variation enriches the extension of self in perhaps an even nobler sense than clothing
or belongings because unlike consumption, it is a form of creative production.

The above represent the reasoning behind my strong disagreement for any policy aimed at eradicating 
or reducing Suburban variation because such policy misses the mark and is highly unrealistic. Rather, 
the aim should be to look at the negative social forces revealed in this study and work on reducing 
their presence in Swedish society. While diverse in aggregate (30% ethnically non-Swedish36), 
Stockholm is heavily segregated across class and ethnic lines, and this fact challenges the 
tremendously powerful stereotypes held by the global lay and academic community about welfare-
state Sweden. But the statistics are quite clear on this matter. If you refer back to figure 1 on speaker 
background, you will see the data on ethnic makeup of the neighborhoods the speakers are from. All 
but one come from neighborhoods that are over 50% ethnically non-Swedish, and the general trend is 
that these neighborhoods have been experiencing something resembling white flight (Bråmå 2006). 
The fact is that almost everything semiotically associated with these neighborhoods and their 
multiethnic and plebeian identities are marginalized by Stockholm’s main stream. The segregation 
contributes to a lack of exposure to diverse ethnicities and social classes which contributes to the 
inadvertent marginalization of them by those in power, which creates a very stubborn feedback cycle.

For Stockholmers, the subway lines themselves are emblematic of the city’s segregated makeup. 
Amina (Reman’s sister) who was quoted in sections 4.10 and who had to begin taking the green line 
for a new job told me that she missed the red line, which was always lively with people yelling in 
Arabic on their cellphones or playing music too loudly from their cell phones. She felt that the green 
line with its mostly ethnic Swedish passengers was too quiet and stiff. In contrast to her positive 
attribution, it is common to hear someone refer to anything gaudy, unrefined, or lacking class as “blue 
line”.  For example, when I once popped by the bar where I work in a track suit to check out the new 
schedule, my coworker looked me up and down and said “Asså älskling, du e blå linje i dag på 
riktigt.” (approximate English translation: Really honey, you are totally blue line today). The 
anecdotes abound; after completing her evaluation, listener participant Mikaela and I began talking 
about her answers and the larger context of my study. When the topic came to social class, she 

35 To be balanced, this is not always the case. Bijvoet and Fraurud found that some of the girls in their study 
did not want to speak Rinkeby Swedish (2012: 314). There may be a gender component to this—we have 
seen a tendency for local varieties among males alongside a trend for the prestige among females in other 
Western/ized speech groups (Trudgill 1974 and more recently, Habib 2011).

36 Stockholm City Statistics, 2012.
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confided in me, “on the surface we all are proper and polite, but beneath that, everyone really just 
hates each other.” She said it with a twinkle in her eye but the statement is revealing, nonetheless.

Putting the actual linguistic features aside, the mechanisms that the data reveals behind their 
production indicates that there are some negative social forces at work that need to be the focus of 
public policy instead of language per se. Addressing inequality and housing segregation and 
reprogramming mainstream Swedish attitudes so that they are better aligned with the reality of a 
multiethnic nation state are more likely in order. Whether it reduces Suburban Swedish or not is quite 
beside the point. The point would be to reduce societal marginalization, stratification and tension. This
reduction might indeed result in a converging effect on language; we cannot say for sure, but some of 
the ideas presented in this paper imply at least that this is a possibility.
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Appendix 1
Consent form

Samtyckesformulär

Jag ger mitt samtycke till att delta i följande forskningsprojekt:

Språk och identitet bland vuxna i Sverige                                                                                                 
(projektets namn)

Nathan Young, masterstudent, institution för lingvistik, Stockholms universitet                                  
(student projektledaren)

n8.young@gmail.com  , 0725060202                                               
(student projektledarens kontaktuppgifter)

Kari Fraurud, handledare, professor, Centrum för tvåspråkighetsforskning, Stockholms universitet
(handledaren i projektet)

kari.fraurud@biling.su.se  , 08161105                                             
(handledarens kontaktuppgifter)

Projektet innehåller följande delar:

1. inspelning av gruppsamtal                                                                                                            

2. inspelning av enskild intervju                                                                                                        

3. ifyllning av frågeformulär                                                                                                               

4.                                                                                                                                                         

5.                                                                                                                                                           

6. ______________________________________________________________________

 I. Jag gör detta frivilligt och kan när som helst avbryta min medverkan om jag vill.

 II. Jag förstår att forskningen ska användas för                      att öka förståelse av språk och identitet i Sverige  

                                                                                                                                                                        .

 III. Jag förstår att forskarna ska behandla informationen från studien med strikt sekretess och
 A. att endast förnamn ska finnas på formuläret, att detta så ska hållas under strikt sekretess och när vi 

skriver om de intervjuade, kommer vi använda falska namn, 
 B. att kontaktlistan och inspelningarna endast ska förvaras av en av huvudpersonerna, och
 C. att detta projekt inte ber om födelsedag, personnummer, eller efternamn.

 IV. Jag godkänner att huvudpersonerna får komma i kontakt med mig i framtiden för frågor, studieresultat, 
uppdateringar, och information om framtida forskningsprojekt.

 V. Jag förstår att alla forskare i projektet har tystnadsplikt angående min personliga information.

________________________________________________________ ____________________
(intervjuades signatur) (datum, ort)

________________________________________________________ ____________________
(projektledarens signatur) (datum, ort)
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Appendix 2.1
Speaker participant table reservation assignment

Bordsbokning uppgift

Välj en restaurang.

Orangeriet 08 505 244 50
East 08 611 49 59
Rigoletto 08 502 571 20 
Sturehof 08 440 57 30
The Flying Elk 08 20 85 83
Esperanto 08 696 23 23
Operakällaren 08 676 58 01
Mathias Dahlgren matsalen 08 679 35 84
Restaurang Frantzén 08 20 85 80

Jag vill gärna boka bord till 4 till torsdag den 13. 
mars (kl 19).  Jag har några frågor angående det 
(ställ 2 ur de 4 frågorna):

1. finns det ett bord vid fönstret?
2. finns det meny och vinlista på nätet?
3. har ni glutenfritt *utval? har ni vegetariskt 

*utval?
4. Finns det ett parkeringshus i närheten?

Table Reservation Task

Choose one restaurant.

Orangeriet 08 505 244 50
East 08 611 49 59
Rigoletto 08 502 571 20 
Sturehof 08 440 57 30
The Flying Elk 08 20 85 83
Esperanto 08 696 23 23
Operakällaren 08 676 58 01
Mathias Dahlgren matsalen 08 679 35 84
Restaurang Frantzén 08 20 85 80

I would like to make a reservation for 4 for 
Thursday, March 13 (7 PM).  I have some questions 
regarding that (ask 2 of the below 4 options):

1. Do you have a table near a window?
2. Do you have your menu and wine list 

online?
3. Do you have gluten-free options? Do you 

have vegetarian options?
4. Is there a parking deck nearby?
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Appendix 2.2
Speaker participant interview questionnaire
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Appendix 3.1
Survey for listener group 1: listener-projected ethnicity
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Appendix 3.2
Survey for listener group 2: listener attitudes
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Appendix 4.1

Control method 1: entire speech sample

Control method 2: first 51 vowels
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Appendix 4.2
Listener comments In Swedish

Group

Name Tim Ahmed Patrick Josef Malin Vicki Jan Ruth Astrid Adrian Expert 1 Expert 2
3 3 1 3 1 4 5 -2 -1 -2

förkyld
Göteborgare i 
grunden? 
blattesvenska

"Finns det bord i fUnstret" är typiskt för sociolekt i 
multietniska områden.

En lätt brytning Invandrare från en förort. förorten, korthuggen förkyld
Ändrade från lite grov 
till grov

Svag brytning/

1 2 4 1 1 5 2 1 -2 -3

blattesvenska

"ba", "supersnabbt", men användningen av 
ljudet/bokstaven "R" avslöjar för mig annan bakgrund än 
"svensk". Var område oklart, men fastnar för multietniskt 
område. Parkeringshus....

Låter som en person som inte är född i Sverige och 
lärt sig språket när den kommit hit

Förort. Söder om 
stan?

äldre
ställde ej första 
frågan

ändrade från lite grov 
till för grov

Svag brytning

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 -1 -2 -2

blattesvenska
Accenten har stark brytning, och fråga om parkering.... 
"parkeringhus" istf parkeringshus

ej svensk, ganska 
korthuggen

ändrade från neutral till 
grov

Svag brytning

3 4 3 3 1 10 4 0 -1 -1

Osäkerhet i bokningen samt viss "brytning/sociolekt" 
överväger till det multietniska området.

Från iran. behåller lite grov Otroligt svag brytning vissa ord, 'tidigare'

10 7 10 9 10 10 10 2 0 1

Artikulerat uttryck, väldigt tydlig. Frågar om meny och 
vinlista på nätet. Sociolekt från stockholms välbärgade 
förorter, om än lite oprecist placerad.

Svensk person. Går mycket på 
restaurang. Vill se vinlista.

Vasastan lr 
Sundbyberg

Svensk medelklass vasastan
ändrade från neutral till 
lite fin

10 8 4 3 10 10 7 1 0 1

Personen som talar har svenska som mordersmål, men 
svårbestämd socialgrupp och därmed "område".

Bra svenska. Självsäker melodi. Men antyder en lite 
hårdare melodi

Svensk ursprungligen. Överdrivet 
trevlig. Betonar skitbra. Mycket svenskt.

nervärderande slang, lite 
nedlåtande.

Stockholmare behåller lite fin
tillgjord (mer i ordval dock 
än uttal)

7 9 7 6 10 10 7 1 0 0

Slappt uttal men tydligt svenska som modersmål. 
Sannolikhet för SVENSKT område ökar.

Svår...
Betonar yes och cool. Försöker vara 
internationell.

dryg
svensk m. dåligt 
språk

ändrade från grov till 
neutral

9 10 10 4 10 10 6 3 1 1

"Uppblåst" Östermalmare....
Väldigt bra melodi. Men sätter han säger fira istället 
för fyra tänker jag har med en lätt brytning o göra. 
Kan ha fel..!!!!!!

Lite överklass ton vill låta fin iaf, överlägsen.
ändrade från grov till 
lite fin

lätt tillgjord. inslag av 
norrortsuttal.

Listener comments In English

Group

Name Tim Ahmed Patrick Josef Malin Vicki Jan Ruth Astrid Adrian Expert 1 Expert 2
3 3 1 3 1 4 5 -2 -1 -2

has a 
cold

Gothenburger 
background? 
blattesvenska

"Finns det bord i fUnstret" is typical for the sociolect i 
multiethnic neighborhoods

A  light accent Immigrant from a suburb The suburbs, brusque has a cold
Changed from a bit 
rough to rough

Weak accent

1 2 4 1 1 5 2 1 -2 -3

blattesvenska

"ba", "supersnabbt", but the use of the sound/letter"R" 
reveals for me a different background than "Swedish".  
Which neighborhood is unclear but I reckon multiethnic. 
Parkeringshus....

Sounds like a person who was not born in Sweden 
and learned the language when he came here.

Suburb. 
Southside? 

older
didn't ask the first 
question

Changed from a bit 
rough to too rough

Weak accent

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 -1 -2 -2

blattesvenska
His pronunciation has a strong accent, and he asks about 
parking… "parkeringhus" instead of parkeringshus

not Swedish, relatively 
brusque

changed from neutral 
to rough

Weak accent

3 4 3 3 1 10 4 0 -1 -1

Uncertainty in his reservation along with a certain 
accent/sociolect settles for multiethnic neighborhood

From Iran.
was consistentlyt a bit 
rough

Extremely weak accent certain words, 'tidigare'

10 7 10 9 10 10 10 2 0 1

Articulate expression, quite clear.  Asks about menu and 
wine list on the net.  Sociolect from Stockholm's wealthy 
suburbs though imprecise in exact placement

Swedish person. Goes to restaurants a 
lot. Wants to see the wine list.

Vasastan or 
Sundbyberg

Swedish middle 
class

vasastan
changed from neutral 
to a bit refined

10 8 4 3 10 10 7 1 0 1
The person speaking here has Swedish as his mother 
tongue but difficult to point out social group and thereby 
"neighborhood"

Good Swedish. Self-confident melody. But leans 
toward a bit harsher melody

Swedish roots. Exaggeratedly 
pleasant. Has damn good intonation. 
Very Swedish. 

Patronising slang, a bit 
degrading

Stockholmer
was consistently a bit 
refined

affective (more in word 
choice than pronunciation)

7 9 7 6 10 10 7 1 0 0

Lazy pronunciation but clearly Swedish as his mother 
tongue. Probability for a SWEDISH neighborhood here

Difficult…
Says yes and cool. Is trying to be 
international

self-important
Swede with bad 
language

changed from rough to 
neutral

9 10 10 4 10 10 6 3 1 1

"posh" from Östermalm….
Pretty good melody. But I feel like he is saying 'fira' 
insteadf of 'fyra', think it might have something to do 
with a mild accent. Could be wrong…!!!!!

A bit upper-class tone
wants to sound refined, 
superior 

changed from rough to 
a bit refined

affective. Hint of Northern 
suburban pronunciation

Group 1: Listener-projected ethnicity Expert Comments

Overwhelmingly 
identified by 

listeners as non-
Swedish and 

'rough'

Overwhelmingly 
identified by 
listeners as 

Swedish and 
'neutral' and 

'refined'

Group 2: Listener attitudes

S2 Hayder

S3 Loran

S8 Samir
Överdriven "högstatusprosodi", kan vara nån som vill 
verka som en svenskfödd men inte är det, alternativt 
kommer personen från Lindingö :-)

endast vissa ord, t ex 'fyra 
personer', 'parkeringshus', 
som avviker

Group 1: Listener-projected ethnicity Group 2: Listener attitudes Expert Comments

S4 Malik

S6 Murad

S1 Alex

S5 Mateo

S7 Reman

Overwhelmingly 
identified by 

listeners as non-
Swedish and 

'rough'

S2 Hayder

S3 Loran
only certain words, eg 'fyra 
personer', 'parkeringshus', 
that deviate

S4 Malik

S6 Murad

Exaggerated "high status prosody", can be someone 
who wants to sound like he was born in Sweden but 
isn't. Alternatively the person is from Lidingö

Overwhelmingly 
identified by 
listeners as 

Swedish and 
'neutral' and 

'refined'

S1 Alex

S5 Mateo

S7 Reman

S8 Samir
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APPENDIX 4.3: SPEAKER 1 ALEX - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,110089006 38,939%

0,080118778

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

hej jag önsker att boka ett bord den tjugosjunde mars pause nPVI vowel count Length

h e ʝ ʝ ɑ ø n s k e r ɑ t b u k e t b u d d e n ɕ ʉ ɧ ʉ n d e m ɑ ʂ 51,593% 51 0,1042962

0,076122 0,118751 0,127885 0,06242 0,076122 0,045293 0,033494 0,61659 0,078406 0,02512 0,026839 0,02512 0,081255 0,03121 0,05702 0,071626 0,045016 0,110469 0,101673 0,141777 0,092491 0,013331 0,063931 0,042628 0,092108 0,038942 0,148504 0,075616 0,099922 0,040345 0,046434 0,106239 0,062487 0,30234 0,031896

C 0,076122 0,190305 0,026839 0,071626 0,148504 0,106239 12 Total Speech time

V 0,118751 0,02512 0,02512 0,05702 0,045016 0,141777 0,063931 0,038942 0,075616 0,046434 0,062487 12 speech time minus

dk 0,118751 0,076122 0,045293 0,02512 0,02512 0,05702 0,045016 0,141777 0,063931 0,038942 0,075616 0,046434 0,062487 number

dk+1 0,076122 0,045293 0,02512 0,02512 0,05702 0,045016 0,141777 0,063931 0,038942 0,075616 0,046434 0,062487 0,05633 6,3259 17,878 15,059
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,437505 0,507829 0,572991 0 0,776723 0,23529 1,036024 0,756859 0,485822 0,64027 0,478197 0,294764 0,103638 13

om de möjligt pause å de e rund klockan nitton i så fall
m d e m ø ʝ l i t o d e e r ʉ n d k l u k ɑ n n i t o n i s o f ɑ l Ramus et al.

0,249681 0,042628 0,05633 0,059756 0,046815 0,038061 0,057255 0,035826 0,159895 2,44751 0,065465 0,019792 0,049537 0,044817 0,042726 0,063943 0,043885 0,036805 0,073736 0,041106 0,033874 0,083868 0,044531 0,05633 0,062362 0,099146 0,244631 0,061849 0,0542 0,054903 0,092013 0,039584 0,090585 0,049479 0,033494∆C ∆V %V

C 0,059756 0,159895 0,019792 0,042726 0,083868 0,244631 0,0542 0,092013 0,090585 13 0,092061371 37,253%

V 0,05633 0,046815 0,035826 0,065465 0,063943 0,033874 0,044531 0,099146 0,061849 0,054903 0,039584 0,049479 13 0,063804844

dk 0,05633 0,046815 0,035826 0,065465 0,094354 0,063943 0,033874 0,044531 0,099146 0,061849 0,054903 0,039584 0,049479 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,046815 0,035826 0,065465 0,094354 0,063943 0,033874 0,044531 0,099146 0,061849 0,054903 0,039584 0,049479 0,058474 4,7237 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,184498 0,265945 0,585225 0,361521 0,384227 0,614801 0,271845 0,760247 0,463331 0,118987 0,324256 0,222202 0,166647 13 44,637% 87 0,098547757

jag intresserad av pause vi e två personer pause å jag Dellwo

ʝ ɑ i n t r e s e r ɑ d ɑ v v i e t v o p e ʂ u n ~e ~r ? o ʝ ɑ Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,014915 0,058474 0,048718 0,053426 0,045533 0,025261 0,01889 0,058614 0,04041 0,042564 0,057092 0,047957 0,073838 0,041998 1,752201 0,034897 0,168991 0,147384 0,132712 0,051036 0,092576 0,075242 0,04339 0,064514 0,087274 0,072991 0,052965 0,096235 1,568968 0,040429 0,06332 0,024995 0,251867 77,862% 81,906%

C 0,048409 0,058614 0,042564 0,047957 0,041998 0,034897 0,075242 0,064514 0,072991 0,096235 0,040429 0,024995 14

V 0,01889 0,04041 0,057092 0,073838 0,092576 0,04339 0,087274 0,052965 0,06332 11

dk 0,058474 0,048718 0,01889 0,04041 0,057092 0,073838 0,168991 0,147384 0,092576 0,04339 0,087274 0,052965 0,06332 0,251867

dk+1 0,048718 0,01889 0,04041 0,057092 0,073838 0,168991 0,147384 0,092576 0,04339 0,087274 0,052965 0,06332 0,361483 0,361483 7,5891
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,182029 0,882381 0,725801 0,342188 0,255801 0,783704 0,136591 0,456809 0,723504 0,671708 0,489293 0,178097 1,403771 0,357434 14

51
undrar pause finns de nån meny och vinlista på
ʉ n r ɑ r f i n s d e n o n m e n y o k v i n l i s t ɑ p o
0,109616 0,090836 0,058364 0,109431 0,051192 0,289379 0,112661 0,069745 0,041106 0,116286 0,032609 0,026643 0,051763 0,090417 0,124748 0,045972 0,033113 0,159754 0,259762 0,145393 0,12934 0,101365 0,129609 0,097056 0,055408 0,05834 0,159948 0,061965 0,053095 0,087122 0,044825

C 0,051192 0,112661 0,051763 0,159754 0,087122 11

V 0,361483 0,109431 0,069745 0,026643 0,090417 0,033113 0,129609 0,05834 0,053095 0,044825 11

dk 0,361483 0,109431 0,069745 0,026643 0,090417 0,033113 0,259762 0,145393 0,129609 0,05834 0,053095 0,044825

dk+1 0,109431 0,069745 0,026643 0,090417 0,033113 0,259762 0,145393 0,129609 0,05834 0,053095 0,044825 0,139902 8,7031
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,07048 0,442983 0,894344 1,089595 0,927775 1,547752 0,564569 0,114792 0,758387 0,094136 0,168913 1,029378 12

nätet pause aa pause nej ingen vinlista pause okej pause nej
n ɛ t e t aa n e ʝ i ŋ e n v i n l i s t ~ɑ u k e ʝ n ɑ ʝ

0,06223 0,139902 0,172928 0,071555 0,163869 0,579823 0,245113 1,44841 0,06525 0,051394 0,013702 0,061173 0,049948 0,037945 0,04636 0,017726 0,05633 0,066987 0,032811 0,050162 0,09972 0,035777 0,080689 0,531073 0,055884 0,130751 0,07997 0,028596 0,642802 0,062487 0,082483 0,013747

C 0,06223 0,172928 0,163869 0,06525 0,013702 0,049948 0,130751 0,028596 0,062487 12

V 0,139902 0,071555 0,051394 0,061173 0,037945 0,05633 0,050162 0,080689 0,055884 0,07997 0,082483 11

dk 0,139902 0,071555 0,051394 0,061173 0,037945 0,05633 0,050162 0,080689 0,055884 0,07997 0,082483

dk+1 0,071555 0,051394 0,061173 0,037945 0,05633 0,050162 0,080689 0,055884 0,07997 0,082483 0,029688 4,2794
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,646439 0,327957 0,173745 0,468694 0,390029 0,11584 0,466592 0,363249 0,354587 0,030938 0,941331 11

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,221913

0,064086 0,099798 0,135497

0,094354

0,195532 0,118692

0,107192

0,12422

0,316375

0,183748

0,1492 0,190001 0,17072

0,405155

0,230705 0,152464

0,134736 0,140267

0,292309 0,095316

0,72849

0,121415

0,112465 0,212142 0,105822

78



precis pause precis pause aa pause den tjugosjunde mars pause
p r e s i s p r e s i s ɑ d e n ɕ ʉ g o ɧ ʉ n d e m ɑ ʂ

0,065294 0,052334 0,029688 0,081342 0,047304 0,114944 0,049808 0,082263 0,024995 0,025536 0,078406 0,05261 0,094305 2,352815 0,183295 1,275886 0,022227 0,053322 0,034576 0,092929 0,044976 0,030841 0,054805 0,080816 0,060821 0,087482 0,015999 0,041658 0,073994 0,055594 0,268076 0,089649

C 0,081342 0,114944 0,078406 0,094305 0,022227 0,030841 0,080816 0,073994 0,268076 13

V 0,029688 0,047304 0,025536 0,05261 0,053322 0,044976 0,054805 0,060821 0,041658 0,055594 10

dk 0,029688 0,047304 0,025536 0,05261 0,053322 0,044976 0,054805 0,060821 0,041658 0,055594

dk+1 0,047304 0,025536 0,05261 0,053322 0,044976 0,054805 0,060821 0,041658 0,055594 0,041658 3,1797
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,457606 0,597694 0,692908 0,013443 0,16981 0,197011 0,10406 0,373989 0,286596 0,286596 10

klockan nitton pause
k l u k ɑ n n ¨i t o n

0,06332 0,029161 0,041658 0,074984 0,045824 0,043309 0,042901 0,062713 0,165572 0,05603 0,065611 0,350358

C 0,074984 0,165572 0,065611 5

V 0,041658 0,045824 0,062713 0,05603 4

dk 0,041658 0,045824 0,062713 0,05603

dk+1 0,045824 0,062713 0,05603 0,097221 1,0566
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,095242 0,311212 0,112562 0,537563 4

pause noll sju två pause fem noll sex pause noll två pause
n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v o

0,024048 0,082926 0,097221 0,05103 0,122385 0,067743 0,105162 0,032616 0,113885 0,570635 0,1457 0,095554 0,076627 0,069022 0,091349 0,051198 0,117282 0,101046 0,10919 0,18525 0,402711 0,062423 0,096453 0,069405 0,1023 0,07757 0,187705 0,279222

C 0,082926 0,1457 0,062423 9

V 0,097221 0,067743 0,113885 0,095554 0,091349 0,101046 0,096453 0,187705 8

dk 0,097221 0,067743 0,113885 0,095554 0,091349 0,101046 0,096453 0,187705

dk+1 0,067743 0,113885 0,095554 0,091349 0,101046 0,096453 0,187705 0,098494 2,4985
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,35739 0,508096 0,175045 0,044998 0,100796 0,046512 0,642264 0,623418 8

noll två pause
n u l t v o
0,059703 0,098494 0,076039 0,096264 0,081653 0,095432 0,213962

C 0,059703 2

V 0,098494 0,095432 2

dk 0,098494 0,095432

dk+1 0,095432 0,0316
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,031579 1

0,127505 0,1034810,131375 0,107258

0,253956419

0,092481 0,08621

0,2492749690,173415478 0,137777808 0,168480301 0,2944407810,145648835

79



APPENDIX 4.4: SPEAKER 2 HAYDER - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,056001345 49,805%

0,054948473

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

ee ville boka ett bord pause fyra personer till torsdag den nPVI vowel count Length

e v i l e b u k ɑ t b u d f y r ɑ p e ʂ u n e r t i l t u ʂ d ɑ d e 48,317% 51 0,085720056

0,701671 0,031905 0,062783 0,023502 0,029709 0,036895 0,085179 0,06829 0,063884 0,103043 0,035388 0,174903 0,054138 1,401291 0,025565 0,130833 0,048123 0,070424 0,093756 0,050612 0,109779 0,129329 0,043611 0,069176 0,084214 0,03158 0,061657 0,063161 0,036092 0,101899 0,092095 0,029863 0,138677 0,015636 0,043157

C 0,031905 0,023502 0,036895 0,06829 0,054138 0,025565 0,048123 0,093756 0,109779 0,043611 0,015636 15 Total Speech time

V 0,062783 0,029709 0,085179 0,063884 0,174903 0,130833 0,070424 0,050612 0,129329 0,069176 0,061657 0,101899 0,138677 0,043157 14 speech time minus

dk 0,062783 0,029709 0,085179 0,063884 0,174903 0,130833 0,070424 0,050612 0,129329 0,069176 0,061657 0,101899 0,138677 0,043157 number

dk+1 0,029709 0,085179 0,063884 0,174903 0,130833 0,070424 0,050612 0,129329 0,069176 0,061657 0,101899 0,138677 0,043157 0,055139 7,8005 17,520 15,181
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,715175 0,965636 0,285718 0,929858 0,288288 0,600317 0,327374 0,87492 0,60606 0,11494 0,492088 0,30575 1,050629 0,243794 14

tretonde mars pause ee vi vill komma rund sju tiden där
t r e t u n e m ɑ ʂ e v i v i l k u m ɑ r ʉ n d ɧ ʉ t i d e n d e r Ramus et al.

0,042795 0,018928 0,055139 0,108243 0,078199 0,053842 0,075487 0,040283 0,082711 0,275201 2,602389 0,686898 0,079005 0,136742 0,0391 0,056632 0,063674 0,113351 0,124569 0,039503 0,076237 0,027158 0,068307 0,05297 0,023866 0,090332 0,099228 0,081809 0,066455 0,02366 0,069644 0,037445 0,013 0,38063 0,015225∆C ∆V %V

C 0,108243 0,053842 0,040283 0,275201 0,079005 0,0391 0,039503 0,027158 0,081809 0,02366 0,050445 14 0,057526924 47,317%

V 0,055139 0,078199 0,075487 0,082711 0,136742 0,056632 0,124569 0,076237 0,068307 0,099228 0,066455 0,069644 0,38063 13 0,050483403

dk 0,055139 0,078199 0,075487 0,082711 0,136742 0,056632 0,124569 0,076237 0,068307 0,099228 0,066455 0,069644 0,38063 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,078199 0,075487 0,082711 0,136742 0,056632 0,124569 0,076237 0,068307 0,099228 0,066455 0,069644 0,38063 0,037034 6,9727 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,345888 0,035293 0,091329 0,492415 0,82855 0,749852 0,48138 0,109724 0,369129 0,395611 0,046863 1,381319 1,645323 13 44,527% 64 0,089813986

på kvällen pause åå pause ja tänkte f- e fråga finns de ett Dellwo

p o k v ɛ l e n o ? ɑ t ɛ n k t e f- e f r o g ɑ f i n s d e e t Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,09912 0,037034 0,022365 0,075568 0,077291 0,048555 0,059447 0,034153 0,215541 0,934659 0,843742 0,014737 0,075714 0,055545 0,051436 0,048555 0,03045 0,018723 0,044852 0,099706 0,212315 0,103409 0,028393 0,091138 0,024278 0,075302 0,082709 0,050594 0,014814 0,093819 0,015984 0,096473 0,063369 0,062663,552% 55,796%

C 0,114345 0,048555 0,034153 0,014737 0,055545 0,024278 0,082709 11

V 0,037034 0,077291 0,059447 0,075714 0,051436 0,044852 0,091138 0,075302 0,050594 10

dk 0,037034 0,077291 0,059447 0,075714 0,051436 0,044852 0,091138 0,075302 0,050594 0,096473 0,063369

dk+1 0,077291 0,059447 0,075714 0,051436 0,044852 0,091138 0,075302 0,050594 0,096473 0,063369 0,150477 4,8409
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,704255 0,260995 0,240706 0,38188 0,136756 0,680727 0,190291 0,392514 0,62392 0,414209 0,81468 11

bord vid fönstret pause aha pause aa okej pause aa men de e lugnt
b u d v i f ø n s t r e t ɑ h ɑ ɑ u k e ʝ ɑ m e n d e e l ʉ ŋ t
0,105341 0,150477 0,043745 0,049378 0,076548 0,096245 0,093551 0,027508 0,084966 0,062409 0,027069 0,058628 0,207558 2,564658 0,031891 0,045867 0,128266 0,109726 0,078199 0,084966 0,0391 0,062409 0,039851 0,154229 0,134088 0,032896 0,036092 0,037032 0,042671 0,04634 0,043815 0,061281 0,049046 0,086638 0,071808

C 0,167941 0,096245 0,207558 0,0391 0,039851 0,032896 0,061281 11

V 0,150477 0,076548 0,093551 0,058628 0,084966 0,062409 0,036092 0,049046 9

dk 0,150477 0,076548 0,093551 0,058628 0,084966 0,062409 0,036092 0,04634 0,043815 0,049046

dk+1 0,076548 0,093551 0,058628 0,084966 0,062409 0,036092 0,04634 0,043815 0,049046 0,055642 3,0608
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,651285 0,199919 0,458973 0,36684 0,306117 0,53435 0,248641 0,056015 0,112663 0,126013 10

51
pause de pause aa pause Birger Jarlsgatan pause okej pause aa m- de var unintelligible

d e ɑ b i ʝ ɑ l s g ɑ t ɑ n u k e ʝ ɑ m d e v ɑ

0,183698 0,08863 0,468266 0,641169 0,184826 2,321227 0,10414 0,055642 0,041355 0,119942 0,017294 0,063666 0,042107 0,143304 0,08647 0,086696 0,063687 1,027593 0,154894 0,085718 0,067672 0,12181 0,893597 0,151115 0,058649 0,034588 0,087222 0,057145 0,252643 1,227649

C 0,10414 0,041355 0,08647 0,063687 0,085718 0,12181 7

V 0,055642 0,119942 0,143304 0,086696 0,154894 0,067672 6

dk 0,055642 0,119942 0,143304 0,086696 0,154894 0,067672

dk+1 0,119942 0,143304 0,086696 0,154894 0,067672 0,092263 3,058
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,732413 0,177492 0,492243 0,564576 0,783785 0,307517 6

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,061723 0,177025 0,167168

0,097933 0,097728 0,131802

0,093123 0,201952 0,079703 0,1584459

0,090155

0,123067

0,138431 0,115794 0,099253 0,121958

0,124617

0,159842

80



C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

pause noll sju två pause fem noll sex pause noll två noll två pause
n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v o n u l t v o

0,01389 0,058239 0,092263 0,055536 0,084074 0,060369 0,066331 0,045859 0,111851 1,348483 0,035759 0,11198 0,058209 0,054321 0,099139 0,046132 0,119436 0,114238 0,08361 0,1362 1,120211 0,060326 0,10755 0,040945 0,11329 0,055686 0,134847 0,064722 0,07984 0,061691 0,088957 0,03494 0,062687 0,2239

C 0,058239 0,035759 0,060326 0,064722 11

V 0,092263 0,060369 0,111851 0,11198 0,099139 0,114238 0,10755 0,134847 0,07984 0,062687 10

dk 0,092263 0,060369 0,111851 0,11198 0,099139 0,114238 0,10755 0,134847 0,07984 0,062687

dk+1 0,060369 0,111851 0,11198 0,099139 0,114238 0,10755 0,134847 0,07984 0,062687 2,3188
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,41792 0,597861 0,001148 0,121649 0,141528 0,060313 0,225225 0,512439 0,240689 9

0

0

0

0

0,20992122 0,1855876930,139610382 0,112190135 0,112529544 0,165567425 0,219810115

81



APPENDIX 4.5: SPEAKER 3 LORAN - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,04852418 44,405%

0,034662868

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause hej hej pause tja pause ee jag skulle vilja boka ett bord pause ee nPVI vowel count Length

h e ʝ h e ʝ t ɕ ɑ e ʝ ɑ s k ʉ l e v l ʝ ɑ b u k ɑ e t b u d e 44,363% 51 0,086503569

0,194643 0,04733 0,067635 0,042067 0,023024 0,063726 0,089558 1,63482 0,011031 0,091523 0,136131 0,077888 0,30662 .040783 0,048557 0,068733 0,048409 0,046203 0,028572 0,02521 0,029412 0,02353 0,021246 0,04341 0,083946 0,1056 0,10488 0,072626 0,068194 0,082712 0,020726 0,143742 0,115662 1,733661 0,324923

C 0,04733 0,089558 .040783 0,028572 0,083946 0,10488 0,115662 11 Total Speech time

V 0,067635 0,063726 0,136131 0,048557 0,046203 0,02521 0,04341 0,1056 0,143742 10 speech time minus

dk 0,067635 0,063726 0,136131 0,048557 0,046203 0,02521 0,04341 0,1056 0,072626 0,068194 0,143742 number

dk+1 0,063726 0,136131 0,048557 0,046203 0,02521 0,04341 0,1056 0,072626 0,068194 0,143742 0,108021 5,1649 17,192 15,034
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,059515 0,724568 0,948345 0,049683 0,587932 0,530458 0,834709 0,370025 0,062946 0,712932 0,283767 11

torsdag (d)en-e tretonde mars pause till fyra personer
t u ʂ d ɑ g e n e t r e t u n d e m ɑ ʂ t i l f y r ɑ p e ʂ u n e r Ramus et al.

0,139435 0,108021 0,106302 0,017383 0,091669 0,044889 0,040114 0,035434 0,067227 0,117965 0,022144 0,065314 0,126359 0,050114 0,066188 0,013371 0,028748 0,088796 0,136507 0,23672 0,73027 0,097276 0,082826 0,015377 0,097611 0,091593 0,03107 0,041135 0,069277 0,041117 0,100471 0,082759 0,029083 0,071116 0,039612∆C ∆V %V

C 0,139435 0,044889 0,035434 0,126359 0,088796 0,23672 0,097276 0,03107 0,069277 0,100471 0,029083 15 0,080098649 40,392%

V 0,108021 0,091669 0,040114 0,067227 0,065314 0,050114 0,028748 0,136507 0,082826 0,091593 0,041135 0,041117 0,082759 0,071116 14 0,031160939

dk 0,108021 0,091669 0,040114 0,067227 0,065314 0,050114 0,028748 0,136507 0,082826 0,091593 0,041135 0,041117 0,082759 0,071116 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,091669 0,040114 0,067227 0,065314 0,050114 0,028748 0,136507 0,082826 0,091593 0,041135 0,041117 0,082759 0,071116 0,046811 6,1763 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,163774 0,782423 0,505175 0,028867 0,263368 0,541858 1,304154 0,489493 0,100528 0,760322 0,000438 0,672317 0,151331 0,412204 14 40,686% 80 0,091968018

går (d)e bra pause ee mm matsalen tack pause yes pause jag (h)a( r)två Dellwo

g o r e b r ɑ e m- ɑ t s ɑ l e n t ɑ k ʝ e s t ʝ ɑ ɑ t v o Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,033753 0,046811 0,038656 0,080603 0,054202 0,026677 0,116365 1,849741 0,49076 0,405721 0,093696 0,053495 0,078992 0,077853 0,030246 0,031833 0,039496 0,057973 0,076891 0,110925 0,847841 0,07437 0,129413 0,181364 0,586727 0,069384 0,105043 0,032773 0,085016 0,104741 0,049906 0,179159 75,324% 40,119%

C 0,073365 0,038656 0,030246 0,110925 0,07437 0,181364 0,105043 11

V 0,046811 0,080603 0,116365 0,093696 0,077853 0,031833 0,076891 0,129413 0,179159 10

dk 0,046811 0,080603 0,116365 0,093696 0,077853 0,031833 0,076891 0,129413 0,032773 0,085016 0,179159

dk+1 0,080603 0,116365 0,093696 0,077853 0,031833 0,076891 0,129413 0,032773 0,085016 0,179159 0,07985 7,0296
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,530428 0,363125 0,215833 0,184705 0,839123 0,828851 0,509171 1,191718 0,887061 0,712732 0,766838 11

frågor bara i- supersnabbt pause okej pause aa gärna de 
f r o g u r b ɑ r ɑ i s ʉ p ø s n ɑ p t u k e ʝ ɑ ʝ ɛ n ɑ d e
0,186619 0,057409 0,07985 0,047219 0,059695 0,062523 0,032669 0,074859 0,048754 0,067565 0,166686 0,133809 0,063726 0,066029 0,042722 0,066346 0,032406 0,078314 0,064949 0,094053 0,776576 0,096741 0,085992 0,081501 0,038713 2,792927 0,209583 0,074091 0,077694 0,051058 0,080842 0,045985 0,066413

C 0,047219 0,048754 0,133809 0,066029 0,085992 0,038713 0,074091 0,051058 0,045985 13

V 0,07985 0,059695 0,074859 0,067565 0,063726 0,042722 0,078314 0,096741 0,081501 0,077694 0,080842 0,066413 12

dk 0,07985 0,059695 0,074859 0,067565 0,063726 0,042722 0,078314 0,096741 0,081501 0,077694 0,080842 0,066413

dk+1 0,059695 0,074859 0,067565 0,063726 0,042722 0,078314 0,096741 0,081501 0,077694 0,080842 0,066413 0,069101 2,3626
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,288867 0,225396 0,102427 0,058481 0,394634 0,588123 0,210528 0,171003 0,047828 0,039713 0,195973 0,039671 12

51
går också pause ee min sista fråga ba(r )a pause ee finns de ett
g o r u k s o e m i n s i s t ɑ f r o g ɑ b ɑ e f i n s d e e t

0,04338 0,069101 0,045683 0,061916 0,052977 0,107698 0,147393 2,157769 0,198045 0,082921 0,051442 0,070636 0,087527 0,05856 0,069101 0,056048 0,066029 0,092003 0,022266 0,074475 0,039157 0,065744 0,058319 0,15586 0,04621 0,213444 0,126696 0,079466 0,060677 0,10058 0,044482 0,049138 0,045299 0,12131

C 0,04338 0,045683 0,082921 0,039157 0,058319 0,126696 11

V 0,069101 0,061916 0,147393 0,051442 0,05856 0,066029 0,074475 0,065744 0,15586 0,079466 11

dk 0,069101 0,061916 0,147393 0,051442 0,05856 0,066029 0,074475 0,065744 0,15586 0,079466 0,049138 0,045299

dk+1 0,061916 0,147393 0,051442 0,05856 0,066029 0,074475 0,065744 0,15586 0,079466 0,049138 0,045299 0,054129 4,5788
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,10968 0,816754 0,965132 0,129416 0,119898 0,120224 0,124534 0,813307 0,649261 0,471649 0,081303 0,177616 12

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,094437

0,244028 0,095192 0,098752 0,159002

0,160675 0,158163 0,114269

0,102554 0,117142 0,074188

0,14082

0,103438

0,140109 0,079559 0,112988

0,132487 0,097469

0,117789

0,154647

0,205739

0,065091

0,080879

0,123685

0,125149
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parkeringshus i närheten pause okej
p ɑ r k e r i ŋ s h ʉ s i n ɛ r h e t e n u k e ʝ

0,070927 0,054129 0,065618 0,125014 0,07432 0,033341 0,06411 0,078339 0,134308 0,45223 0,102894 0,089447 0,023086 0,066677 0,073827 0,045947 0,047722 0,049138 0,075891 0,058352 0,089831 0,286453 0,084718 0,07922 0,066355 0,042061

C 0,192237 0,033341 0,089447 0,066677 0,075891 0,089831 0,07922 0,042061 11

V 0,054129 0,07432 0,06411 0,102894 0,023086 0,073827 0,049138 0,058352 0,084718 0,066355 10

dk 0,054129 0,07432 0,06411 0,102894 0,023086 0,073827 0,049138 0,058352 0,084718 0,066355

dk+1 0,07432 0,06411 0,102894 0,023086 0,073827 0,049138 0,058352 0,084718 0,066355 0,07731 4,5777
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,314382 0,147511 0,464468 1,266995 1,047145 0,401561 0,171439 0,368575 0,243101 0,152513 10

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

pause noll sju två pause fem noll sex pause noll två pause noll två pause
n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v o n u l t v o

0,145627 0,097982 0,07731 0,020671 0,089912 0,062014 0,061043 0,076897 0,097628 2,018621 0,100462 0,062841 0,05842 0,039689 0,064494 0,034728 0,097148 0,075788 0,078128 0,164674 1,543766 0,076484 0,072349 0,049331 0,054429 0,075657 0,112366 0,860346 0,052505 0,072349 0,045477 0,050851 0,068002 0,068621 0,255249

C 0,097982 0,100462 0,076484 0,052505 11

V 0,07731 0,062014 0,097628 0,062841 0,064494 0,075788 0,072349 0,112366 0,072349 0,068621 10

dk 0,07731 0,062014 0,097628 0,062841 0,064494 0,075788 0,072349 0,112366 0,072349 0,068621

dk+1 0,062014 0,097628 0,062841 0,064494 0,075788 0,072349 0,112366 0,072349 0,068621 2,2522
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,219585 0,446178 0,433574 0,025974 0,161018 0,046428 0,433277 0,433277 0,052889 9

0

0

0

0

0,164330312

0,664877 0,093669

0,110582763 0,137940447 0,1794167540,098108362 0,131875306

0,190632

0,242802199
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APPENDIX 4.6: SPEAKER 4 MALIK - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,052308387 45,689%

0,042904387

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause ja (h)ejsan pause hej jag tänkte boka bord (t)i-il ee nPVI vowel count Length

ʝ ɑ e ʝ s ɑ n h e ʝ ʝ ɑ t ɛ n k t e b u k ɑ b u d i- l ə 43,107% 51 0,089443593

0,093642 0,071372 0,178634 0,067968 0,025696 0,057482 0,150901 0,115011 1,267966 0,041865 0,052472 0,027325 0,029365 0,052611 0,077346 0,100074 0,044424 0,047309 0,023349 0,043873 0,080854 0,106854 0,108486 0,058036 0,082506 0,144099 0,109076 0,172109 0,05986 0,106539

C 0,071372 0,115011 0,041865 0,077346 0,080854 0,108486 0,082506 0,109076 11 Total Speech time

V 0,150901 0,052472 0,052611 0,100074 0,043873 0,106854 0,058036 0,144099 9 speech time minus

dk 0,178634 0,067968 0,150901 0,052472 0,052611 0,100074 0,043873 0,106854 0,058036 0,144099 number

dk+1 0,067968 0,150901 0,052472 0,052611 0,100074 0,043873 0,106854 0,058036 0,144099 0,135522 6,3693 17,377 14,721
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,897527 0,757832 0,967965 0,002646 0,621711 0,780857 0,835696 0,592128 0,85154 0,061347 10

torsdag (d)en tretonde mars pause pause nitton noll
t u ʂ d ɑ g e n t r e t u n d e m ɑ ʂ v i l e- n i t o n n o l Ramus et al.

0,145583 0,135522 0,115826 0,027733 0,075858 0,037901 0,067039 0,049757 0,08176 0,024459 0,063635 0,108078 0,04689 0,059953 0,02651 0,052204 0,059873 0,165973 0,142329 1,062532 0,134554 0,151717 0,102776 0,876041 0,413489 0,172924 0,094619 0,140297 0,095016 0,047105 0,048701 0,099513 0,057098 ∆C ∆V %V

C 0,145583 0,037901 0,108078 0,059953 0,052204 0,165973 0,172924 0,140297 11 0,05354015 44,783%

V 0,135522 0,075858 0,067039 0,063635 0,04689 0,02651 0,059873 0,142329 0,094619 0,095016 0,099513 11 0,042564968

dk 0,135522 0,075858 0,067039 0,063635 0,04689 0,052204 0,165973 0,094619 0,095016 0,099513 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,075858 0,067039 0,063635 0,04689 0,052204 0,165973 0,094619 0,095016 0,099513 0,17945 3,3644 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,564519 0,123432 0,052099 0,303008 0,107252 1,042906 0,54763 0,004187 0,046235 0,573101 10 42,081% 76 0,091180294

noll pause till fyra personer pause ja pause aa härligt pause pause Dellwo

n o l t i l f y r ɑ p e ɕ u n e r ʝ ɑ ɑ h ɛ r l i t ʝ ɑ Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,073411 0,17945 0,076674 1,326078 0,042695 0,10883 0,087064 0,105593 0,103807 0,024277 0,066135 0,065971 0,082574 0,095765 0,065412 0,063896 0,013395 0,057973 1,989775 0,196758 0,263704 0,442652 0,248635 0,08539 0,093883 0,017999 0,061531 0,126975 0,240525 1,017072 0,16797 0,127963 0,117729 55.797% 48,903%

C 0,130509 0,076674 0,042695 0,024277 0,065971 0,095765 0,063896 0,057973 0,08539 0,240525 0,16797 13

V 0,17945 0,10883 0,103807 0,066135 0,082574 0,065412 0,013395 0,093883 0,126975 0,127963 10

dk 0,17945 0,10883 0,103807 0,066135 0,082574 0,065412 0,013395 0,093883 0,126975 0,127963

dk+1 0,10883 0,103807 0,066135 0,082574 0,065412 0,013395 0,093883 0,126975 0,127963 0,063624 5,2333
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,48994 0,047245 0,443351 0,22109 0,231941 1,320132 1,500566 0,299668 0,007751 0,671643 10

ett ögonblick bara pause pause sen en j- fråga till har
e t ø g u n b l i k b ɑ r ɑ ʝ ɑ s e n e n ʝ- f r o g ɑ t i l h ɑ

0,063624 0,074507 0,047563 0,0293 0,052174 0,051633 0,022603 0,019735 0,054895 0,063215 0,034666 0,076033 0,042799 0,157086 0,53312 0,208557 0,129719 0,126192 0,089 0,057672 0,050848 0,064993 0,03213 0,02014 0,066388 0,013998 0,087234 0,03002 0,045206 0,082261 0,064031 0,028141 0,02097 0,088289

C 0,074507 0,0293 0,042799 0,208557 0,089 0,050848 0,03213 0,03002 0,082261 13

V 0,063624 0,047563 0,052174 0,054895 0,076033 0,157086 0,129719 0,057672 0,064993 0,087234 0,045206 0,064031 0,088289 13

dk 0,063624 0,047563 0,052174 0,054895 0,076033 0,157086 0,129719 0,057672 0,064993 0,087234 0,045206 0,064031 0,088289

dk+1 0,047563 0,052174 0,054895 0,076033 0,157086 0,129719 0,057672 0,064993 0,087234 0,045206 0,064031 0,088289 0,048932 4,6933
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,288901 0,092463 0,050827 0,322895 0,695379 0,19084 0,768948 0,119366 0,292208 0,634672 0,344663 0,318514 0,573629 13

51
jag bara pause finns d(et) nån parkering närheten pause
ʝ ɑ b ɑ r ɑ f i n s d n o n p ɑ r k e r i ŋ n ɛ r h e t e n
0,064031 0,048932 0,040315 0,076059 0,039561 0,128524 0,896819 0,042823 0,060596 0,037521 0,084423 0,051885 0,04058 0,052368 0,042823 0,075043 0,069507 0,054266 0,100377 0,060911 0,019842 0,056486 0,08687 0,051441 0,057913 0,048053 0,035074 0,072188 0,098141 0,102704 0,148454 0,503856

C 0,064031 0,040315 0,039561 0,042823 0,019842 0,098141 0,148454 12

V 0,048932 0,076059 0,128524 0,060596 0,052368 0,069507 0,060911 0,056486 0,057913 0,072188 0,102704 11

dk 0,048932 0,076059 0,128524 0,060596 0,052368 0,069507 0,060911 0,056486 0,057913 0,072188 0,102704

dk+1 0,076059 0,128524 0,060596 0,052368 0,069507 0,060911 0,056486 0,057913 0,072188 0,102704 0,057018 3,4649
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,434063 0,512897 0,718359 0,145675 0,281255 0,131822 0,075385 0,024948 0,219445 0,34897 0,572069 11

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,049111

0,214409 0,117866 0,154643 0,138311 0,083127

0,095806

0,192657 0,07953

0,093971 0,097881 0,080386

0,246602

0,083178 0,05669 0,1150819

0,143559 0,155976
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parkeringhus (sic) eller pause pause då vet jag de pause
p ɑ r k e r i ŋ h ʉ s e l e r u k e ʝ d o v e t ʝ ɑ d e
0,012906 0,057018 0,029732 0,068823 0,048451 0,025877 0,0468 0,041281 0,057261 0,139848 0,092944 0,088459 0,03706 0,056435 0,049553 1,704874 0,144301 0,12868 0,084709 0,176391 1,704874 0,076767 0,063303 0,052168 0,051135 0,090391 0,037003 0,077051 0,018078 0,090198 0,357532

C 0,012906 0,025877 0,092944 0,03706 0,049553 0,12868 0,176391 0,076767 0,052168 0,090391 0,077051 0,090198 14

V 0,057018 0,048451 0,0468 0,139848 0,088459 0,056435 0,144301 0,084709 0,063303 0,051135 0,037003 0,018078 12

dk 0,057018 0,048451 0,0468 0,139848 0,088459 0,056435 0,144301 0,084709 0,063303 0,051135 0,077051 0,090198

dk+1 0,048451 0,0468 0,139848 0,088459 0,056435 0,144301 0,084709 0,063303 0,051135 0,077051 0,090198 0,083391 4,6241
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,162455 0,034666 0,997043 0,450175 0,442033 0,875438 0,520431 0,289247 0,212657 0,40435 0,157215 0,078433 12

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

pause ee noll sju två pause fem noll sex pause noll två pause noll
eː n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v o n u l

0,164452 0,099178 0,095657 0,083391 0,011739 0,080557 0,07327 0,073053 0,053168 0,143017 1,896747 0,054649 0,102416 0,027122 0,08669 0,078257 0,05222 0,106458 0,142748 0,076914 0,173235 1,021416 0,048699 0,102894 0,072793 0,080278 0,060721 0,191259 0,932688 0,044529 0,10565 0,053496

C 0,095657 0,054649 0,048699 0,044529 10

V 0,083391 0,07327 0,143017 0,102416 0,078257 0,142748 0,102894 0,191259 0,10565 9

dk 0,083391 0,07327 0,143017 0,102416 0,078257 0,142748 0,102894 0,191259 0,10565

dk+1 0,07327 0,143017 0,102416 0,078257 0,142748 0,102894 0,191259 0,10565 0,15105 3,8117
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,129199 0,644944 0,330846 0,267442 0,583617 0,324488 0,600812 0,576666 0,353716 9

två pause
t v o
0,075896 0,055459 0,15105 0,164586

C 1

V 0,15105 1

dk 0,15105

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

0,250148205 0,213792644

0,184850016

0,098555 0,098542

0,092296283 0,126220714 0,11381198 0,158677846
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APPENDIX 4.7: SPEAKER 5 MATEO - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,106871542 33,135%

0,053765392

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause tjena Agnes pause jag skulle vilja boka bord t(ill) torsdag nPVI vowel count Length

ɕ e n a a ŋ ɛ s ʝ ɑ s k ʉ l e v i l ɑ b u k ɑ b u d t t u ʂ d ɑ g 54,910% 51 0,109988053

0,182557 0,08724 0,044914 0,020757 0,025324 0,057559 0,103233 0,080877 0,167367 0,525893 0,026985 0,034665 0,067316 0,043321 0,051302 0,00906 0,018267 0,024005 0,02823 0,053035 0,027815 0,093616 0,047327 0,092993 0,042187 0,075557 0,118336 0,062272 0,046893 0,164592 0,188538 0,131193 0,112131 0,159903 0,027236

C 0,08724 0,020757 0,103233 0,167367 0,026985 0,00906 0,024005 0,053035 0,093616 0,092993 0,075557 14 Total Speech time

V 0,044914 0,080877 0,034665 0,051302 0,018267 0,02823 0,027815 0,047327 0,042187 0,118336 0,188538 0,159903 13 speech time minus

dk 0,044914 0,025324 0,057559 0,080877 0,034665 0,051302 0,018267 0,02823 0,027815 0,047327 0,042187 0,118336 0,188538 0,159903 number

dk+1 0,025324 0,057559 0,080877 0,034665 0,051302 0,018267 0,02823 0,027815 0,047327 0,042187 0,118336 0,188538 0,159903 0,087402 7,0437 17,320 14,796
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,557807 0,777845 0,336876 0,799919 0,387055 0,949705 0,428544 0,01481 0,519337 0,114842 0,948761 0,45753 0,164361 0,586329 14

(de)n tj(u)sjunde fyra pers klockan nitton pause gärna pause ja
n ʂ ɧ ʉ n d eː f y r ɑ p ɛ ʂ k l u k ɑ n n i t o n ʝ ɛ r n ɑ ʝ ɑ Ramus et al.

0,092494 0,098754 0,079894 0,087402 0,284058 0,035507 0,307415 0,094988 0,079911 0,020312 0,071399 0,047086 0,071562 0,278859 0,083069 0,030775 0,0357 0,070168 0,045548 0,030121 0,027082 0,065244 0,192039 0,121871 0,128026 0,421799 0,072419 0,072015 0,017234 0,055396 0,068882 1,222977 0,139219 0,095736∆C ∆V %V

C 0,094988 0,020312 0,047086 0,070168 0,192039 0,128026 0,072419 0,139219 13 0,095707 37,064%

V 0,087402 0,307415 0,079911 0,071399 0,071562 0,0357 0,045548 0,065244 0,121871 0,072015 0,068882 0,095736 12 0,060505993

dk 0,087402 0,307415 0,079911 0,071399 0,071562 0,0357 0,045548 0,065244 0,121871 0,072015 0,068882 0,095736 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,307415 0,079911 0,071399 0,071562 0,0357 0,045548 0,065244 0,121871 0,072015 0,068882 0,095736 0,062176 5,586 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,114507 1,17474 0,112513 0,002276 0,668689 0,242424 0,355556 0,605263 0,514286 0,044465 0,326252 0,425039 12 51,555% 78 0,106116957

pause mars då pause yes pause bra där snyggt pause ja tack pause sen Dellwo

m ɑ ʂ d o ʝ ɛ s b r ɑ d ɛ ɹ̰ s n y k t ʝ ɑ t ɑ k s e n Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,628641 0,055333 0,062176 0,137926 0,065704 0,112921 1,08376 0,278414 0,136169 0,51059 0,097594 0,063103 0,019304 0,136584 0,009611 0,048676 0,118348 0,135187 0,036533 0,048572 0,07402 0,211726 0,070374 0,114581 0,090502 0,068707 0,046497 0,148208 1,018366 0,107516 0,073612 0,079838 74,339% 73,072%

C 0,055333 0,278414 0,51059 0,009611 0,114581 0,068707 0,148208 0,107516 0,079838 13

V 0,062176 0,112921 0,136169 0,136584 0,048676 0,048572 0,090502 0,046497 0,073612 9

dk 0,062176 0,112921 0,136169 0,136584 0,048676 0,048572 0,090502 0,046497 0,073612

dk+1 0,112921 0,136169 0,136584 0,048676 0,048572 0,090502 0,046497 0,073612 0,10523 3,771
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,579614 0,186667 0,003044 0,94902 0,002135 0,602985 0,642424 0,451516 0,353579 9

undrar jag pause f(ör)låt pause sen un(drar) jag finns d(et) med s(å) bord vi(d)
ʉ n d r ɑ r ʝ ɑ f l o t s e n ʉ n ʝ ɑ f i n s d m e d s b u d v i

0,10523 0,076531 0,020757 0,04864 0,01598 0,053969 0,061913 0,198026 0,251904 0,069255 0,045251 0,117552 0,184513 0,847614 0,102957 0,032382 0,041515 0,050502 0,051063 0,020059 0,061027 0,109592 0,117619 0,026985 0,092578 0,027033 0,059366 0,030719 0,014115 0,089672 0,087798 0,08386 0,026284 0,037363 0,038609

C 0,184513 0,102957 0,041515 0,109592 11

V 0,10523 0,01598 0,198026 0,117552 0,032382 0,050502 0,061027 0,117619 0,030719 0,08386 0,038609 11

dk 0,10523 0,01598 0,198026 0,117552 0,032382 0,050502 0,061027 0,117619 0,030719 0,08386 0,038609

dk+1 0,01598 0,198026 0,117552 0,032382 0,050502 0,061027 0,117619 0,030719 0,08386 0,038609 0,074019 9,5467
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,472657 1,701322 0,51001 1,136108 0,437247 0,188741 0,633569 1,171657 0,927597 0,738983 0,6288 11

fönstret så man kan titta u(r ) mo(t) gatan pause ja pause mer
f ø n s t r e t s m ɑ n k ɑ n t i t ɑ ʉ m u g ɑ t ɑ n ʝ ɑ m e r
0,116242 0,074019 0,07099 0,096314 0,068284 0,017851 0,065728 0,193097 0,145908 0,034872 0,037363 0,036533 0,039854 0,019097 0,041515 0,042345 0,035415 0,073066 0,030721 0,025739 0,072236 0,036533 0,073192 0,131455 0,107108 0,087181 0,134655 1,468679 0,050629 0,373634 0,28423 0,091601 0,14321 0,021588

C 0,116242 0,073066 0,072236 0,073192 0,107108 0,134655 0,050629 0,091601 0,021588 13

V 0,074019 0,065728 0,037363 0,019097 0,035415 0,036533 0,131455 0,087181 0,373634 0,14321 11

dk 0,074019 0,065728 0,037363 0,019097 0,035415 0,030721 0,025739 0,036533 0,131455 0,087181 0,373634 0,14321

dk+1 0,065728 0,037363 0,019097 0,035415 0,030721 0,025739 0,036533 0,131455 0,087181 0,373634 0,14321 0,110012 6,512
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,11866 0,550279 0,647059 0,5987 0,141949 0,176471 0,346667 1,130105 0,405003 1,243243 0,89166 0,262202 12

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,191585061 0,063647402

0,0564602

0,253439877

0,2059619060,0711224330,1145066410,1158818750,145928305

0,0838600030,076387330,373877564

0,110637 0,273757 0,243324

0,298378

0,2857461460,2900686090,082407052

0,0726301250,0572035380,392703479

0,082883377

0,319564948

0,203629622

86



än gärna pause a nej men de blir skit bra
ɛ n ʝ ɛ n ɑ ɑ n ɑ e m e n d e b l i r ɧ (β) i t b r ɑ

0,110012 0,061154 0,056303 0,094811 0,05563 0,216122 3,426016 0,178514 0,059781 0,069745 0,034042 0,038194 0,044836 0,034873 0,0152 0,039024 0,041515 0,023248 0,034508 0,01531 0,081846 0,030647 0,039854 0,115052 0,021588 0,015776 0,157341

C 0,05563 0,059781 0,038194 8

V 0,110012 0,094811 0,216122 0,069745 0,034042 0,044836 0,039024 0,034508 0,039854 0,157341 10

dk 0,110012 0,094811 0,216122 0,069745 0,034042 0,044836 0,039024 0,034508 0,039854 0,157341

dk+1 0,094811 0,216122 0,069745 0,034042 0,044836 0,039024 0,034508 0,039854 0,157341 0,084609 5,1126
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,14843 0,780304 1,024092 0,688 0,273684 0,138614 0,122839 0,143799 1,191579 0,601222 10

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

pause ee noll sju två fem noll sex pause noll två noll två pause
eː n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v o n u l t v o

0,231473 0,163144 0,091312 0,084609 0,063918 0,102055 0,098008 0,078011 0,040177 0,113227 0,110792 0,072441 0,066962 0,139192 0,068788 0,0487 0,087751 0,063918 0,086431 0,202093 1,5736 0,050526 0,070006 0,038351 0,098413 0,055385 0,049308 0,047479 0,040177 0,047482 0,131989 0,036525 0,076998 0,274212

C 0,091312 0,110792 0,050526 0,047479 11

V 0,084609 0,098008 0,113227 0,072441 0,068788 0,063918 0,070006 0,049308 0,040177 0,076998 10

dk 0,084609 0,098008 0,113227 0,072441 0,068788 0,063918 0,070006 0,049308 0,040177 0,076998

dk+1 0,098008 0,113227 0,072441 0,068788 0,063918 0,070006 0,049308 0,040177 0,076998 2,1257
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,146749 0,144092 0,439344 0,051724 0,073395 0,090909 0,346939 0,204082 0,628469 9

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

0,050072428 0,152414951

0,165972868 0,118188121 0,206153531 0,136450471 0,288524236 0,192148906 0,215995494

0,1278023960,117457146 0,064763229
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APPENDIX 4.8: SPEAKER 6 MURAD - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,063765881 49,120%

0,063693144

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause och jag skulle vilja boka bord (h)os er pause den tretonde nPVI vowel count Length

o k ʝ ɑ s k ʉ v i l ə b u k ɑ b u d u s e r d e n t r e t u n d e 50,214% 51 0,102399743

0,110192 0,10393 0,108859 0,058114 0,123237 0,112682 0,015199 0,09366 0,028746 0,050527 0,038203 0,044776 0,076333 0,069485 0,077639 0,043807 0,078871 0,123982 0,052363 0,046008 0,100563 0,089963 0,125701 1,920496 0,061703 0,087498 0,105983 0,085843 0,038265 0,061483 0,12214 0,057023 0,076478 0,024161 0,041074

C 0,028746 0,038203 0,076333 0,077639 0,078871 0,052363 0,100563 0,125701 0,061703 0,12214 14 Total Speech time

V 0,10393 0,123237 0,09366 0,050527 0,044776 0,069485 0,043807 0,123982 0,046008 0,089963 0,087498 0,061483 0,057023 0,041074 14 speech time minus

dk 0,10393 0,123237 0,09366 0,050527 0,044776 0,069485 0,043807 0,123982 0,046008 0,089963 0,087498 0,061483 0,057023 0,041074 number

dk+1 0,123237 0,09366 0,050527 0,044776 0,069485 0,043807 0,123982 0,046008 0,089963 0,087498 0,061483 0,057023 0,041074 0,053393 5,6053 17,422 14,711
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,169982 0,272727 0,598291 0,12069 0,432503 0,453302 0,955662 0,917391 0,646526 0,027778 0,349242 0,075259 0,325176 0,260813 14

mars pause en torsdag pause vi pause är åtta pers pause ja helst
m ɑ ʂ e n t u ʂ d ɑ v i eː r o t ɑ p e r ʂ ʝ ɑ h e l s Ramus et al.

0,095989 0,053393 0,354645 0,181187 0,053403 0,057921 0,069834 0,093859 0,153824 0,034652 0,157392 2,750392 0,080515 0,24483 0,108847 0,373171 0,103724 0,070296 0,128988 0,087498 0,061336 0,075785 0,03944 0,216474 2,571426 0,122415 0,12488 0,07531 0,089552 0,038614 0,110091 ∆C ∆V %V

C 0,095989 0,354645 0,080515 0,103724 0,128988 0,061336 0,122415 0,07531 11 0,060837063 46,077%

V 0,053393 0,053403 0,093859 0,157392 0,24483 0,373171 0,070296 0,087498 0,075785 0,12488 0,089552 11 0,058250248

dk 0,053393 0,053403 0,093859 0,157392 0,373171 0,070296 0,087498 0,075785 0,12488 0,089552 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,053403 0,093859 0,157392 0,373171 0,070296 0,087498 0,075785 0,12488 0,089552 0,111036 4,6292 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,000177 0,549454 0,505727 0,813399 1,365941 0,21803 0,143474 0,489326 0,329502 0,214215 10 48,861% 84 0,100140816

klockan ee åtta pause kvart ö(ve)r åtta pause ja (det är) ingen fara Dellwo

k l u k ɑ n ə o t ɑ k v ɑ t ø r o t ɑ ʝ ɑ ø r e i ŋ e n f ɑ r ɑ Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,058849 0,023702 0,111036 0,170736 0,257975 0,145115 0,128166 0,140205 0,156665 0,095559 2,632171 0,087416 0,018075 0,062029 0,089141 0,090362 0,048062 0,039025 0,087087 0,137602 0,110623 0,052642 0,104474 0,059564 0,047651 0,094892 0,076593 0,055046 0,050116 0,059975 0,078871 0,100232 0,032042 0,12077255,991% 62,738%

C 0,170736 0,145115 0,156665 0,089141 0,048062 0,087087 0,052642 0,047651 0,055046 0,032042 13

V 0,111036 0,257975 0,140205 0,095559 0,062029 0,090362 0,039025 0,137602 0,050116 0,100232 0,120772 13

dk 0,111036 0,257975 0,140205 0,095559 0,062029 0,090362 0,039025 0,137602 0,104474 0,059564 0,094892 0,076593 0,050116 0,100232 0,120772

dk+1 0,257975 0,140205 0,095559 0,062029 0,090362 0,039025 0,137602 0,104474 0,059564 0,094892 0,076593 0,050116 0,100232 0,120772 0,023399 8,5872
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,796391 0,591543 0,37873 0,425543 0,371842 0,793541 1,11622 0,273698 0,547555 0,457447 0,213415 0,417918 0,666667 0,185874 1,35081 15

pause ee fö(r )låt jag inte var(i)t å sä(ga) tidigare pause
eː f ø l o t ʝ ɑ i n t v ɑ r t o s ɛ t i d i g ɑ r e

0,799535 0,158137 0,094909 0,023399 0,053403 0,099411 0,065726 0,038439 0,049728 0,020602 0,02978 0,073942 0,014378 0,063672 0,065097 0,020129 0,037372 0,087498 0,090985 0,086921 0,088075 0,06244 0,066382 0,045187 0,101054 0,044365 0,147884 0,210085

C 0,094909 0,053403 0,087498 0,086921 0,06244 0,045187 0,044365 10

V 0,158137 0,023399 0,099411 0,049728 0,020602 0,063672 0,037372 0,090985 0,088075 0,066382 0,101054 0,147884 12

dk 0,023399 0,099411 0,049728 0,020602 0,063672 0,037372 0,090985 0,088075 0,066382 0,101054 0,147884

dk+1 0,099411 0,049728 0,020602 0,063672 0,037372 0,090985 0,088075 0,066382 0,101054 0,147884 0,08339 6,772
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,237892 0,666268 0,828254 1,022138 0,52056 0,835365 0,032507 0,280892 0,414154 0,376238 0,557726 11

51
undrade om om ni har ett bord där vi(d)
ʉ n d r ɑ d e u m laughteru m n i h ɑ r e t b u d d ɛ r v i

0,08339 0,071066 0,036749 0,028077 0,084684 0,061208 0,137409 0,143776 0,072299 0,774638 0,055705 0,060797 0,050116 0,045187 0,029007 0,105162 0,030398 0,090374 0,165959 0,049566 0,125535 0,102534 0,033938 0,089503 0,015432 0,047529 0,049998

C 0,061208 0,072299 0,029007 0,030398 9

V 0,08339 0,084684 0,055705 0,045187 0,105162 0,090374 0,125535 0,089503 0,049998 10

dk 0,08339 0,084684 0,137409 0,143776 0,055705 0,045187 0,105162 0,090374 0,125535 0,089503 0,049998

dk+1 0,084684 0,137409 0,143776 0,055705 0,045187 0,105162 0,090374 0,125535 0,089503 0,049998 0,087526 4,349
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,0154 0,474797 0,045289 0,883003 0,208504 0,797814 0,151261 0,325704 0,335121 0,566372 0,545768 11

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,230091735 0,1006387780,127881232

0,135892752

0,281184843

0,138846597

0,1714854960,164038751

0,1054907780,231257074

0,136472977 0,0629605870,2155248690,110912935

0,166972652

0,104165004 0,118099611 0,085225724

0,2559143040,1884760920,127755284

88



fönstret om vi kan ne- pause på ee- beställa ett
f ø n s t r e t u m v i k ɑ n n e ɑ p o ə e b e s t ɛ l ɑ e t
0,081478 0,087526 0,041356 0,099379 0,016666 0,02037 0,086416 0,127773 0,024362 0,123452 0,030246 0,05185 0,111293 0,105552 0,158636 0,025479 0,085797 0,505573 0,129856 0,075942 0,070809 0,040949 0,34203 0,028406 0,026667 0,082899 0,017391 0,042899 0,017391 0,02869 0,031015 0,02116

C 0,081478 0,127773 0,111293 0,158636 0,028406 0,017391 9

V 0,087526 0,086416 0,024362 0,05185 0,105552 0,026667 0,042899 8

dk 0,087526 0,086416 0,024362 0,05185 0,105552 0,026667 0,042899 0,02869 0,031015

dk+1 0,086416 0,024362 0,05185 0,105552 0,026667 0,042899 0,02869 0,031015 0,052174 5,1802
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,012761 1,120325 0,721342 0,682353 1,19325 0,466667 0,396954 0,077871 0,508711 9

sånt bord
s o n t b u d
0,088591 0,052174 0,059717 0,050615 0,01585 0,074637 0,069067

C 0,10975 0,069067 3

V 0,052174 0,074637 2

dk 0,052174 0,074637

dk+1 0,074637 0,099026 0,6352
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,354275 0,280875 2

pause noll sjuttiotvå pause femhundra-sex pause noll två pause
n u l ɧ ʉ t i t v o f e m ʉ n d r ɑ s e k s n u l t v o

0,11127 0,061628 0,099026 0,022123 0,109034 0,040032 0,092343 0,036871 0,085855 0,08067 0,15328 0,32874 0,083224 0,071109 0,06899 0,067413 0,069529 0,023176 0,042139 0,05478 0,132551 0,093305 0,111668 0,090598 0,250875 0,093759 0,107792 0,055834 0,101477 0,084804 0,145278 0,774172

C 0,061628 0,092343 0,083224 0,06899 0,132551 0,093759 11

V 0,099026 0,040032 0,036871 0,15328 0,071109 0,067413 0,05478 0,093305 0,107792 0,145278 10

dk 0,099026 0,040032 0,036871 0,15328 0,071109 0,067413 0,05478 0,093305 0,107792 0,145278

dk+1 0,040032 0,036871 0,15328 0,071109 0,067413 0,05478 0,093305 0,107792 0,145278 0,081644 4,6691
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,848485 0,082192 1,224377 0,732394 0,053366 0,206764 0,520305 0,144077 0,296253 0,560849 10

noll två pause
n u l t v o
0,049398 0,081644 0,032658 0,101133 0,07585 0,092787 0,270896

C 0,049398 2

V 0,081644 0,092787 2

dk 0,081644 0,092787

dk+1 0,092787 0,1278
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,127771 1

0,209640195

0,131156831 0,166524237 0,134843968 0,202265952 0,24211512

0,126181632

0,177771068 0,153697903 0,100290285

0,059704628
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APPENDIX 4.9: SPEAKER 7 REMAN - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,057978885 40,376%

0,03812203

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause n ~ ~ ~ ~ jag skulle va(ra) intresserad av boka bord för nPVI vowel count Length

n ~ ~ ~ ~ ʝ ɑ s k ʉ l ə v ɑ i n t r e s e r ə d ɑ v b u k ɑ b u d f ø r 56,835% 51 0,084556351

0,110192 0,041619 0,404325 0,049102 0,150375 0,089481 0,049869 0,01918 0,013043 0,01918 0,061378 0,022249 0,046033 0,056007 0,026574 0,013043 0,048335 0,092066 0,05524 0,018413 0,036059 0,029154 0,042964 0,064446 0,064446 0,107411 0,078744 0,053705 0,118919 0,167485 0,05524 0,076972 0,041883 0,027513

C 0,049102 0,013043 0,061378 0,092066 0,018413 0,029154 0,078744 0,118919 0,05524 0,041883 13 Total Speech time

V 0,150375 0,01918 0,01918 0,048335 0,05524 0,036059 0,042964 0,107411 0,053705 0,167485 0,076972 12 speech time minus

dk 0,150375 0,01918 0,01918 0,022249 0,046033 0,048335 0,05524 0,036059 0,042964 0,107411 0,053705 0,167485 0,041883 number

dk+1 0,01918 0,01918 0,022249 0,046033 0,048335 0,05524 0,036059 0,042964 0,107411 0,053705 0,167485 0,041883 0,069933 7,4235 18,003 14,830
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,547511 1,14E-14 0,148148 0,696629 0,04878 0,133333 0,420168 0,174757 0,857143 0,666667 1,028792 1,199816 0,501705 13

fyra personer (d)en tretonde mars pause (o)m de går pause
f y r ɑ p e ʂ u n e r e n t r e t u n d e m ɑ ʂ ~m ~d ~e g~ ~o ~r Ramus et al.

0,092003 0,069933 0,020328 0,068345 0,095518 0,05012 0,112342 0,161796 0,068696 0,060284 0,048367 0,071499 0,035049 0,06466 0,037152 0,084818 0,140896 0,059994 0,063088 0,01472 0,028039 0,073062 0,090426 0,340114 0,257184 0,119516 0,010119 0,044512 0,026988 0,097085 0,046955 2,971126 ∆C ∆V %V

C 0,119516 0,020328 0,095518 0,112342 0,068696 0,048367 0,140896 0,073062 0,340114 0,026988 0,046955 14 0,068653202 40,152%

V 0,069933 0,068345 0,05012 0,161796 0,060284 0,071499 0,084818 0,059994 0,028039 0,090426 0,044512 0,097085 12 0,041006219

dk 0,069933 0,068345 0,05012 0,161796 0,060284 0,071499 0,084818 0,059994 0,028039 0,090426 0,044512 0,097085 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,068345 0,05012 0,161796 0,060284 0,071499 0,084818 0,059994 0,028039 0,090426 0,044512 0,097085 0,053274 6,7674 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,022961 0,307692 1,053967 0,914193 0,170213 0,170404 0,342847 0,725975 1,053254 0,68052 0,742574 0,582751 12 55,467% 82 0,088822964

klockan nitton pause noll noll pause så några frågor också Dellwo

ɑː k l u k ɑ n n i t o n n u l n u l s o n o r f r o g u r o k s ɑ Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,163909 0,042058 0,034348 0,053274 0,056078 0,072901 0,021029 0,021029 0,042469 0,166832 0,09323 0,17244 0,160394 0,02992 0,061157 0,026637 0,030671 0,066593 0,023803 2,71549 0,103043 0,077107 0,047777 0,082715 0,020328 0,12968 0,020328 0,161224 0,048367 0,034498 0,039255 0,076877 0,039956 0,098136 0,07780868,285% 53,525%

C 0,056078 0,166832 0,17244 0,02992 0,023803 0,103043 0,047777 0,048367 0,039255 14

V 0,053274 0,072901 0,042469 0,09323 0,061157 0,066593 0,077107 0,082715 0,161224 0,034498 0,076877 0,077808 12

dk 0,053274 0,072901 0,042469 0,09323 0,061157 0,066593 0,077107 0,082715 0,161224 0,034498 0,076877 0,077808

dk+1 0,072901 0,042469 0,09323 0,061157 0,066593 0,077107 0,082715 0,161224 0,034498 0,076877 0,077808 0,046965 5,51
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,311111 0,527551 0,74813 0,41549 0,085103 0,146341 0,070175 0,643678 1,294952 0,761001 0,012043 0,494382 12

(a)ngående de fi- f- pause yes ee ha- har ni (e )tt bord vid
~n ~g ~o ~n d e d e f i f ʝ e s eː h ɑ h ɑ r n i t b u d v i
0,058522 0,045563 0,046965 0,062387 0,02173 0,031965 0,013319 0,044161 0,089024 0,067294 0,077268 0,900698 0,138793 0,069396 0,12197 0,23663 0,045914 0,031123 0,114259 0,027719 0,020328 0,031544 0,022471 0,149308 0,024004 0,108651 0,009113 0,053274 0,067995

C 0,013319 0,138793 0,12197 0,114259 9

V 0,046965 0,031965 0,044161 0,069396 0,027719 0,022471 0,108651 0,067995 8

dk 0,046965 0,031965 0,044161 0,069396 0,027719 0,022471 0,108651 0,067995

dk+1 0,031965 0,044161 0,069396 0,027719 0,022471 0,108651 0,067995 0,092369 4,2912
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,3801 0,320435 0,444444 0,858305 0,20913 1,314502 0,460317 0,303995 8

51
fönstret pause cool och ee öö ha- ha- ha- har ni ns-
f ø n s t r ~e t k u ~l ~o k ~e ~u ~h ~ɑ h ɑ h ɑ h ɑ r n i n s
0,087622 0,092369 0,034348 0,087622 0,021029 0,013319 0,054676 0,161224 2,69641 0,101887 0,160621 0,097092 0,129456 0,179647 0,190588 0,228945 0,047947 0,046748 0,040755 0,039556 0,041953 0,063529 0,093496 0,044351 0,025172 0,051834 0,089608 0,062622 0,139045

C 0,087622 0,161224 0,101887 0,097092 0,179647 0,093496 8

V 0,092369 0,054676 0,160621 0,129456 0,044351 0,089608 6

dk 0,092369 0,054676 0,160621 0,129456 0,044351 0,089608

dk+1 0,054676 0,160621 0,129456 0 0,089608 0,086278 4,4253
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,512677 0,984177 0,214876 2 0,675693 0,037874 6

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,07700649

0,076406244 0,042058483

0,139350443

0,129635603

0,095623321

0,06828258

0,12889296

0,136860755 0,077808224

0,057308027 0,170336776

0,156317271

0,138091954

0,0623867150,1733113050,05187210,104085469 0,084116926
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glutenfrit urval mumbleå några eller n- nått
g l ʉ t e n f r i t ʉ r v ɑ l (mumble)o n o ɹ ɑ h e l e ɹ n- n o t
0,083036 0,071499 0,086278 0,092297 0,077913 0,052741 0,050208 0,037159 0,039556 0,171409 0,106092 0,056078 0,037322 0,180852 0,030843 0,306737 0,033057 0,084117 0,106548 0,01472 0,030843 0,047666 0,034348 0,058882 0,065191 0,055377 0,182565 0,096034 0,063789 0,123963

C 0,092297 0,171409 0,030843 0,084117 0,01472 0,047666 0,058882 0,055377 0,096034 12

V 0,086278 0,077913 0,039556 0,106092 0,180852 0,033057 0,106548 0,030843 0,034348 0,065191 0,063789 11

dk 0,086278 0,077913 0,039556 0,106092 0,180852 0,033057 0,106548 0,030843 0,034348 0,065191 0,063789

dk+1 0,077913 0,039556 0,106092 0,180852 0,033057 0,106548 0,030843 0,034348 0,065191 0,063789 0,029441 7,2122
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,101884 0,653061 0,913655 0,521075 1,381851 1,052848 1,102041 0,107527 0,619718 0,021739 0,736842 11

vegetariskt också för den delen
v e g e t ɑ r i s k t u k s o f ø r d e n d e l e n
0,017524 0,029441 0,024534 0,03575 0,117764 0,102814 0,044499 0,039147 0,050858 0,022802 0,031456 0,057648 0,058309 0,09667 0,105987 0,082093 0,036059 0,016112 0,021482 0,062145 0,06061 0,013278 0,06905 0,042197 0,053705 0,030689

C 0,141488 0,024534 0,117764 0,044499 0,082093 0,042197 0,030689 11

V 0,029441 0,03575 0,102814 0,039147 0,057648 0,105987 0,036059 0,062145 0,06905 0,053705 10

dk 0,029441 0,03575 0,102814 0,039147 0,057648 0,105987 0,036059 0,062145 0,06905 0,053705

dk+1 0,03575 0,102814 0,039147 0,057648 0,105987 0,036059 0,062145 0,06905 0,053705 0,102234 5,5251
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,193548 0,967991 0,89697 0,38228 0,590817 0,984578 0,53125 0,105263 0,25 0,622401 10

pause noll sju två pause fem noll sex pause noll två noll två pause
n ʉ l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s ~n u l t v o n u l t v ~o

0,0786 0,082416 0,102234 0,029337 0,098233 0,083997 0,11097 0,077787 0,190524 1,596964 0,126236 0,102678 0,01814 0,084454 0,071926 0,057784 0,148379 0,068452 0,117557 0,304319 0,076142 0,103567 0,114523 0,104007 0,099413 0,081407 0,18364 0,105345 0,106 0,058229 0,105928 0,092899 0,143059 0,079229

C 0,082416 0,126236 0,103567 0,105345 11

V 0,102234 0,083997 0,190524 0,102678 0,071926 0,068452 0,114523 0,18364 0,106 0,143059 10

dk 0,102234 0,083997 0,190524 0,102678 0,071926 0,068452 0,114523 0,18364 0,106 0,143059

dk+1 0,083997 0,190524 0,102678 0,071926 0,068452 0,114523 0,18364 0,106 0,143059 3,7738
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,195854 0,776096 0,599216 0,352251 0,049492 0,503574 0,463622 0,536112 0,29759 9

0

0

0

0

0,28482598 0,2570565880,127569912 0,188756031 0,102593501 0,206162976 0,421876764

0,037593782 0,073888338

0,154535451 0,140107958 0,09340033

0,105115483 0,154978447
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APPENDIX 4.10: SPEAKER 8 SAMIR - TABLE RESERVATION

Dark boxes not included in calculations: They represent pauses, interruptions, or fillers
Ramus et al.

∆C ∆V %V

0,078544474 47,214%

0,078441377

Counts Low et al. m Mean Seg.

pause ja hejsan Felix pause pause jag vil pause gärna nPVI vowel count Length

ʝ ɑ h e ʝ s ɑ n f e l i k s ə eː m ʝ ɑ v i l eː e ʝ ɛ n ɑ 56,762% 51 0,123892337

0,312095 0,114998 0,258801 0,108703 0,084396 0,03781 0,11972 0,08472 0,060765 0,123993 0,119505 0,066167 0,096311 0,13841 0,178347 0,058153 0,317668 0,060765 0,111954 0,241914 0,138281 0,149888 0,074269 0,161694 0,111056 0,245637 0,695608 0,051069 0,116805 0,068192 0,046587 0,046587

C 0,114998 0,108703 0,066167 0,138281 0,074269 0,111056 0,116805 0,046587 11 Total Speech time

V 0,258801 0,084396 0,08472 0,119505 0,096311 0,149888 0,161694 0,068192 0,046587 9 speech time minus

dk 0,258801 0,084396 0,08472 0,119505 0,096311 0,149888 0,161694 0,068192 0,046587 number

dk+1 0,084396 0,08472 0,119505 0,096311 0,149888 0,161694 0,068192 0,046587 0,047262 3,2911 20,063 15,053
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,016353 0,003832 0,340651 0,214939 0,435228 0,07578 0,81346 0,376471 0,014388 9

boka bord till pause fyra till på torsdag den
b u k ɑ b u d ~e t i l eː f y r ɑ eː t i l p oːː əː t u ʂ d ɑ d e n Ramus et al.

0,075038 0,047262 0,090473 0,062791 0,077059 0,176895 0,083721 0,137165 0,203773 0,158322 0,15934 0,551474 0,11577 0,155964 0,149071 0,019242 0,189723 0,415262 0,180716 0,049155 0,061441 0,135245 0,586142 0,539099 0,208923 0,131332 0,07503 0,031058 0,072918 0,01823 0,104651 0,066167 ∆C ∆V %V

C 0,075038 0,090473 0,077059 0,083721 0,203773 0,15934 0,155964 0,019242 0,180716 0,061441 0,208923 0,01823 13 0,078544474 47,214%

V 0,047262 0,062791 0,176895 0,158322 0,149071 0,189723 0,049155 0,131332 0,072918 0,104651 10 0,078441377

dk 0,047262 0,176895 0,158322 0,149071 0,189723 0,049155 0,131332 0,072918 0,104651 Low et al. m Mean Seg.

dk+1 0,176895 0,158322 0,149071 0,189723 0,049155 0,131332 0,072918 0,104651 0,072817 4,9433 nPVI vowel count Length
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,156627 0,110812 0,060185 0,239978 1,176903 0,910617 0,571981 0,357414 0,358764 9 56,762% 51 0,122851225

tretonde mars pause klockan pause sju ska de vara pause Dellwo

t r e t u n d e m ɑ ʂ eː k l u k ɑ n ~eː ɧ ʉ s k ɑ d e v ɑ r ~ɑ Varco∆C Varco∆V

0,081907 0,030484 0,072817 0,111403 0,05344 0,05739 0,015529 0,044561 0,060765 0,116805 0,284672 1,00806 0,305177 0,110728 0,016756 0,03916 0,103976 0,162361 0,147289 0,306729 0,531092 0,224277 0,189711 0,088662 0,045912 0,066264 0,02093 0,062116 0,0549 0,139085 0,01823 0,112753 1,488086 65,141% 61,367%

C 0,111403 0,060765 0,284672 0,103976 0,147289 0,224277 0,02093 0,0549 0,01823 13

V 0,072817 0,05344 0,044561 0,116805 0,03916 0,162361 0,189711 0,066264 0,062116 0,139085 0,112753 11

dk 0,072817 0,05344 0,044561 0,116805 0,03916 0,162361 0,189711 0,066264 0,062116 0,139085 0,112753

dk+1 0,05344 0,044561 0,116805 0,03916 0,162361 0,189711 0,066264 0,062116 0,139085 0,112753 0,041861 6,6777
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,306942 0,181198 0,895397 0,995671 1,222714 0,155367 0,96452 0,064632 0,765101 0,209115 0,917031 11

har ni pause plats för fyra pause jag har en pause en
h ɑ r n iː ə p l ɑ t s f ø f y r ɑ eː ʝ ɑ h ɑ r ~e- e n e n

0,06988 0,041861 0,022112 0,048547 0,268593 0,200526 0,48327 0,047937 0,020255 0,082371 0,068177 0,078995 0,063677 0,03781 0,101951 0,11883 0,03105 0,129633 2,6193 0,416246 0,041185 0,071322 0,056039 0,112753 0,043886 0,150879 0,070893 0,075619 0,061441 0,106677 0,05152

C 0,06988 0,101951 0,03105 0,041185 0,056039 0,043886 0,075619 10

V 0,041861 0,268593 0,082371 0,03781 0,11883 0,129633 0,071322 0,112753 0,070893 0,106677 10

dk 0,041861 0,268593 0,082371 0,03781 0,11883 0,071322 0,112753 0,070893 0,106677

dk+1 0,268593 0,082371 0,03781 0,11883 0,071322 0,112753 0,070893 0,106677 0,064816 6,5949
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,460653 1,061205 0,741573 1,034483 0,49968 0,450152 0,455882 0,403042 0,488189 9

liten fråga
l i t e n f r oː g ɑ

0,011478 0,064816 0,087772 0,036104 0,035784 0,103301 0,024306 0,241485 0,090122 0,280293

C 0,062998 0,087772 0,090122 4

V 0,064816 0,036104 0,241485 0,280293 4

dk 0,064816 0,036104 0,241485 0,280293

dk+1 0,036104 0,241485 0,280293 2,1975
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,569005 1,479745 0,148755 3

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

FIRST 51 VOWELS

MEASUREMENTS FROM 

ENTIRE RECORDING

0,070658792 0,068192218 0,210848529

0,163391246

0,178557494

0,157529566 0,184758875 0,316756714

0,106087916

0,072918425 0,127484393 0,13457369
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C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

C 0

V 0

dk

dk+1 0
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0

ee noll sju filler två fem pause noll sex pause noll två pause
eː n u l ɧ ʉ t v o f e m n u l s e k s n u l t v oː
0,144784 0,114562 0,179049 0,09978 0,230427 0,235099 0,770733 0,084463 0,081302 0,172888 0,126607 0,148954 0,118602 1,726237 0,085525 0,150629 0,064408 0,123967 0,098724 0,173147 0,246088 1,14589 0,052266 0,144654 0,041179 0,067655 0,074439 0,390382 0,851757

C 0,114562 0,126607 0,118602 0,085525 0,052266 10

V 0,179049 0,235099 0,172888 0,148954 0,150629 0,098724 0,144654 0,390382 8

dk 0,179049 0,235099 0,172888 0,148954 0,150629 0,098724 0,144654 0,390382

dk+1 0,235099 0,172888 0,148954 0,150629 0,098724 0,144654 0,390382 0,104003 3,6064
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 0,270674 0,304965 0,148732 0,011184 0,416321 0,37744 0,918547 1,158525 8

noll två glottalpause
n u l t v oː ?
0,073911 0,104003 0,026397 0,108571 0,057545 0,343304 0,076551 0,181211

C 0,073911 0,076551 3

V 0,104003 0,343304 2

dk 0,104003 0,343304

dk+1 0,343304 1,07
(dk-dk+1)  

(dk+dk+1)/2 1,069963 1

0,188375094 0,419235319 0,183272734

0,192513096

0,330206474 0,165765422
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Your license will expire in 10 days.

GET DATA /TYPE=XLSX

  /FILE='Z:\ScoresWHOLE.xlsx'

  /SHEET=name 'Sheet1'

  /CELLRANGE=full

  /READNAMES=on

  /ASSUMEDSTRWIDTH=32767.

EXECUTE.

DATASET NAME DataSet1 WINDOW=FRONT.

REGRESSION

  /MISSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group1Listenerprojectedethnicity

  /METHOD=ENTER nPVI.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 nPVIb . Enter

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,695a ,483 ,397 2,440644474

Predictors: (Constant), nPVIa. 

ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

33,381 1 33,381 5,604 ,056b

35,740 6 5,957

69,121 7

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

Predictors: (Constant), nPVIb. 

Page 1
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Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

nPVI

-11,780 7,359 -1,601 ,161

,360 ,152 ,695 2,367 ,056

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group1Listenerprojectedethnicity

  /METHOD=ENTER nPVI AvrgSegmentalDuration.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 AvrgSegment
alDuration, 
nPVIb

. Enter

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,885a ,783 ,696 1,732324798

Predictors: (Constant), AvrgSegmentalDuration, nPVIa. 

ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

54,117 2 27,058 9,017 ,022b

15,005 5 3,001

69,121 7

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

Predictors: (Constant), AvrgSegmentalDuration, nPVIb. 

Page 2
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Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

tB Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

nPVI

AvrgSegmentalDuration

4,433 8,082 ,548

,376 ,108 ,726 3,478

-39,929 15,190 -,549 -2,629

Coefficientsa

Model Sig.

1 (Constant)

nPVI

AvrgSegmentalDuration

,607

,018

,047

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group2Listenerattitudes

  /METHOD=ENTER nPVI.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 nPVIb . Enter

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,800a ,640 ,580 ,731717

Predictors: (Constant), nPVIa. 

Page 3
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ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

5,705 1 5,705 10,656 ,017b

3,212 6 ,535

8,918 7

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

Predictors: (Constant), nPVIb. 

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

nPVI

-7,250 2,206 -3,286 ,017

,149 ,046 ,800 3,264 ,017

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group2Listenerattitudes

  /METHOD=ENTER nPVI AvrgSegmentalDuration.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 AvrgSegment
alDuration, 
nPVIb

. Enter

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,843a ,710 ,594 ,719339

Predictors: (Constant), AvrgSegmentalDuration, nPVIa. 

Page 4
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ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

6,330 2 3,165 6,117 ,045b

2,587 5 ,517

8,918 7

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

Predictors: (Constant), AvrgSegmentalDuration, nPVIb. 

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

tB Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

nPVI

AvrgSegmentalDuration

-4,435 3,356 -1,321

,152 ,045 ,815 3,377

-6,933 6,308 -,265 -1,099

Coefficientsa

Model Sig.

1 (Constant)

nPVI

AvrgSegmentalDuration

,244

,020

,322

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

Page 5
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Your license will expire in 10 days.

GET DATA /TYPE=XLSX

  /FILE='Z:\Scores.xlsx'

  /SHEET=name 'Sheet1'

  /CELLRANGE=full

  /READNAMES=on

  /ASSUMEDSTRWIDTH=32767.

EXECUTE.

DATASET NAME DataSet1 WINDOW=FRONT.

REGRESSION

  /MISSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group2Listenerattitudes

  /METHOD=ENTER first51nPVI.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 first51nPVIb . Enter

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,892a ,796 ,762 ,551017

Predictors: (Constant), first51nPVIa. 

ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

7,096 1 7,096 23,371 ,003b

1,822 6 ,304

8,918 7

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

Predictors: (Constant), first51nPVIb. 

Page 1
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Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

-9,742 2,004 -4,861 ,003

,190 ,039 ,892 4,834 ,003

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group2Listenerattitudes

  /METHOD=ENTER first51nPVI MeanSegmentalDuration.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 MeanSegmen
talDuration, 
first51nPVIb

. Enter

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,957a ,915 ,881 ,389063

Predictors: (Constant), MeanSegmentalDuration, first51nPVIa. 

ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

8,161 2 4,080 26,957 ,002b

,757 5 ,151

8,918 7

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

Predictors: (Constant), MeanSegmentalDuration, first51nPVIb. 

Page 2
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Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

tB Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

MeanSegmentalDuration

-10,476 1,442 -7,265

,140 ,034 ,658 4,179

33,213 12,522 ,417 2,652

Coefficientsa

Model Sig.

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

MeanSegmentalDuration

,001

,009

,045

Dependent Variable: Group2Listenerattitudesa. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group1Listenerprojectedethnicity

  /METHOD=ENTER first51nPVI.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 first51nPVIb . Enter

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,886a ,786 ,750 1,571599398

Predictors: (Constant), first51nPVIa. 

Page 3
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ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

54,302 1 54,302 21,985 ,003b

14,820 6 2,470

69,121 7

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

Predictors: (Constant), first51nPVIb. 

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

-21,160 5,717 -3,701 ,010

,526 ,112 ,886 4,689 ,003

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

REGRESSION

  /MI SSING LISTWISE

  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

  /CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)

  /NOORIGIN

  /DEPENDENT Group1Listenerprojectedethnicity

  /METHOD=ENTER first51nPVI MeanSegmentalDuration.

Regression

[DataSet1] 

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model

Variables 
Entered

Variables 
Removed Method

1 MeanSegmen
talDuration, 
first51nPVIb

. Enter

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

All requested variables entered.b. 

Model Summary

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 ,890a ,791 ,708 1,698059729

Predictors: (Constant), MeanSegmentalDuration, first51nPVIa. 
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ANOVAa

Model

Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression

Residual

Total

54,704 2 27,352 9,486 ,020b

14,417 5 2,883

69,121 7

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 

Predictors: (Constant), MeanSegmentalDuration, first51nPVIb. 

Coefficientsa

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients
Standardized 
Coefficients

tB Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

MeanSegmentalDuration

-21,611 6,294 -3,434

,495 ,146 ,835 3,382

20,420 54,652 ,092 ,374

Coefficientsa

Model Sig.

1 (Constant)

first51nPVI

MeanSegmentalDuration

,019

,020

,724

Dependent Variable: Group1Listenerprojectedethnicitya. 
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